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A PROGRAM TO PREVENT ECONOMIC DISIN-

TEGRATION IN AMERICAN CITIES

HARLAND BARTHOLOMEW, President, National Conference on

City Planning

The average American city is about the most wasteful of all the

creations of man. Increased debt and ever mounting taxes are

manifestations of deep-seated economic ills. Unsatisfactory living

conditions from which so much of our population has attempted

to escape are plain evidence of unsound social standards.

Our cities are faced with wholesale economic disintegration be-

cause of unsound economic practices and because of low social

standards throughout most of their area. Every large city in this

country lost population in its central areas between 1920 and 1930.

Typical of this condition was the city of St. Louis, which lost

population in 38% of its total area of 62 square miles, all cen-

trally located, in this short span of ten years. How long can our

cities withstand such an economic shock? .Disintegration of such

a character is doubly wasteful for it not only creates huge burdens

of additional capital debt and more annual overhead expense to

furnish public services in the newer outlying districts but in the

older central districts values are destroyed and revenues reduced

while municipal services must be continued. This is a vicious

circle of inestimable danger.

CAUSES OF DISINTEGRATION

The causes of disintegration are

(1) Unsound social standards in building development.

(2) Unwarranted spread of the city induced by new forms of

transportation.

(3) Exaggerated ideas of population growth.

(4) Unbalanced design of the city resulting from improper ar-

rangement and distribution of land uses.

1



2 PLANNING PROBLEMS

(5) Excessive speculation in real estate.

(6) Erroneous ideas of individual escape from the city and lack

of individual community responsibility.

Since 1860 our cities have experienced population growth un-

precedented in all history. The electric street car first increased

the area of cities. By the time cities had more or less adjusted
themselves to this new form of transportation they were hope-

lessly thrown out of balance by being again expanded into areas

nine or ten times greater than ever before by rapid transit and the

automobile. It has been assumed that rapid growth in population
would somehow compensate for losses and maladjustments inci-

dent to enlargement of area. This is an erroneous assumption, as

will be shown below. It is consequently difficult if not impossible

to bring about any balanced design. Everything is without definite

scale.

As a people we are quick to accept most any form of change
without stopping to consider its full consequences. The modern

American city cannot be reorganized or reconstructed in any short

space of time. Even with the advantage of all forms of modern

devices for constructing buildings, highways or whatever may be

used in the city there is no escape from the fundamental problems
of cost. Someone has to pay the final bills. If we but stop to con-

sider these final costs there will be less haste in accepting instru-

ments or theories which involve sweeping change in methods of

city building and more consideration of balanced design and sound

social standards. What we really need is not more modern devices

to do all sorts of things with less time and effort, but rather more

large-scale thinking and planning on methods of organizing city

growth in the interests of economy and decent living conditions.

Thinking and planning cost little and when carefully and wisely

done will save untold waste in money, in time and in human health.

Somehow the impression has been created that, as individuals,

we could escape the city. There has been no personal sense of

responsibility to the community. If growth were forever un-

limited, the individual might ultimately escape the consequences
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of extravagant unplanned growth. If there are definite limits to

growth, however, as now appears to be the case, our position be-

comes entirely different. We are all caught in the same squirrel

cage and must adjust ourselves to our situation. We can do this

to best advantage by placing community interest and responsi-

bility above individual interest.

DECENTRALIZATION, REGIONALISM AND THE PRESENT CITY

It is impossible to do full justice to this topic in this brief paper
but it cannot be ignored in the present discussion. Perhaps it

would be impossible to define either the term "decentralization"

or the term "regionalism," since the advocates of each have vary-

ing conceptions of what is really meant. Decentralization in prac-

tice appears to mean, however, moving population from the cen-

ters of the city to the outskirts, and distributing stores and shops
more or less indiscriminately throughout the whole urban area.

The practical effect is more important than anybody's definition

or theory. I maintain that decentralization, as now practiced, is

economically unsound, more or less destructive in fundamental

character and may ultimately produce social disadvantages as

great as those found in the centralized city.

If anybody doubts this statement, it can be simply demon-

strated by a story of personal experience. A maid in our home
married and lived happily and healthfully for two years in modest

quarters in one of the central areas of St. Louis. While riding

about the outskirts of the city in a new low-priced automobile this

young couple were persuaded to buy a lot without adequate

sewage and water facilities and where there were no adequate

building restrictions. They purchased on the small down payment

principle with monthly installment payments over a long period
of years. They were "sold" on the advantages of the great open

spaces and the idea of building the garage and living in it until

they could afford a real home on the front of the lot. Six months'

later this young girl was dead from exposure and pneumonia,

leaving a husband with a blighted life and a young baby on his
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hands. This is no isolated case. Its repetition can be found time

and again in one form or another on the outskirts of many cities.

"Oh," but the advocates of decentralization say, "we don't

mean the kind of decentralization you are talking about. What we

mean is the movement of industry and population from the largest

urban centers to the small city and towns of the rural district."

Is this really a new form of urban development ? Has not this sort

of decentralization been going on for at least twenty-five years?

The largest shoe manufacturing companies have long distributed

their plants among the smaller cities of New England and among
the small towns of Missouri and Illinois. Many other industries

have done likewise. If this could be undertaken safely by industry

in general the exodus from the large city would probably have

occurred long before this. The head of a large chemical concern

states that decentralization of this character is improbable and

impracticable in so far as he can anticipate any future conditions

in that industry. No doubt this form of decentralization will con-

tinue somewhat upon the same scale as it has in the past, but upon
what economic grounds can any sweeping change be anticipated or

justified? Even assuming that it might produce more satisfactory

social conditions which can be questioned, we must give problems
of economy equal consideration with problems of presumably im-

proved social welfare.

"Regionalism" is perhaps too indefinitely understood to be

capable of careful appraisal. It appears to be based upon a form

of economic geography which presupposes the transfer of large

numbers of our urban population to so-called "economic regions,"

closer perhaps to natural resources and more widely distributed

over large areas of land as distinguished from regions surrounding

present cities. It is not so easy to differ with ideas which have

never been definitely expressed or which have never been assayed

in the caldron of practical experience. It is much like the game of

politics, where the "!NS" can be criticized easily for shortcomings

in their record whereas the "Ours" have no record by which to

be judged and have only alluring promises to offer. Are not ex-
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perience and history far safer guides in human affairs than proph-

esies of some new order? The literature of decentralization con-

tains much theoretical discussion and prophesy based more upon

wish fancies than upon solid economic fact or sound social phi-

losophy. We have just had one recent experience with a set of

prophets of the so-called "new era" which ended in 1929. This

experience has been disastrous for practically every man, woman

and child in the United States and the end may not be in sight.

It is my contention that the present form of city growth which

we may refer to as "centralized" is based more upon sound eco-

nomics and logical social science than generally seems to be under-

stood. The difficulties which are found in the present structure or

form of the American city are more the result of abuse and lack

of control than of faults peculiarly inherent in the form itself.

Are we really at the end of the industrial era? Can our urban

population be transformed to a predominantly rural or agricultural

population in any short period of years? Even granting the

superior advantages of the automobile, the radio, the septic tank,

giant power and the home electric plant, is it probable that these

can quickly transform the social order? After all, man is a gre-

garious animal. He likes the modern city. He will even be satis-

fied with a lower economic status and be content to remain where

he is, particularly if his living conditions can be improved some-

what, if he can retain many of the advantages he now enjoys in

the modern American city. In "Man's Rough Road," by A. G.

Keller, Professor of the Science of Society in Yale University, we

read:

"The past is not dead but only foolishly forgotten or light-

mindedly ignored; it is present in all that is today or will be tomor-

row, living on in the present and future as men long dead survive

in the bodies and traits of their descendants. The experience of

the past is the only trustworthy guide to the present; and if it can

offer us no leading into the future, then we are indeed undone."

In all the literature of decentralization there appears no dis-

cussion of the economic consequences of abandonment of our
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present city structures or of the economic disadvantages which

maybe inherent in a new mode of decentralization or its mystic com-

panion, "regionalism." Is not a frank facing of the difficulties

and abuses common to present methods of city growth, and an

honest attempt to correct them, a far wiser course of procedure
than to expect that we can suddenly launch upon a new, uncharted,

and unexplored course ? Under any new system of procedure we

will still have with us the same old set of speculators and exploiters

we have always known but with newer and larger fields of opera-

tion than under present methods of growth where they are now

becoming ever more closely restricted and their modes of operation

more definitely appraised and controlled.

Let us for a moment consider the modern American city. Is its

location, for instance, not based upon a sounder interpretation of

economic geography than has yet been proposed? A great ma-

jority of our cities have been located at strategic points upon ocean,

lake and river. Water transportation has been, and probably
will again become, such an economical form of transport that it

cannot be ignored. It may even become of greater significance in

future years as basic economies inevitably assume greater and

greater significance. Our railroad transportation system has

exerted a certain influence upon the distribution of our urban

population, but it did not change the form of the modern city.

While it reduced the amount of water-borne commerce in many re-

spects, in the long run railroad transport will and must integrate

with water transport systems. New types of barges have recently

carried more freight on the Mississippi River than was carried in

the halcyon days of the paddle-wheel steamboat. The automobile,

the motor truck, and the motor bus have played havoc with street

car systems and with railroad systems; but, again, they have not

substantially changed the basic form of the centralized city. In

the long run, while some changes will occur, the automobile, the

auto truck and the auto bus will have to be integrated with pre-

vious forms of transport rather than to completely supplant them.

The same experience must take place with the advent of the air-
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plane. We must become the master rather than the slave of the

machine.

REMEDIES FOR DISINTEGRATION

If our cities are faced with such wholesale economic disintegra-

tion as here described, what are the remedies? Is the city in-

capable of control? Why have current city planning practices

failed to correct the difficulty ? Is the present form of the American

city economically unsound and socially undesirable?

It is not believed that the condition is incapable of control as

will subsequently be discussed more fully. The present form of the

American city is fundamentally sound both from an economic and

from a social viewpoint; the present difficulties are the outgrowth

of various abuses principally speculative in character and are not

inherent in the form.

City Planning is comparatively a new science. Its practice

covers a period of approximately twenty years, but only in the

past five or six years has city planning practice come into effective

use or exerted any appreciable control of growth. Only by much

more thorough regulation or control of all city growth can we

arrest the powerful force of disintegration. City planning has

made most marvelous advances in this short period of twenty years

and our zoning plans, street plans, park and recreation plans have

prevented untold waste, have forestalled much more rapid disin-

tegration and have thus preserved the character and stability of

large city areas. There is far more fundamental economy to be

achieved by city planning than by the arbitrary slashing of munici-

pality budgets based upon immediate expediency. That economy
is greatest which is based upon fundamental conceptions. This

in no sense minimizes the importance of immediately reducing

municipal expenditures. That which is extravagant and wasteful

should be eliminated at once. We can reduce municipal expendi-

tures only to such a point, however, that fundamental needs will

not be impaired. Beyond this point further economy can come
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only as the result of a total city structure more efficiently designed

and hence capable of more economical operation.

What then are the remedies needed to prevent disintegration

of American cities? They are:

(1) A careful estimate of total population to be provided for in

the next 30 to 50 years.

(2) Scientific determination of the total area required for urban

purposes.

(3) A plan for the most appropriate location and distribution of

industrial, commercial and residential areas.

(4) A plan for the most desirable distribution and density of

population.

(5) Official adoption of comprehensive city plans.

(6) Reconstruction of decadent central areas.

Practically all of these remedies (Number 6 excepted) are funda-

mentally matters of conservation involving or requiring no increase

in municipal debt. They merely have to do with devising means

and methods of bringing about directional control of the city in

the interest of economy and social welfare. Is this not good com-

mon sense, for who will deny that growth in American cities is

without adequate direction, without adequate social standards

in most areas, and consequently grossly unsound?

How MUCH NEW POPULATION CAN WE EXPECT?

We were never in a more favorable position to secure the enor-

mous economic advantages possible from sound city planning than

we are today.

Several authorities appear to approach agreement that our

population will probably reach a maximum of 150,000,000 about

1960. If this is anywhere near correct, we have only a very short

period in the life of a city to make the necessary adjustments in

order to produce the most economic form of city structure. We
cannot longer afford to accept the previous universal belief that

there was no limit to the growth of the city which consequently

became "just a vast speculation in real estate."
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In the planning of our cities we cannot assume that there will

be a population increase of 20 per cent in each city. An examina-

tion of the census figures for the past thirty years reveals the fact

that cities have increased in population in direct proportion to

their size, as shown by the table below.

TABLE No. 1. SHOWING INCREASE IN TOTAL URBAN POPULATION FROM
1900 TO 1930, DISTRIBUTED ACCORDING TO SIZES OF CITIES

Classification Total Percentage of

of Cities Gain Total Gain

Over 500,000 12,754,011 33.0

100,000-500,000 9,365,408 24.3

25,000-100,000 7,407,176 19.1

10,000- 25,000 4,758,950 12.3

5,000- 10,000 2,676,390 7.1

2,500- 5,000 1,614,485 4.2

100.0

Increase has also varied with geographical distribution from 27

per cent in the Middle Atlantic Section down to 2.4 per cent in the

Mountain Section. Based on the two factors of size and geograph-

ical distribution, it is possible to make an estimate of each city's

growth for the next thirty years.

Certainly some such estimate is a far saner basis for economic

planning than assumed unlimited growth of cities, or any new

mode of growth, or the mere following of a policy of laissez faire.

In some cases it means a growth of five per cent, in others thirty

per cent, but in no cases two hundred per cent or five hundred

per cent.

DETERMINATION OF TOTAL AREA REQUIRED FOR URBAN PURPOSES

If there is a definite limit to increase of population in any city,

would it not seem to be the very essence of economy to determine

how much area will really require sewerage, water, pavements and

various other municipal services, rather than to scatter these

facilities indiscriminately over wide areas in response to demands of

real estate speculation ? A careful study of the total area of land

actually developed and used for various kinds of urban purposes

discloses that in cities from 50,000 to 300,000 population there is a
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total average of 6.9 acres used for urban purposes by each 100

persons. With scientific information of this character at hand, it

is possible to prepare city plans of most profound economic signif-

icance.

APPROPRIATE LOCATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF URBAN LAND USES

The centralized form of the average American city is more or

less definite in character. There is a natural segregation of prop-

erty use dictated by the geographical condition of the site. As the

cities have increased in size, however, and particularly where there

are no marked distinctions in elevation of the ground, indiscrimi-

nate overlapping of urban land uses occurs. Since there was no

city plan it has been difficult to determine which was the logical

and which the illogical use of land.

With presumed unlimited growth of the city, residential areas

have been pushed outward in various directions, occasionally in-

terspersed with parks, cemeteries and other open spaces and with

occasional stores along main thoroughfares. Industry has in-

vaded the old centrally located residential districts and apartment
houses have invaded outlying residential areas. There have been

no conception of scale and very little attempt at conscious design

of the entire city or of large individual sectors thereof.

Industry, commerce and residence continue to expand over

larger and larger areas regardless of necessity and apparently
actuated partly by motives of speculation and partly because new

pastures are always greener. Even though zoning has come into

use to check the worst of these practices, it can only be effective in

bringing about a sound economic and social municipal structure

where there are a definite estimate of growth in population, a well-

defined area of growth with appropriate amounts of land allotted

to each use and where all of these uses are so arranged as to func-

tion together most effectively and satisfactorily.

If arbitrary municipal boundaries are ignored and all growth is

taken into consideration, it will be found that the total amount of

each general land use is fairly constant even in communities of

2
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divergent character, size, and location. In a number of self-con-

tained cities, the use of land was divided as follows:

Single-family dwellings 36.1%
Two-family dwellings 2.1%
Multiple dwellings 1-1%
Total dwelling 39.3%
Commerce 2.4

Light industry 3.2*

Heavy industry 2.7**

Railroads 5.5**

Total industry 10.8***

Streets 33.6

Parks 6.3

Public and semi-public 7.6

100.0%
*
Average in fourteen cities.

**
Average in eleven cities.

***
Average in sixteen cities.

By the use of such units as these, adjusted to suit local conditions,

supplemented by reasonable estimates of growth and an appropri-

ate system of taxation, it should not be impossible to design an

efficient and desirable city. This must be our next advance in

city planning. Without it we can never hope for well-planned

cities.

The speculative debauchery in real estate in cities has surpassed

the excesses of the stock market, but it is as yet scarcely appre-

ciated or understood. The blocks and blocks of vacant and obso-

lete property, industrial as well as residential, constitute an ever-

increasing burden of overhead expense. Our cities are too much

like the apple which is firm and attractive on the exterior but

slowly decaying around the core.

Only about one-tenth of the total frontage of the whole main

thoroughfare system can ever be absorbed for commercial purposes..

Despite this fact, most frontage along main thoroughfares is still

considered as commercial and owners usually insist that it be so

zoned.

Only about one per cent of the city's area can be absorbed for

multiple dwelling uses and this type of structure usually invades

single-family dwelling areas. Observations in the average Amer-
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ican city will bear out the conclusion that multiple dwellings help

to blight about ten times as much property as they can absorb.

Commercial and multiple dwelling uses of land combined cannot

absorb five per cent of a city's area and yet a large per cent of

every city's area is usually subjected to speculation for these two

uses. This practice is inviting property blight upon a very large

C\scale. The next step in city planning should be comprehensive
O* planning of the whole city area for purposes of economic balance

C* and the prevention of waste.

fr\
"
Economic Planning" consequently as applied to the average

^ American city means first, the calculation of probable increase of

/\ population; second, an estimate of the total amount of land re-

quired for industry, commerce and residence; and third, distribu-

tion of land uses in accordance with a logical form of growth ad-

justed to the characteristics of the site.

DESIRABLE DISTRIBUTION AND DENSITY OF POPULATION

|O Except for a few high-class subdivisions and a few philanthropic

gs, housing developments which, taken together, accommodate an

S* exceedingly small and insignificant percentage of total population,

the residential districts of American cities are devoid of conscious

design or adequate regulations for the establishment of satisfac-

f *tory social standards. Since the subject has never been consid-

^ ered, it is difficult to suggest what might be a desirable distribution

and density of population. It will vary, of course, because of dif-

ferent conditions in cities in various parts of the country and it will

vary in each individual city according to certain types of housing
found to be most desirable under normal conditions for persons of

x%varying income. Any satisfactory answer to the question cannot

be given until there has been much more study in the field. We
peed to know not only the location and size of areas occupied by
houses which fall below decent social standards, but the character

and location of houses for persons in the various income brackets.
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OFFICIAL ADOPTION OF COMPREHENSIVE CITY PLANS

City planning is a comparatively new science born out of the

necessities of the greatest urban expansion known to history. Zon-

ing is practically the only element of comprehensive city planning
that has yet assumed official status. Only a few cities, such as

Cincinnati, have officially adopted comprehensive city plans. All

phases of the comprehensive city plan should be given an official

status as contemplated by the standard city planning act.

Our city plans have been too timidly conceived and too ineffec-

tively advanced. Now there is no longer an excuse for incomplete
or ineffective planning. By experience we have learned the tech-

nology of detailed design, have come to understand much more

definitely the laws of supply and demand in urban real estate. We
can at least anticipate the probable volume of growth.

There are probably only two important arguments which may
be advanced against the official adoption of a comprehensive city

plan: (1) That the plan may be out of harmony with probable

growth and hence be unduly restrictive, and (2) that it will hamper

speculative activity. The first argument is specious, for any plan-

ning is subject to change upon reasonable demonstration of neces-

sity. Certainly any well-conceived plan is better than no plan.

The second argument is untenable in view of the enormous damage
which has already occurred because of unrestrained speculative

activities.

The next decade will probably witness as widespread official

adoption of comprehensive city plans as has been the adoption of

zoning ordinances in the past ten or fifteen years.

RECONSTRUCTION OF DECADENT CENTRAL AREAS

So many of us have been trying to move out of the central city

that our municipalities are becoming economically unbalanced.

The municipality loses population and tax returns in the central

areas and collects insufficient taxes to pay the cost of the new de-

velopments on the outskirts. The total cost of this process of
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burning the candle at both ends is just beginning to be realized.

We cannot afford to continue this wasteful course of urban growth.
The fundamental difficulty and objection to the rebuilding of

central areas is because of the extremely influential factor of en-

vironment. Reconstruction consequently can take place only
when it is done upon a sufficiently large scale to enable the new

developments to create their own environment. The size of the

area cannot be arbitrarily laid down. It must depend always on

local conditions.

Is it possible to reconstruct large decadent areas in the central

sections of cities? This question can be answered best by asking
whether we can afford to pay the costs which will accrue if we

neglect the reconstruction of these central areas. To be sure, there

are many difficulties in the way. It involves considerable trans-

formation in building methods and in traditional policies of financ-

ing. It involves writing off of inflated values and of obsolescent

values. It involves some legal problems as well. None of these

things are insuperable, however.

We can conceive of reconstruction on a large scale for the lower

income groups where standards will be superior to anything in

present practice and which will be far superior to most of the

speculative types of urban development. Must we assume that

the central areas of cities, once built up with houses of obsolete

design and unsound social standards, must forever decline in char-

acter and never be reconstructed? This is not sound philosophy
or good economy. There is far more to be gained by reconstruc-

tion of the central areas of cities than by encouraging further sub-

urban development at this time.

There are those who advocate municipal housing in these central

areas. Eventually it may be found that there is no alternative.

Municipal subsidies to encourage rebuilding in central areas would

be far wiser and sounder municipal policy than the subsidies which

have been furnished land speculators in suburban areas. On the

other hand, if private capital cannot be attracted by such housing

projects, should we not be cautious about putting public money
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into them? In any event, before reconstructing the central areas,

there should be a plan of housing for the whole community so that

the rebuilding of the central areas, particularly where municipal

subsidies are provided, should not be just another speculation in

real estate competing with similar types of houses already con-

structed without the advantage of municipal subsidy.

Apart from the social considerations involved, reconstruction

of decadent central areas is justifiable upon the grounds of sound

municipal economy. Investigations have already demonstrated

that tax returns in areas of this character are often less than the

cost of municipal services. If we cannot find the ways and means

of arresting this character of blight, the inevitable losses in these

areas added to the losses of unrestrained expansion will soon pro-

duce a real economic crisis in all real estate.

If private capital cannot be attracted in large amounts at reason-

able rates of interest, then we must consider this type of reconstruc-

tion as a municipal venture. It is not a question of competition

with existing investments in housing, but a question of the stability

and soundness of all city real estate.



CITY PLANNING IN RELATION TO THE
HOUSING PROBLEM

HENRY WRIGHT, Architect and City Planner, New York City

We have now rounded out our quarter of a century of planning

effort, and it is fitting that we examine very critically the positive

effects of planning in meeting the difficult problems of the present,

in guiding our cities out of their quagmire of financial embarrass-

ment, and of laying down clearer guide lines with which to avoid

future disaster.

The lines along which we have made important progress con-

cern mainly two matters. We have been engaged upon the im-

provement and regulation of our methods of subdividing new land

and in other problems related to the extension of our cities;

and we have given much time to the codification of the principles

of zoning for the preservation of existing built-up areas against

the awkward changes which unfortunately take place in the wake

of this ever-expanding circle of new development. If we wish to

recognize the current progress of regional planning let us add this

to our list, though it is only a larger field in which we have again

mainly applied our efforts to the improvement of communication

and to the control of future land uses and layout. Perhaps this

is all that city planning is accountable for, but if that is so it looks

as if we may have considerable time to step aside and wait for

our cities to catch up with what has been already laid out for them

over miles of new area in all directions.

Let us assume agreement that further land subdivision in the

United States will cease until our cities take up a reasonable de-

gree of the excess slack which is weighing upon them as a result

of the orgy of land speculation of the last ten years, and that

when resumed it shall be on the basis of a bill of necessity. The

determination of this necessity and the basis on which new ex-

17
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tension should be permitted suggest one of the new fields which

demand knowledge and leadership of our profession.

But the main job of the more immediate present is not one of

new planning, but of cleaning up and repairing the old. The

serious challenge to both the potency of planning and its continu-

ance is involved in meeting the problem of increasing blight within

our cities. Zoning was undertaken to retard the ravelling process

which goes on in older transitional areas, its legal aspects have now

been thoroughly strengthened, at least to the extent that we need

no longer reduce its application to the bare adjustments which

will only partially mitigate a bad situation. I am not sure that

zoning can bear the full weight of what must be done, but it must

be patent to every one of us that we have not stopped the ravelling,

we have not arrested the inroads of blight. What to make of

their old outworn areas is a problem of major proportions in all

our cities. City building is or should be a fine process of weaving.

Let us picture the "warp" of our rug as the important structural

lines of communication which must be projected ahead of the

pattern but just enough in advance of the "weft" to prevent our

weaving from becoming cramped. We have been preparing our

warp sometimes too far in advance. This may make our pattern

sag and become puckered. But I think we can justly say that

through the medium of city planning we have kept our "warp," that

is, our extended street skeleton, more orderly than in the past.

We have strengthened it, selecting some lines in the pattern to

stand out boldly, while others are to be appropriately absorbed

and almost blotted out in the finished pattern. But here we have

been content for the most part to rest our efforts. We have said,

"let others do the patient work of weaving the pattern into our

warp." We have thought that self-interest would lead them to do

this in a careful and painstaking way. We have, indeed, offered

them little samples of really careful workmanship, following out the

pattern which we have sketched upon our screen. Unfortunately,

our weavers have been unskilled, impatient and unwilling to take

the trouble to complete the job either carefully or well. If we go
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back over the pattern we find it drab and spotty, stitches are

dropped here and there, the important binding process necessary

to reinforce the pattern has been neglected. It will not stand the

wear and tear of the great forces which surge through our cities.

Soon we have a great mass of misshapen, puckered, ravelling and

worthless fabric which we call its blighted areas. We must restore

to these areas their integrity and usefulness so that they will con-

tribute their share to the city's equipment and tax budget.

Three years ago we had a new aspect of our problem presented

at Buffalo. I refer to the Paper by Mr. Harold S. Buttenheim en-

titled, "Where City Planning and Housing Meet/' Should we not

now accept a more binding relation by saying "Where City Plan-

ning and Housing Merge" ? Can we continue to project the "warp"
of our city pattern and let others follow with the "weft," which

is "Housing"? And by housing I do not mean its limited appli-

cation to housing correction or slum clearance, but all housing,

which it seems to me is nothing more or less than applied city

planning. Our warp of street system is our foil upon which the

pattern is to be placed, but the operation is not one of mere attach-

ment. It cannot be a mere applique. The whole must be solidly

interlocked into a strong fabric if we expect our city to wear.

Recent important studies have directed increased attention to

the fact that the small detached single-family house is being

placed at an increasing disadvantage by inexorable technological

changes as well as those changes in the requirements and habits

of families which have tended to make home owning impracticable.

But if the difficulty were only technological it could doubtless be

met by some new form of factory production, such as that now

receiving wide publicity, similar to methods which have brought
about the cheap automobile. But we must search deeper for the

real inherent weakness of the single detached house ideal. The
recent addition of new miles of minimum standard repetitive small

houses which stand in monotonous soldier rows throughout the

borders of our cities represents not only an unimaginativeness and

narrow concept on the part of our designers, where consulted, and
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our builders, more usually responsible, but an equal unimaginative-

ness of the popular concept of what should constitute a really de-

sirable complete home and home environment.

If the latter existed, it would not be possible for the form of the

home and its relation to its neighbors to violate continuously the

very privacy for which it is supposed to offer the only solution. As

it is, the popular trend in such house building throughout most of

the country is toward an even more extravagant standard than in

the past. I speak of the "bungalow," a form which, through its

building wastes, not only places the home-owning ideal further

from the range of owning ability, but presents a more awkward

and uncompromising plan form to further crowd even the generous

lot sizes which prevail in many smaller cities. Thus the single

detached house in its uncompromising form not only resists our

best efforts to preserve through superimposed regulation the very
essence of its purpose but through its extravagance absorbs in costs

the capacity to provide otherwise these attributes of community

organization and enrichment which are more essential to the real

home than its cherished form of single blessedness. In fact, the

average small detached house as built today fails to provide either

adequate privacy or many other of the essentials of real "home

likeness."

The meager, monotonous, extravagant small house continues

to exist because of our lack of interest and unimaginativeness in

meeting the problem with some better form which can keep pace

with the changing requirements of both our people and the type

of city environment which they have chosen to occupy or into

which they have been driven by inexorable economic determi-

nants.

The problem is no longer one of even determining how to lay

out less extravagant and more permanently desirable subdivisions

or to build in them, through the processes of individual selection

and initiative, better related self-sustaining house units. The major

problem is that of making over our existing blighted districts and
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of altering our potentially blighted subdivided but unbuilt areas

into really modern and adequate home communities.

But here we are placed at a serious disadvantage, having limited

our outlook and preparation to meet the real problem through our

inadequacy in controlling and developing suitable forms of eco-

nomical attached single-family or desirably arranged multi-

family dwellings which together constitute "Group Housing"

and which must form the backbone of any substantial improve-

ment in our general housing facilities.

The commoner forms of small multi-family construction are

indeed still a large factor in the field of moderate cost housing.

But these continue to present all the faults of the past, though

their identity is often camouflaged by a false front endeavoring to

masquerade as a gambrel-roofed cottage. In certain of our large

cities from 50 to 80% of our present housing is in the form of the

two-family flat and its derivatives. These are universally awk-

ward and wasteful in plan, and in turn tremendously wasteful in

annual maintenance costs for fuel and general upkeep. In spite

of whatever we have been able to do in either planning or zoning

control this large factor in our housing continues at the lowest

ebb of technical competence, repeating the very same evolution

from the narrow lot bungalow to the narrow lot full two-family

flat that took place similarly a generation ago. Looked at in the

light of post-war planning advancement in other countries, this

stupid procedure reveals our ridiculously backward situation in

modern housing advancement.

It cannot be ignored and it is becoming increasingly evident that

to meet the needs of the largest groups of moderate income workers

a sane development of some moderate cost housing in the nature

of the group dwelling type is absolutely essential. We are seri-

ously faced with the problem of how to make our general planning

and regulations more effective toward definite improvement in

these and other popular types of building.

The weakness of our position lies in our lack of appreciation

of the full problem. We do not visualize its effect through to the
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point of actually well-organized and livable building space. We
give a fairly understanding attention to how the building shall be

adjusted to the uncompromising lot lines and attempt to mitigate
its conflict with its neighbors, though even here we are limited to

the relatively poor relationships which can be accomplished by
means of uncoordinated individual action, but while we under-

stand what takes place between the walls of adjoining buildings

we have a very vague conception of the quality of the space or-

ganization within the walls of the buildings themselves. As a

matter of fact, the mere insistence on greater width of open spaces

at the lot lines may and does often result in an even poorer quality

of the already elongated space within the building. It is some form

of group housing that must be used to replace or fill out our

blighted areas. Houses are too extravagant, apartments too ex-

pensive and unnecessarily restricted in areas of land utilized.

If we are really to accomplish anything worth while, we can no

longer tolerate the present ineffectiveness of mere regulatory in-

terference but must insist on a new basis of action which will be

more favorable to the whole process of community integration, and

by which the quality of living space can be adequately enhanced

within the bounds of reasonable cost efficiency. Such improve-
ments in our planning and zoning technique will find their cue

in following and encouraging the development of Large Scale

Housing. Such a change is imperative to the economic rehabilita-

tion of our cities. My own purpose has been to try to show that

the cause of City Planning can no longer be served unless we are

prepared to incorporate into it a conception of the whole plan

carried through in detail and strongly reinforced by the proper

interrelation of all its parts.

If we are to really advance, if we are even to forestall the com-

plete bankruptcy of our cities, the two great elements of the prob-

lem, General City Planning and Housing, must not only be related

but must be fully and unreservedly merged into one broad in-

tegrated effort to bring up American City Planning and city

building together to a reasonably adequate standard of mutually

enlightened procedure.



WHAT NEXT IN HOUSING? THE OPPORTUNITY

ROBERT D. KOHN, Past President of the American Institute of Architects

THE AWAKENING

There has been a remarkable increase of public interest in low-

cost housing and slum clearance during the last six months for

which the passage of the Emergency Relief and Construction Act

of 1932 is to a considerable extent responsible.

It is not my purpose to review either the history of this Federal

law, nor to estimate its weaknesses or its potentialities. It seems

to me to be epoch-making in the history of American social legisla-

tion irrespective of its final effect. It is important because it is

the first recognition by our Federal government of the fact that

low-cost housing and slum clearance have a public utility import,

that government, as such, has an interest and a responsibility for

such work. It is in this sense a recognition of public responsibility

for a particular function which has always heretofore been left to

compete for maximum profits, as is any other business.

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION

Whether or not low-cost housing and slum clearance are actually

encouraged by this new legislation remains to be seen. In any
case the economic situation of our country would have forced this

particular field of activity to the front at the present time. The

offer of federal help has merely dramatized the appeal for us.

With agriculture, manufacturing and business, both large and

small, almost at a standstill or drifting backwards, it is obvious

that we must find work for the unemployed sooner or later in

fields of activity which do not increase capital plant investment

for the production of articles of which there is already a surplus.

Under such circumstances, economists have long recommended the

production of public works as a relief measure and as a step

towards recovery. But such a program probably means increased

23
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taxes, and in our case there was already a great hue and cry for

decrease in taxation. When it was originally suggested that the

program for public works be very greatly expanded during this

period of depression it was soon modified by the suggestion that

only those be promoted which were self-liquidating in character.

There are comparatively few public works which can be considered

as income producing sufficient for interest and amortization. It

was not so difficult therefore to prove low-cost housing in the

same category; and, of course, the words "slum clearance" have a

popular appeal not to be ignored even in Washington.
It seems to me that what is thus initiated as an emergency

measure will not only have to continue for many years to come,

but will have to be considerably extended as a permanent policy.

Thoughtful persons are convinced that even with the return of

prosperity there will still be many millions of workers who cannot

be re-absorbed by industry or agriculture. They believe that men
will continue to be replaced by machines and technological unem-

ployment will continue to increase. No one knows how many
able workers were among the unemployed even in 1928 and when,

it now appears, that we were producing a surplus of unpurchased
or unpurchasable goods. Must we not find useful tasks for an

enormous amount of surplus labor which is not needed in the old-

time processes of industry? For many reasons we do not want

to support these unemployed in idleness. Does it not seem

reasonable to assume that these new tasks must be found in con-

nection with the provision of amenities for the whole population;

in the convenience for decent living and adequate recreation, in

education, and in the worth-while uses of spare time. In other

words, will they not have to be found in Public Works, using that

term in its broader meaning?

Low-CosT HOUSING AND SLUM CLEARANCE TO ABSORB

SURPLUS LABOR

Obviously enough roads and parks and other recreational facili-

ties, waterworks and sanitation improve the standard of living
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of a community. But these do add to taxation, and while a larger

share of private income will probably have to be taken as taxes

in the future, that subject is hardly a popular one! The rehabilita-

tion of the centers of our cities, the so-called blighted areas,

however, is essentially a constructive move for eventual municipal

economy and lower taxes. Our cities have been expanding on their

perimeters, leaving rotting centers of rundown housing, business,

industrial, educational and recreational buildings. Something has

got to be done about it, not only for decency's sake, but because

the economic life of the city is endangered. What is more, the

outlook is made more desperate by the fact that our big cities

cannot continue to increase at the same rate as during the last

two or three decades. This will be an inevitable result of the

decrease in immigration and the de-centralization of industry

which is likely to follow the spread of electric power throughout
the country. These two problems, the employment of surplus

labor and the redistribution of population within and outside of

the cities, present a challenge to the functions of city planning
and architecture, the like of which has never been met before.

FANCIES AND BALLYHOO

To anyone who is conscious of the difficulties that surround our

problem much of the current discussion on this matter is shocking.
That there should be errors of judgment we can understand, but

for a subject comparatively new it has already developed a ballyhoo
that is astounding in its extent. And right at the outset let us

recognize the worst of all the ballyhoo as that which assumes that

we know what is good housing. We do not know. WT

e must

still find out by study and experiment. We have the people for

instance who see low-cost housing and slum clearance only in

terms of skyscrapers. Because the land in blighted areas is

frequently held at prices ridiculously high, it is assumed that the

land costs cannot be changed and that the buildings must run

way up in the air or the land crowded with buildings in order to

provide cheap accommodation. Then there is the group that thinks
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the solution is alone to be found in some quantity production

scheme. By some magic of new materials and new methods of

assembly we are to overcome costly land, extravagant utility

installations, expensive financing, elaborate selling methods, costly

carrying charges and the high maintenance costs of the products

now produced for the housing market. In addition, there are

those who in admiration of housing projects so successfully carried

out in Europe (and they deserve admiration) assume that these

same identical methods, this same technique, even the same

designs, can or should be applied in our own country.

But we must say to those who propose the skyscraper and

crowded land solution that the continuance of high land values

in these slum areas is doubtful. These are nuisance values, hold-up
values. The buildings in these blighted areas have no socially

useful value, indeed, have a stranglehold on the city as a whole.

We must find a way whereby the so-called "improvements" on

land are actually amortized at the rate by which their depreciation

is recognized by law, so that at the expiration of their social

usefulness (30 years, for instance) they would be accorded no value

whatsoever in case of condemnation. The land costs must come

down. If we believe that the skyscraper has been very much

overdone during the last decade in commercial buildings, as well

as in de-luxe apartments, why should we start to try it on the

poor man's house ?

In the field of fads and fancies we have had in recent years a

whole series of housing publicity stunts. Of course, it is desirable

to give aesthetic expression to modern building technique and its

valuable new materials, but the solution of the housing problem
does not lie in any scheme of exterior design. It is inextricably

concerned with studies of planning, the use of land, construction

methods and finance.

We must speak also of those who would rely entirely on foreign

experience. No one denies that we have much to learn from the

European housing developments. We in America have never

developed such a sense of responsibility for the decent housing of
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all citizens. We are very proud of the fact that we provide com-

pulsory common school education for all our people, not alone for

their good but for the safety of the State. But we have never

recognized the minimum decency standard in housing for all our

people. We must change public opinion in this respect. No one

is proposing to build housing to give free lodgings to poor people.

So far we have only reached the point where under very narrow

restrictions mortgage loans may be made by the government in this

unemployment emergency for low-cost housing; not even at low

rates of interest, by the way. In some states we may get a limited

tax exemption. I believe that we have not even scratched the

surface in respect to what will have to be done. Millions of people

still think that uncontrolled individual initiative working for

maximum profits in competition with other profit industries can

and should produce everything that man needs and if they won't

do it, man should not have it. What we must agree to, however,

in considering foreign experience is that America must work out

its own standards and its own plan of action. Our problem must

therefore be worked out on different principles. We must not

build great areas of our cities for just one class of person. We
must get diversity. Every great scheme of large-scale replanning

and housing should work toward providing within a particular

area accommodations for a variety of units at a great number of

different economic levels. Those principles of democracy which

some of us still believe valid and which have been so sadly lost

during our boom period must at least find a realistic expression in

our attack on the housing problem.

WHERE Do WE Go FROM HERE?

Much collateral work is to be done in order to provide certain

basic information on which we may act. Existing procedure and

law will have to be changed in certain particulars so that some of

the present obstructions are done away with. Above all, public

opinion must be educated in every community to realize that plan-

ning for better housing for all the people is not just a philanthropy,
3
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is not just something to be done if we have the time and the money
for it. We must all realize that it lies at the very foundation of

any sound economic policy for cities and states and even for the

nearer countryside. There has been no greater failure in our

laissez-faire policy than in the field of city building. This criticism

applies not only to housing but to all kinds of building. We
thought we could cure the worst of its results by restrictive legisla-

tion, zoning laws, etc. Here, too, prohibition has failed. We now

know that constructive cooperative action is necessary. We must

build and rebuild living communities. We must learn that the

housing problem exists everywhere, though it varies in its nature

from place to place. A solution must be worked out for each

locality though certain very general principles will find universal

application.

We must learn to change the attitude of the public towards so-

called land values. The crowd made these values. When the

crowd goes, surely the value should go. Existing buildings must

be depreciated in fact as they are in theory: when their social

usefulness is over and their accommodation is inferior to the mini-

mum standards permitted by law. Constant economic changes of

our time would indicate the wisdom of definite limited period

amortization of all housing projects. As such schemes should

always be carefully planned so as to tie in with some definite scheme

of community replanning or development, they will be much safer

as investments and consequently we may reasonably ask for them

loans at low interest rates.

We must urge a more careful reconsideration of every familiar

slogan, such as "Own your own home," since this upset of 1929-32

has shown in how many cases it has resulted in failure for those

who relied on it. We must fight, too, the mistaken opposition of

some bankers and some real estate men. They will get over their

hysteria as soon as they have something else to do, but at present

their attitude seems to be, "We never did tackle this job, but we

will not let anyone else do it now because we have an awful lot of

second-hand goods for sale, or have loaned money on someone
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else's goods which used to be sold at a profit, and if you help others

make better goods at a lower price, we're busted." These obstruc-

tionists will disappear when they realize that their existing proper-

ties cannot be saved without saving the whole city, and that means

replanning and rebuilding it for new and better uses.

And then, too, we must see to it that this planned city and coun-

tryside rebuilding will be so continuous as to provide steady em-

ployment for workers year in and year out, for only then can there

be a reasonable demand for a reduction in the daily wage of skilled

labor. It can be predicated only on a total yearly wage of equiva-

lent amount to the present hectic irregular and uncertain income.

Here lies one of the most promising of all fields for lowering housing
costs. It cannot come from anything except a continuously en-

larging nation-wide planned reconstruction scheme.

We must give our support to a reasonable number of experi-

ments in large-scale housing operations even if they are not carried

out in present slum areas, provided that each of such experiments

really adds to our fund of information on good design, better con-

struction methods and materials, lower costs or any of the other

manifold elements of this complex problem. Each such step in

advance in technique will help us to learn how to accomplish the

infinitely more difficult replanning and rebuilding of our slum areas

though the latter will require in addition (as already noted) better

laws, cheaper money and land from which there has been elimi-

nated all its crowd value.

IMMEDIATE PROGRAM

We have said that the problem of the dying city is a problem to

be attacked locally. That means that we must encourage the

creation of State or Municipal Commissions, not only to plan for

growth outwardly, but distinctly to connect such growth, if any,
with the health of the core of that living, creative thing, the city

to study the possibilities of supplying the need for better housing,
to promote sane experiments and to act as leaders in constructive

thought and action in this direction. Our Park and Port authori-
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ties, frequently composed of unpaid men of wide experience, have

done much the best constructive jobs for us. Why not take a leaf

from that book ? We are faced now by the greatest opportunity and

the greatest challenge of our history. Will we know how to meet

it? Can we develop the necessary skill and the knowledge and

apply them in a cooperative way to create a new kind of a demo-

cratic commonwealth, or do we throw up the sponge and acknowl-

edge ourselves beaten? City planning cannot do it alone, the

architects cannot do it alone, nor the builders, nor the social work-

ers, nor economists and political philosophers by themselves

only a joint effort will succeed.

DISCUSSION
EDWARD M. BASSETT, New York City: After all, we must not

forget that this is a city planning conference, and although a

knowledge of good housing is most important for city planners,
it is not the only important thing in city planning. Moreover, we
must not forget that one- and two-family detached houses go with

home ownership and good citizenship. Multiple houses have their

proper place in every city, but should not be encouraged to the

exclusion of something that is better. Federal money is proposed
to be used for a large multiple dwelling enterprise in the Bronx,
which is supposed to be tax exempt. There is no good reason why
owners of small homes in the outlying parts of Greater New York
who are paying their taxes and living in houses costing not over

$5,000 should help to pay subsidies so that other people can live

in better houses. The taxpayer is having a hard time today and
it should not be made any harder.

The Borough of Queens contains thousands of small homes that

rent from $7 to $10 per room. These homes are light, airy and
wholesome. Nothing can be better. Statistics show that these

homes are not a high fire risk. There has never been a serious fire

among them.

JOHN IHLDER, Pittsburgh: Mr. Bassett has inadvertently fallen

into use of a phraseology that tends to cloud our thinking. It is

such common practice to use the terms "home ownership" and

"one-family house" as synonymous that one is very apt to do it

unless definitely committed against it.
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There are three types of houses: the one-family house, occupied
from ground to roof by one family; the two-family house, with one

family above the other; the multiple or multi-family dwelling.

Any one of these three may be either owned by its occupants or

may be rented by its occupants. The mere fact that realtors have
so stressed home ownership in terms of one-family houses does not

and should not mean that the two terms are synonymous. One of

the things we hope for is an increase in the number of good one-

family houses for rent, in order that those who are not in position
to buy may not be forced to live in multi-family dwellings.

MR. KOHN: It is not only in the blighted areas of our cities that

we will have to face the slum elimination problem. In the last ten

or fifteen years we have been putting up buildings that some day
or other are going to be slums. For instance, there is a district in

Queens, one of the boroughs of New York City, where rows of one-

family frame houses have been built on narrow lots in such a way
that it is only a question of time when we will have reproduced
horizontally conditions which the old time "dumb-bell" tenement
did vertically, with its accompanying overcrowding and fire risk.

We ought to insist that the new housing now being promoted in

various sections of the country to take advantage of the R. F. C.
loans shall provide decent living conditions, safe against the deg-
radation that comes in time from the overcrowding of land or

mistaken economy in construction. As far as possible we want this

better type of housing to be done in existing slum areas. But if the
land in these areas is being held at too high a price, then for the
time being they must be abandoned and our new housing done
somewhere on the perimeters of the cities.

The owners of existing apartment houses who have so violently

opposed one of the proposed New York projects are wrong in their

opposition from one point of view and entirely right in another.

When they oppose it on the ground that the competition of this new
housing will destroy their values, they are wrong. The number of
such new model apartments is insignificant in relation to the total

number in the district. They are wrong again in their objection to

tax exemption because land taxes are not exempted and more has
been collected in the tax on the land on every project erected under
the New York Housing Board than was collected before on land

plus whatever building was on the land, when there was any.
Moreover, this objection comes in particularly poor form from
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owners of apartments who enjoyed almost ten years of tax exemp-
tion on the improvements on their own properties; a period only

recently expired. They are right, however, in their opposition from

a narrow, selfish point of view. There is no doubt in my mind that

once such an exhibit of good housing is offered to the public as will

be presented in the best known of the New York projects now
under consideration, the speculative builder can never again get

away with his spotty, small area, apartment house building of the

kind that has spread over miles and miles of the Bronx in the last

decade. To be able to offer fireproof rooms in buildings four stories

high covering only about 41% of the land, with interior gardens and

playgrounds and swimming pools, and rent the rooms at about

half of the price that was asked before the depression for non-

fireproof rooms in five-story buildings covering 70% of the land, is

certainly an accomplishment that will throw a monkeywrench into

the works of the average speculative builder.



A CONSTRUCTIVE HOUSING PROGRAM FROM
THE COMMUNITY POINT OF VIEW

JOHN IHLDER, Housing Consultant, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

"Variety is the spice of life." So I am not going to follow the

example of my predecessors and read the paper I had prepared for

this occasion. This is a real sacrifice on my part for I do not suppose

any of you will ever read what I have written. But the sacrifice

is not due to altruism, not due to consideration for you : it is due

to consideration for myself. During the day I found that other

speakers made point after point that I had wished to make and

that I had hoped to combine into a thrilling climax for these two

sessions. What I am going to do, therefore, is to emphasize, make

somewhat more definite, certain points that seem to me the most

important.

The one with which I begin, one that I believe some of the speak-

ers dimly recognized, is that the inhabitants of the slums are a very

real factor in slum reconditioning. By this I do not refer to the

kind words that have been said by a number of speakers about the

need of providing good housing for these people, that we mustn't

forget them. What I have in mind is the social or human problem
of dealing with those people and aiding or developing or habilitat-

ing them* at the same time that we construct and reconstruct the

areas in which they live. It is perfectly natural that the speakers

here today, being mostly architects, engineers and financiers,

should see much more clearly the physical aspect of the problem
than they do the human aspect. That is nothing with which to

reproach them; it is merely something to recognize. But the

human aspect of the problem, dealing with the dwellers in the

* "
They range all the way from those who have an abundance of energy and

initiative, who will be active partners in any work that may be done, down to those
who have been defeated in the struggle.
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slum districts, is both the more important part of the problem and

much the more difficult part of the problem.
For example, there have been assumptions made during the day

about these people. We are told that a certain number of dollars

per room per month means a medium instead of a low income

family, and the assumption has been that we can, through new

building, reach a very important part of the population in the

slums. Perhaps we can. But we should analyze that part of our

problem just as we are analyzing the physical part of the problem.
We know that in the lower East Side of New York, the North End
of Boston, the Hill District of Pittsburgh, the Basin of Cincinnati,

there are people living who can afford to pay an economic rent

for better dwellings than those they have today, and that they

would pay such a rent if satisfactory dwellings were offered to

them in that location, or in some other location that fits their needs.

We know that from this group the group, for example, that has

gone into the Amalgamated Tenements on Grand Street in New

York, the group that must have about $3,000 a year income in

order to pay the rent of a Grand Street tenement from this group
we descend through classifications of inhabitants of the slum dis-

tricts until we get to a residue who cannot pay any rent. Some-

where along that line there must be housing at public charge.

The choice is between continued degradation and recognition that

this residue are dependents who, for the sake of their children,

and because sub-standard living is a community menace, must be

provided with decent housing.

Our question is where that housing shall begin or shall end.

Shall we, for example, take a lesson from Holland and assume that

most of the inhabitants of the poorer districts, the blighted dis-

tricts, the slums whatever you wish to call them can afford to

live in proper dwellings that pay a return on the investment; but

if we find there are some who cannot, who are shiftless, who have

no character, no stamina, then we shall provide for them municipal

housing that costs them nothing? provide for them housing under

strict supervision? Those people would then become officially
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dependents, because admittedly unable to support themselves.

Economic self-support includes paying an economic rent for the

dwelling in which one lives.

Our problem, then, is definitely divided into two parts the

slums themselves, with which we have been dealing mostly today,

and the occupants of those slums. Dealing with the slums them-

selves, while the less difficult, is certainly difficult enough. There

are four trends at the present time that make it obviously difficult:

First, the diminishing rate of population growth and the actual

shrinkage of population in considerable areas of our cities. Our

past city building has been on the basis of an increasing popu-
lation.

Second, the diminishing payrolls of industry and of commerce.

You will remember that Mr. Ackerman brought out the probable

fact that an examination of commercial establishments would

show that they, like industries, are adopting technological im-

provements that will permanently diminish their staffs. And to-

gether with these two diminutions in industry and commerce, we

have a third diminution in the need for farm laborers. Machines

have become the modern slave; men will be employed for brains

and judgment, not for manual skill.

The third trend is the spreading of our urban population over a

greater area, so reducing the pressure of population.

The fourth is the increasing urban areas that are partially de-

serted due to movement of population to more attractive areas,

but still are earning enough to make the site values or the asking

prices for sites too high for profitable reconstruction. At lunch

this noon one of the men with whom I was discussing that said

the outlook certainly is discouraging. It is discouraging if we

follow old lines of thought, if we do not mentally readjust ourselves

as we propose to reconstruct our slum areas. The great pains of

the near future will accompany the birth of new ideas. For ex-

ample, we must realize that we have an over-supply of developed
urban area in terms of present density of use. That applies to the

industrial areas, to the commercial areas, as well as to the residen-
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tial. Our problem is to provide profitably for one family where

two were before, the reverse of past practice when we crowded two

in where one was before.

I was interested in one of the speakers today who, having told

of the over-supply of commercial area, said we must use it for the

other use that is, habitation. I'd like to have him explain how
we are going to use all of it for habitation in terms of present den-

sity of use.

Here in Pittsburgh, for example, we have two districts the

Triangle and the Hill: the Triangle, the business area; the Hill,

the old residential district. In both we have land that is not being

economically and effectively used. In Cincinnati, they have the

Basin, which, again, is not being economically used. In New York

is the lower East Side, and, as I understand it, the whole thought
there at the present time is to develop it as a housing area. Isn't

the first problem to decide what uses of that area would be most

valuable to the city of New York?

The new procedure would seem to be not to accept present land

values and then try to build a profitable use upon them, but to

begin at the other end, to determine what is the best use that

can be made of that area, the best use from the point of view of

the community's needs; second, what is the best density of use

in a commercial area, for example, what kinds of open spaces and

of what sizes are needed to give full access to buildings by truck,

passenger car and mass transportation, and are needed to give the

buildings such light, air and outlook as will keep them fully rented?

and third, and after these other two, what site value can earn a

return in accordance with that use and that density of use ? Then

we shall bring the site cost to agreement with true value. This

means, among other things, rather ruthless demolition of obsolete

buildings with very slight compensation to owners.

The alternatives would seem to be municipal bankruptcy, for

those expanding areas today are costing much more than they are

returning in taxes; or the decay of the community.
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation has been mentioned
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several times during the day as one of the new factors that has

come into our problem. I would emphasize, in connection with

the law authorizing the R. F. C. to go into this slum business, the

fact that that law makes two proposals: first, that it shall lend

money to companies organized solely for the purpose of providing

housing for families of low income then a comma and the word

"or" for slum reconstruction. That is, there are two distinct

propositions, and they do not necessarily have to go together. The

problem in city building has ceased to be primarily one of quantity

and has become primarily one of quality. We can determine what

is the best use that may be made of an area in terms of the city's

needs, and then reconstruct our slum in accordance with those

needs. We must, of course, at the same time, provide good housing
at the lowest practicable prices. The good housing may be put
in the former slum area; it may be put somewhere else. The point

is, the thing that joins those two together is that we should de-

molish the slum get rid of the slum at the same time that we pro-

vide good housing.

Those are the points that, it seems to me, are before us as a

result of today's discussions.



FINANCING NEW HOUSING

ORRIN C. LESTER, Vice-President, The Bowery Savings Bank,
New York City

For my own guidance, in trying to clarify this subject, I divided

it into three major headings, and shall discuss it around those three

topics.

The social responsibility that a community or a nation owes to

the citizens in the provision of a commodity so universally neces-

sary as housing.

The acute problem, (a) of providing housing for the very poor,

and (b) of wiping out the slums of the congested sections of metro-

politan cities.

Whether our present practices of financing housing for normal

people in normal communities are suitable and adequate for the

future.

The production of shelter for the families of this country is one

of our largest industries. The cost of occupancy of that shelter as

homes for these families is one of the largest items of the family

budget. In the aggregate of its economic and social influences,

the shelter problem is the most important problem of public wel-

fare that a nation faces.

It has seemed to me that shelter as a general thing has been too

expensive. As a result of that fact, two things have happened:

First, the man of very low income is called upon to live in a house

and in an environment that in many instances is unsuited to human

habitation; and second, the man who can afford to live in a good
house and a good neighborhood has been called upon to pay rent

or carrying charges which make his home an expensive luxury

which in many instances his income does not justify.

Any comprehensive discussion of housing seems to me to call in

the very beginning for consideration of how far housing must be
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interpreted as a public service as against a speculative and com-

petitive business enterprise. It may be a reasonable conclusion

that we should draw clear distinction between the public respon-

sibilities of certain enterprises, depending upon the nature and

necessity of the commodities they produce or the services they

render.

While the element of uncontrolled speculation may be justified in

some enterprises, one would wonder if it were ever intended that

the home should be a source of exploitation of a man's economic

security. The generally accepted three-way plan of financing

housing construction through first and second mortgages and

equity money, with the equity and the second mortgage treated as

a speculative investment and commanding exorbitant returns, is

too costly. Speculation in land and construction, with all the

profits added to the rent and without regard for the drain upon
the income of families, has kept the cost of shelter above the

reasonable ability of average citizens to pay. Moreover, there has

been little concerted effort on the part of technical men to deter-

mine the character of housing construction that will effect the

greatest practical economies and at the same time the most com-

plete social benefits. Hence, if we want to supply housing within

the means of average people, we must explore and experiment and

turn to other and more economical and constructive methods.

Of all the new housing construction in the Greater City of New
York for the four years from 1927 to 1930 inclusive, only one and

seven-tenths per cent was built to rent for $12.50 per room per

month or less, and during the same period in the Borough of Man-

hattan only three-tenths of one per cent of the new construction

was built to rent for $12.50 per room or less. That would indicate

that practically nothing has been accomplished in the City of

New York to solve the housing problem of even the middle class,

for the truth is that $12.50 per room, instead of being the extreme

minimum of rent, could better be regarded as a reasonable average.

Within recent years, we have been hearing a great deal about the

limited dividend policy of financing housing. That is the cardinal
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principle of the State Housing Law of New York, under which the

New York State Housing Board operates. That law was directed

specifically at the vital principle of producing lower cost and

better standards of housing by eliminating high cost financing

and destructive speculation generally. I do not believe that in our

thinking so far we have exhausted the possibilities of the limited

dividend idea. When fully tested and broadly administered, it

should not only be beneficial in reducing the cost of housing, but

should be effective in stabilizing the security of real estate invest-

ments.

In considering the housing problem, one of two facts, it would

seem, must prevail: either we must search the field of practical

economies, define our obligation to the public welfare, and find a

way to produce housing at a lower cost, or we must admit that

housing cannot be produced within the means of the average citizen

under our present system and turn to other sources perhaps less

economically sound.

As a general thing, housing, like every other business venture,

should be provided under a policy of private enterprise and

financed through the normal source of private capital. Public

funds should be resorted to in this field only when private capital

cannot be commanded in sufficient amount or at reasonable rates,

and then only in cases of extreme emergencies. That, I think, is

the only justification for even temporary abandonment of our

accepted system of private enterprise in any business.

I can at the moment think of but two legitimate cases which

might call for government support in housing and where govern-

ment funds might perchance be employed in the broad benefit of

the public good. One is in the extreme stages of human poverty
where families reach such a state of economic and social despair

as to be denied the commonest comforts of home life and com-

munity environment; and the other is the replacement of obsolete

and indecent housing in the slum areas of our metropolitan cities

where we have not been successful in any substantial way in at-

tracting private capital. I am not satisfied that we have explored
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all the possibilities of private enterprise even in these two extreme

fields, but I do say that they represent two very large and serious

problems in housing which we have not even begun to solve.

The first question with respect to these two problems is this:

Do they represent a part of the normal needs of housing and can

they be solved by normal sources of financing ? Or do they repre-

sent a special problem in housing, and, if so, what special means of

financing may we employ for their solution?

I have come in contact with both of these problems in their most

pronounced stages on the lower east side of New York where in

recent months the Lower East Side Planning Association, which is

supported by the savings banks and title companies with substan-

tial mortgage holdings in that area, has been making a study of the

conditions and needs, with the view of bringing together the es-

sential facts and of finding some practical means by which that

area might be started back to normal recovery. It is a large and

complicated situation which calls for heroic and sustained effort.

The degree to which the improvements of the lower east side

have depreciated, and the state of economic and social decline

which the community generally has reached, make it clear that

rehabilitation can be accomplished only by a gradual reconstruc-

tion of the entire area. The district calls for a wholesale overhaul-

ing as funds may be available for private building and for essential

public improvements.
There is the obligation of reconstructing that area on a sound

economic basis in order that it may be readjusted to the general

structure of the city and be inhabited by people with economic

means to maintain modern community facilities. On the other

hand, there is the obligation of providing respectable housing for

the citizens who now occupy the old tenements which, in the main,
are unsuited to human habitation. In other words, we are face

to face with the dual problem of reconstructing a large and com-

plicated area as an economic necessity in the restoration of prop-

erty values, business conditions, and social standards, and of meet-

ing a moral obligation to those poor people who now live there.
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The lower east side is predominantly a residential area, and yet

it lacks all of the modern advantages which comfortable home

life should contemplate. Ninety per cent of the land is covered by
the present improvements, and there are in the entire area of

579 acres, exclusive of streets, only 30 acres of park and playground

space.

In the twenty years from 1910 to 1930 the lower east side lost

fifty-three per cent of its population, having in 1910, 531,000, and

in 1930, 249,000. These people have moved from this area to seek

not only better houses but better environment and better com-

munity facilities. The two hundred and eighty odd thousand per-

sons who moved from this area in the past twenty years are those

best qualified economically to maintain the community, and those

who remain are in most instances the poorer people who are not

only least able to support the community but whose incomes re-

quire very low rent. If the entire area of the Lower East Side at

present land values could be reconstructed at one time, probably
less than ten per cent of the present population could afford to

occupy the new construction.

It would seem clear that if we undertook, in the reconstruction of

the lower east side as a slum area, to provide houses in accordance

with modern standards for the people who now live there, it would

have to be done through great public subsidies. That presents

the question of whether it would be a wise and sound economic

policy to attempt to house very poor people on as expensive land

as we have in these central urban areas, or whether it would not

be more practical to attempt to solve this problem of housing for

the poor in the outlying areas of metropolitan cities where land

can be had at very much lower prices. While this might not ob-

viate the necessity of subsidies altogether, it certainly would sub-

stantially reduce them.

Moreover, we need to be extremely careful in our efforts to re-

habilitate these bad areas that we get in the very beginning a com-

plete conception of the entire problem, and that we do not, by short

cuts in community planning, speculative approaches to building,
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and unsound and emotional economic thinking generally make a

mess of it all over again. The essential requirements for perma-

nent economic and social improvement of these areas is that both

property values and the population be stabilized. That means

primarily that the area must be occupied by people whose eco-

nomic means justify their living there.

The Lower East Side Planning Association approached its stud-

ies of the lower east side on the theory that a broad comprehen-
sive survey of the community needs should precede any effort to

reconstruct private property. In any such effort we encounter

many complicated and conflicting difficulties. The main difficulty

is to secure adequate funds. Mr. Bartholomew in his studies of

the lower east side reached the conclusion that an initial housing

development that would be effective in beginning to wipe out the

present environment and in creating a new community atmosphere
would need to be of substantial proportions, a matter perhaps of

thirty to fifty acres. This naturally would be very costly and it

would be impossible now, and may be impossible for many years

to come, to secure funds for such an undertaking from the normal

sources of financing. It is because of this that the lower east side

and other similar areas have been turning to the Reconstruction

Finance Corporation for funds for large slum clearance projects.

Naturally, it is a very engaging thing for those of us who see the

importance of slum clearance to turn to this large and novel res-

ervoir of funds in the Reconstruction Finance Corporation for a

start toward the solution of this very difficult and serious problem.
On the other hand, it is a natural thing for apartment owners who

are seeking to remain liquid and the owners of real estate securities

to question the wisdom of adding to our capital equipment in

housing during a period of slump. Two such divergent points of

view are not easy for the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to

reconcile or for the disinterested observer to advise on.

Frankly, I have some misgivings as to whether anybody at this

minute has formed a judgment based upon an impartial study of

facts upon which he can stand with full confidence as to how far

4
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the Reconstruction Finance Corporation should go in administer-

ing that part of the Relief Bill which authorizes expenditures for

low cost housing and slum clearance. The Emergency Relief Bill

is a measure designed to hasten business recovery and to give jobs
to unemployed men. As a work project, the use of public funds for

low cost housing and slum clearance has great merit, of course, but

unfortunately a problem so fundamental and large as this does

not lend itself to quick thinking and quick action.

Slum clearance is not one of the effects of the present depression.

It is a long-standing and deep-rooted problem which may deserve to

be treated as an independent consideration and not to be confused

and complicated in an effort to associate it with the emergency of

our present business recovery, except as it provides work in the

normal course of its logical development. Notwithstanding the

seriousness of depression and our hopes and desires for a quick

recovery, this whole question calls for some very fundamental de-

cisions in the very beginning. Of first importance in these de-

cisions is how far it is desirable for the federal government to get

into the housing and slum clearance business as an independent

public duty standing on its own merits.

The reason that it has been difficult to attract private funds to

slum areas for housing construction is because these areas have

not been regarded by private sources as attractive and profitable

business risks in comparison to other less depleted areas. It is im-

portant both from a business and a patriotic point of view that the

government shall not be advised or encouraged to invest public

funds in self-supporting ventures in a way that would not be re-

garded safe for private investment.

Moreover, if a study of all the essential factors shows that it is

desirable for the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to go into

the housing and slum clearance field in any substantial way and

establish policies of loaning that will make the financing of such

projects possible, and at the same time sound business risks,

selfish interests should be subordinated to the public benefits, and

speculation and private profits should be reduced to a minimum
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in order that such projects shall stand as an example to the country

of high quality low cost housing, and above reproach as to the

motives which may have prompted them.

As a clarifying influence in this whole matter, and for permanent

guidance, we should make a thorough factual study of the recon-

struction of slum areas. We should determine by our investigation

how many of the existing tenements in local areas can profitably

be remodelled, how many must be torn down, what community

planning and municipal support is needed, what design and char-

acter of construction is best suited to the needs, and at what rate

we may reasonably create and absorb new construction in order

not to overstock the market. And then we should agree upon
what combination of forces, financial and otherwise, offers the

soundest and most practical approach to the task.

But outside of these two special problems of housing slum

clearance and providing better homes for the very poor we have

a problem of no small proportions in the normal field of supplying

homes for average people.

The main effort of mortgage companies during these bad years

has been to keep the ship afloat by cooperating with each other and

with owners. It will take a long time to clear up the real estate

problem that the depression has created. Lending institutions

will be managing foreclosed property for some time to come. To
make sound adjustments of the present situation is of first and

vital importance. But when the clouds of the depression have

cleared away and we are on the way back to normal conditions, we

should turn our attention to a reappraisal of our real estate policies

in an effort to determine how completely they are serving the pub-
lic needs and what may be lacking in these policies as a permanently

protective influence in the security of real estate investments.

Without thought of criticizing mortgage companies (I am not a

real estate expert and therefore do not speak with authority), I am
of the opinion that in making mortgage loans in the past we have

directed such major attention to appraisals and percentages of

loans on individual properties as to neglect the broader factors that
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tend to stabilize values generally. Of course, a property in any

community must pass the normal test of appraisals of intrinsic

values and show evidence of income that will support the invest-

ment and carrying charges, and provide reserves for depreciation

and reasonable profit, but, in addition, there should be scientific

community appraisals that will show evidence of permanency
of values and advancing standards of community progress.

The speculative real estate promoter has not proved to be a very

reliable barometer of the demand and stability of real estate. In

the main (there are some notable exceptions), the promoter has

not initiated the kind of community planning and exercised the

kind of control that will give permanency of security of invest-

ments and maximum social benefits to the citizen. If these broader

principles of leadership and control of the essential factors of eco-

nomic and social stability in housing construction are not respon-

sibly and vigorously administered by the promoter, then that lead-

ership may have to pass into more constructive and competent
hands.

I think one of the most constructive suggestions for the improve-

ment of the policies of real estate development is an idea of Mr.

Henry Bruere, President of the Bowery Savings Bank, for the crea-

tion of a mortgage institute. This would be a cooperative agency
of the large lending institutions of New York City, maintained for

the purpose of establishing standard practices in mortgage lending.

While this institute might have its beginning in fostering and

strengthening the cooperative relationship among these institu-

tions and in coordinating present practices in lending, I am sure

that Mr. Bruere's idea would go far more deeply into the accumula-

tion of statistical information and technical study of the general

conditions that tend to stabilize values and populations. I hope
that this idea may soon find favor with all important lending in-

stitutions and be organized into a going concern.

In our new conception of leadership and control in housing con-

struction, the knowledge of technical men should be mingled with

the knowledge of the builder and the financial agencies, not as a
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disassociated and independent influence, but as a cooperative and

composite influence in the very approach to the problem. The

mortgage loan companies of the city of New York, for example, or

the city of Pittsburgh, should have associated with them and in

their employ an outstanding city planner, architect, and construc-

tion engineer to guide them in the technical principles ofcommunity

planning and modern tendencies of design and building construc-

tion. I think the cost of such a technical commission would justify

itself eminently, not only in the improvement of the practices of

making mortgages, but in avoidance of the tremendous waste that

comes from the shifting popularity of neighborhoods due to the

absence of constructive planning and the mingling of the fine art

of architecture and the sound principles of engineering with prac-

tical social comforts and economies.

Moreover, mortgage companies have responsibilities beyond the

mere protection of the investment. Failure to recognize such a

responsibility disregards completely the social rights and benefits

of the ultimate occupants of new construction in housing. I think

it should be of some social concern and of considerable economic

importance to the sources of senior financing of housing that de-

structive speculation and high cost of junior financing should not

be carried so far as to make rents exorbitant, equities insecure, and

first mortgages themselves relatively undesirable. I think the

time is near at hand when the leadership and legitimate control of

the methods of housing construction and the benefits of housing

as a public service should be exercised by first mortgage companies,

and if the cost of second mortgage and equity funds continues to

be too high, we may have to create other and more constructive

sources of secondary financing.

I believe that the policies and cost of financing housing strikes

at the foundation of our housing problem and that it is in that di-

rection that we must look for our housing reforms. The conclusions

that I have drawn from my consideration of this subject of financ-

ing new housing are not given with any air of finality or dogma-
tism. I don't think we know nearly as much as we should about
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this question, and too few of us are searching diligently for the

answer. It is a strange thing how carefully and effectively we

organize for the administration of an established practice in the

production of a commodity, but how we disregard the need of

organizing for changes or improvement of those practices. This

housing situation is calling not for individual opinion and inde-

pendent effort, but for composite judgment and coordinated action

based upon a far more complete and competent analysis of the en-

tire problem.



PROBLEMS OF HOUSING ADMINISTRATION

BERNARD J. NEWMAN, Director, Philadelphia Housing Association

Introduction

In this discussion, I am limiting the scope of our subject to

governmental administration, that is, to the procedure whereby

public officials put into practice the will of the people as expressed

in law. This treatment will assume that law is the foundation

of administration, and will be based on the administration of

laws enacted to secure good housing.

Moreover, the term "housing law" as used here will include

housing codes, and those portions of building codes which pertain

to dwelling construction, of sanitation and safety codes which re-

late to equipment, of zoning laws which are designed to control

neighborhood changes, and of city planning regulations which

determine the adequacy or inadequacy of neighborhood areas;

that is, the term "housing law" here means the correlation of a

series of laws, regulations, and plans so interrelated that they must

be taken as a whole. The inclusion in the field of housing adminis-

tration of this group of laws, is warranted because a dwelling can-

not render its maximum contribution to family health, morals,

safety, and general welfare if it is subject only to regulations which

apply to the housing structure within a given lot area.

Manifestly, the housing code is concerned primarily with struc-

tural safety, sanitary equipment, and hygienic occupancy. The

provisions for hygienic occupancy, in so far as they relate to light

and ventilation, are in some particulars like zoning regulations

which embrace height, lot coverage and permissible uses. But

there is this difference: the housing code regulations apply to the

structure as an entity as if it were not exposed to the evils arising

from faulty street layout or adverse types of structures on adjoin-

ing premises, while actually the maximum protection to the family
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domicile demands that the house shall not be considered a separate

unit. It affects and in return is affected by community conditions.

Therefore the clear need to include under this term both zoning
and city planning.

Because of these interrelations this discussion of the problems
of housing administration will group the previously conceived

separate fields of governmental control and consider them as one

unit. The technical difficulties arising from office practice will be

omitted and our concern will be only with the methods used to

translate the intent of law into the observance of law, law being

defined here not as compulsion, but rather as a standard of good

practice expressed in statutory form. The extension of the housing

field and these eliminations will permit us to consider the under-

lying weaknesses of administrative practice.

Why Administration Fails

It is apparent that the administration of law in the United

States has a high rate of failure. The housing field is no exception

but housing administrators usually refuse to admit it. Replies

to a recent questionnaire almost unanimously stated that there

were few housing violations, and a high percentage of compliance

where orders were issued. This complacency could have arisen

only from a mistaken belief that success or failure is expressed in

the percentage of corrections, whereas the real test is the extent

to which public sentiment is crystallized for observance of the high-

est standards and the best practices. The high percentage of com-

pliance had less significance than the low ratio of orders issued to

the population and the number of structures in the respective

cities. The only conclusion which could be drawn from such data

was that the wrong yardstick was used to determine good admini-

strative practice. This deduction is corroborated by the preva-

lence in American municipalities of slums, faulty planning, sub-

standard and bad housing.

Among several obvious reasons for this failure of housing ad-

ministration are the housing laws themselves. These are fre-
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quently too detailed; are of the specification type, with a minutiae

of requirements that make a straight jacket for the citizen to

whose structures they apply. Naturally the application of such

laws results in confusion, irritation and evasion. The administra-

tor attempting to apply them must ignore irrelevant regulations,

thus exposing himself to criticism for slack enforcement, or he must

waste his time trying to make a general application of inapplicable

requirements. He has a Herculean task, if he is conscientious. If

he is lax, he has a wonderful opportunity to supplement his salary.

Nor is this the only difficulty experienced with the laws of the

housing field. Even a casual analysis of their phraseology reveals

a crudity of expression which complicates interpretation and en-

forcement. Frequently, the enforcing official finds himself so in-

volved in administrative difficulties and legal contradictions that

his decisions are taken into the courts for review or revision.

Again, some of these laws are so vague that though giving the

impression of adequacy they are inadequate and serve only to delay

projects which would be beneficial to the community. This is

particularly true with some zoning and city planning regulations.

Construction permitted under defective regulations had had the

effect of segregating and intensifying wide areas of bad housing so

that they cannot be eliminated except at prohibitive costs.

These illustrations are used simply to point out that many of

the problems of housing administration are inherent in the type,

scope or limitation of the laws to be administered. When we fur-

nish the administrator with an imperfect instrument, the results

are usually only as good as the tool used. Good law is an effective

aid to the administrator but poor law acts as a deterrent to his

activities.

Administrative Problems Arisingfrom Court Problems

Correlative to the problem of defective law we have the problem
of defective court practice, which is due to the inefficient function-

ing of our courts. This problem is more pronounced in the minor

courts where the magistrates, unversed in law and ignorant of
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the reasons behind the enactment of housing laws, fail to appreciate

the consequence of non-compliance with such requirements. Since

no record is kept of the proceedings of these courts they usually

show a degree of leniency that in effect flaunts the law itself.

But there are many phases of court conflict with the intent of

housing laws which are not associated with the application of

penalties. The courts have created so many rules of practice,

which they will not disturb, that court hearings are prolonged,

appeals are permitted not because of doubt as to the meaning of

the law, but because some court rule has not been observed; and

decisions are too frequently not in conformance with the intent

and purpose of legislative action.

Too much emphasis therefore cannot be placed upon the fact

that the courts often constitute a major administrative problem in

law enforcement. In consequence a demand is arising today for

a technical Board similar to Zoning Boards of Appeal which will

be unhampered by legalistic heritage and to which all questions of

the interpretation of housing laws may be referred and from whose

decisions appeals to courts may be made only upon a writ of

certiorari.

Administrative Problems Arisingfrom Non-correlation of Bureaus

Housing regulations, when separately enforced, fail to yield a

maximum community service. For example, there can be no

permanency in housing, nor can the application of housing require-

ments keep pace with the deterioration of housing structures with-

out zoning. But zoning is only of limited value without city plan-

ning. Neighborhoods alter, values change, barriers are estab-

lished, and blighted areas develop, with slums always in the offing,

unless there is a uniform, harmonious application of the laws gov-

erning each unit of this broad housing field. That is, they are all

interrelated and interdependent, and in their enforcement require

a correlation of activity if the maximum gain from each is to be

secured.

There is little, if any, such correlation in our various municipal!-
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ties. The average set-up consists of separate bureaus in different

departments. There is no interlocking inspectional service, largely

because bureau chiefs consider their particular assignments as

separate entities.

Demarcation between the separate departments is even more

complete because of the incompatibility of temperament of the

different administrators. Correlation might be obtained by segre-

gating all allied functions in one department with separate division

chiefs and a common inspectional service, or it might be obtained

by an interdepartmental board, functioning with an interchange

of service in overlapping fields, such as building plans with zoning

plans, or building inspection with zoning inspection. Even when

cooperation cannot be secured, administrators might eliminate

many other problems if they would maintain a common permit

and record office and a common inspection office. But the signifi-

cant point is that the absence of correlation means duplication of

service, waste of public funds, friction between divisions, non-

enforcement of law, and a wide spread of bad housing conditions

and areas.

The Administrator Creates Problems of Administration

This brings us to the major source of administrative problems.

Those that we have previously cited are at worst impediments or

perhaps irritants. They are relatively insignificant when compared
with the problems which the administrator creates for himself.

Usually the administrator believes his efficiency is dependent

upon the size of his budget. His complaint is that his funds will

not permit him to employ an adequate personnel. He creates for

himself a mental attitude which makes it difficult for him to ac-

complish results under governmental handicaps. This faulty con-

cept has led to an orgy of government expense when times are

prosperous, or a crippling of bureau activities when spasms of

economy sweep over budget-making bodies.

We have but to review the types of administrators in this field

in order to recognize that many hold office by virtue of political
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affiliation, notwithstanding Civil Service examinations. This is

particularly true in the appointment of bureau chiefs, for seldom

does a municipality seek a qualified executive irrespective of his

party. Furthermore, many housing administrators lack technical

training for the positions which they fill. I am not referring here

to the obviously ignorant type of office-holder but rather to the

men who may have had a general training but no special education

or experience to qualify them to function efficiently. These ap-

pointees must "find" themselves in their jobs before they can be

effective promoters of better housing. They may succeed and

then again they may not, but during their period of adjustment

they cannot assume leadership.

Too often the application of housing principles has failed because

of administrative timidity, or because of administrative pugnacity,

or because of sheer laziness. The personality of the administrator

plays an exceedingly important part in the success of his adminis-

tration. I do not refer to the fundamental requisite of honesty,

because it is so self-evident that where the administrator is dis-

honest graft flourishes and all standards of good administration

fail.

My fundamental thesis here must be apparent. I am asserting

that the major problems of housing administration arise from the

administrator himself, and that administrators of the types cited

lack the essential qualifications to administrative success. And

by success I do not mean performance of the letter of the law but

rather the attainment of objectives for which the law was drawn.

Compulsion by law, which is usually the sole tool used to secure

law observance, is inherently an antagonistic force in a nation born

out of resentment to its arbitrary use. Compulsion by economic

pressure, on the other hand, introduces the element of self-interest,

and brings about compliance because it offers assistance to the

individual in the promotion of his work or business. In other

words, the administrator whose sole reliance is on law fails to rec-

ognize that law by itself expresses an irritating form of compul-

sion, but he who stresses standards and methods of good practice,
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creates a profit motive which stimulates the public to law obser-

vance. And this holds true whether the phase of housing prac-

ticed is defined by housing and building codes or by zoning and

city planning regulations.

This is the crux of our whole discussion. All our cities are over-

loaded with houses of an obsolete or deteriorated type that are

below the standards established by housing laws. The adminis-

trator who issues orders for the installation of sanitary equipment,

or the correction of structural defects, finds that his work never

lessens because as soon as one property has been brought up to a

minimum standard of good housing, other properties have become

deteriorated and require official attention. It is an impossible task,

working by such a method, to bring the standard of all housing up
to the proper level, and it is inevitable that such housing will have

a lowered earning power. Over a period of years the rents will de-

cline until ultimately they cannot pay dividends on the capital

invested. Confronted with this situation, how inefficient is the

housing administrator who contents himself with an inspection

service and compulsion practices, and does not stir his community
to an appreciation of the value of modernizing obsolete houses or

of replacing deteriorated structures with dwellings which would

have an increased earning power!
Or let us illustrate in the field of city planning. Today's low

real estate values and the migration of population from older cen-

tral areas to the newer suburban areas of our cities combine to

make this the opportune time to initiate replanning programs in

areas of rank city growth. How many of our planning commissions

are taking advantage of their opportunities to replan old areas so

as to adapt them to the needs of modern urban living ? And how

many of our zoning bureaus are grasping this opportunity to re-

zone these areas so that they will actually serve the needs of a

population that cannot always be reaching for the perimeter with-

out saddling costs on government which tax receipts do not justify?

With a rising tide of opposition to burdensome taxes both the city

planning and the zoning administrators have their opportunity to
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revamp our blighted areas. How much broader in scope would the

influence of the administrator's office be if, instead of frittering

away his time in enforcing insignificant details, he brought the

mortgage-lending agencies of his community trust companies,

building and loans, etc. to a certification of standards of good
construction as a prior requirement for mortgage loans !

In a similar way casualty and fire insurance companies may be

made definite adjuncts in the establishment of good practice when

their standards of inspection and grants of insurance are so set up
that they bring a business pressure upon the owners or managers
of properties. When the scope of their influence falls short of

universal application, how much more effective it would be if the

administrator initiated legislation which would make more wide-

spread the need for protection which liability insurance assures!

Whenever the administrator, alive to the real objectives behind

the laws which he is enforcing, educates the public to an under-

standing of the financial or social gains from law observance he

supplements his efforts for legal control by inciting the stronger

urge of self-interest to help in the establishment of better living

conditions.

In conclusion, let us review our argument. In enumerating the

problems of administration common to this field we pointed out

those which originate in defective and inadequate laws and those

which arise from court practices where unsympathetic magistrates

nullify the law, or where rules of practice make it almost impossible

to reach decisions in accordance with the intent of the law. We
then indicated the problems which develop because enforcement

is distributed among many bureaus and administrators fail to

correlate their work. We stated, furthermore, that in a large

percentage of cases the administrator creates his own adminis-

trative problems. It is with this thought that we close; namely,

that a good administrator in the field of housing, even with a poor

law and with the other handicaps enumerated, may yet render

constructive service if he organizes the resources of his community
so that the force of self-interest will supplement his more negative

force of legal control.



TECHNOLOGICAL UNEMPLOYMENT OF
LAND AREAS

FREDERICK L. ACKERMAN, Architect, New York City

The first zoning ordinances were framed under guidance of the

principles that, under no condition, should zoning interfere with

"normal" tendencies of city development nor with the realization

of such gains as would "normally" accrue to owners of land and

properties. Continuous and unlimited growth was postulated.

Since the animating forces of the urban center have promoted
commercial and industrial expansion; since increases of site valua-

tion took place in the path of such expansion and more intensive

use; since the enactment of zoning legislation involved taking a

course of least resistance, it followed that the areas laid down in

zoning plans for commercial and industrial use were invariably a

multiple of the areas so used at the time of zoning enactments.

During the twenty-odd years of zoning the technique has

changed in detail but such changes have never violated the general

principles and assumptions that guided the initial work. But

during the same interval of time sweeping technological changes
occurred in the field of production that should have given rise to

sweeping revisions of general principles of zoning. To mention but

a few of the changes in technology, we have the automobile and

the bus. We are all familiar with the effect of the introduction of

these technological factors. We are likewise familiar with the

effect of the new technology of vertical transportation and the con-

sequent multiplication of usable floor area per unit of site.

We were not, however, nor are we yet, aware of the bearing of

the new technology of physics and chemistry upon the assumptions
and guiding principles of zoning. We have heard a great deal about

technological unemployment of men. We are yet to hear about

the technological unemployment of land, zoned for commercial and
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industrial use, and the bearing of this upon valuation and the

financial structures of urban centers.

Some of you may have seen references to Technocracy and its

survey of energy resources of the North American Continent. For

my illustrations I shall draw upon the findings of that survey. Let

me use two illustrations to introduce the idea. In 1849 there were

2121 brick plants in the U. S.; in 1889, 6535; in 1920, 2370. In

the early practice a man produced 450 bricks per day: under con-

ditions of today a man can produce 400,000 bricks per day. Under

highest current standards of production 100 operators can pro-

duce, in a few plants, the entire output as of 1929.

Another illustration at random: a manufacturing plant changed
its technological methods in 1930. It reduced its area 40%; its

employment, 70%; its output remained the same; its potential

output was approximately doubled. These illustrations could be

multiplied without end: they are characteristic of what has been

and is going on.

Now let us look at the whole industrial picture of the U. S. A.,

drawing upon the survey above referred to. Let us first draw a

time scale, t=0 at 1800 A. D., t= 100 at 1900 A. D. For reasons

not pertinent to this discussion, we will consider the limited period

t = 50 (1850) to t = 120 (1920). During this period:

Population varied approximately as the square of the time (t
2
)

Production (as a whole) varied approximately as the cube of the time (t
3
)

Debt varied approximately as the fourth power of the time (t
4
)

Energy dissipation (oil, coal, gas, water power and food) varied as the eighth

power of the time (t
8
)

Man hours per unit produced (as a whole) varied as the inverse fourth power
of the time (tX)

Now add this fact: the inflection point on a composite curve

of production capacity, made up of the basic industries in the U. S.,

occurred about 1921.

While no formal survey has been made covering the relation be-

tween area used by industry, and energy production and man
hours per unit produced, yet the data already at hand may be

taken as a warning that we no longer need additional area for an
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expanding industrial production. These "fitted" curves and their

relationship provoke the question as to what rate of decrease of

industrial areas would accommodate the same acceleration of pro-

duction that occurred during the last decade? Whatever the out-

come of such a study, enough is already known to warrant the

statement that a revolutionary revision of our assumptions under-

lying zoning are past due, for they no longer have any relation

whatsoever to current technological trends.

Along with such revisions we might well consider the inevitable

revision of urban financial structures that have been built up on an

assumption that obsolescence and demolition of physical magni-
tudes in no way disturbed pecuniary magnitudes. It would look

as if modern technology had already brought the process of make-

believe appraisals to a halt and that the financial structure of the

urban center is therefore in the unstable state of a top that is about

to stop its spinning.



THE AMERICAN COMMUNITY IN FIFTY YEARS

THOMAS ADAMS, Research Professor of City Planning, Harvard College

No one can tell what will happen to the American city in 50 years

from now. A mathematician might be able to present a plausible

picture of future possibilities based on his studies of conditions

and trends, or an unscientific idealist might be able to convince

himself that what will happen will be what he wishes to happen
and both be equally wrong.

Nevertheless, whatever our knowledge or point of view may be,

there is something to be gained from looking ahead and making a

guess. In an humble attempt to do so the following are suggested

as fair assumptions to start with:

First. Notwithstanding some present evidence of de-population

in cities, there does not appear to be any likelihood of a falling

off in the growth of cities and towns as compared with rural dis-

tricts. The urban population of this country is now over 56 per

cent of the whole and this percentage is more likely to increase

than decrease. But there is evidence of decrease in growth of

population as a whole and this will mean that cities will not grow
so rapidly in the future as in the past.

Second. There is no indication that cities on the average will

be smaller in size in 50 years than now. Some of the largest cities

are likely to grow even larger. It is possible, however, that the

peak of average size has been reached, because tendencies in trans-

portation, in electric transmission, in costs of developing land, in

municipal taxation, etc., all seem to favor smaller cities.

Third. If large cities must exist and continue to grow, this does

not mean that their evils of overcrowding and congestion must

continue. These are not the products of the city but of man's

defective control of the city. Isolation, poverty and man's ad-

ministration in the country have been as productive of social evil
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as overcrowding, poverty and maladministration in the city. It

does not matter from a health standpoint whether we live in town

or country: what matters is the kind of town or country we live in.

Fourth. In the last 50 years population in this country has grown

enormously by accretion of immigrants, who tolerated bad housing
and municipal conditions that are now universally condemned. At

the moment immigration has been largely stopped and the stand-

ards of education of the children of the nation, who will be the

citizens of tomorrow, are such that they will demand more agree-

able living conditions, more beauty in home and city and greater

equality of opportunity than in the past. The movement from the

slums to the more pleasant suburbs of all cities in recent years has

probably been due more to the influence of the children than of

the parents. With a more highly educated citizenship the value

of planning and the stupid follies of congestion in cities will be more

fully realized.

Fifth. The political and intellectual climate of this country
favors evolution rather than revolution in civic as well as in na-

tional affairs. There is no evidence of the imminence of revolu-

tionary change.

Sixth. There is no such thing as perfection in human nature and

therefore there can be no such thing as perfection in the city which

is built out of the materials of human nature. Fifty years of wise

planning and administration will not make a perfect city.

Seventh. Congestion of industry, of traffic or of population is a

disease which injures the city economically as well as socially.

A reasonable degree of concentration is desirable for business, but

it can be obtained without congestion. There is enough land for all

human needs in and about every city; its scarcity in certain areas

is a purely artificial condition that could be prevented. Sound

economy as well as health requires that every building used for

habitation or work should have adequate light and air, that all

movement of traffic should be provided for on the ground level, and
that every district of a city should have ample facilities for outdoor

recreation. In proportion as these things are wanting, and we
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spend money on building underground subways or elevated streets,

we alleviate evils caused by past mistakes, but we confirm the

fact that we have made mistakes.

If we do accept these as reasonable assumptions, we will be

unable to agree with those revolutionary ideas of the future which

contemplate either complete skyscraper cities or complete dis-

ruption of existing cities.

We have predictions, on the one hand, of crowded skyscrapers,

three-decked streets, elevated golf courses and gardens that do not

require rain because they are situated in the moist atmosphere of

the clouds. On the other hand, we are told by some city planners

that the modern city is obsolete. They say that the modern metrop-
olis is a "harbinger of death" and that "What is needed is not

the mending of industry but the destruction of industrialism,"

in other words, the destruction of the industrial community; Pitts-

burgh, for example. They despise those who are blind enough to

want to improve New York and Pittsburgh. Their policy is to do

away with these cities and replace them with communistic garden
cities. For myself I would like to see every city made a garden

city, so long as its people were left with their individual freedom.

But I am not degraded enough to say that I would sell that freedom

in order to enjoy the benefits of what is called "revolutionary

scientific penetration."

All of us must admit that in some degree and in large extent

the modern city is not what it could and should be. Indeed, as an

organized community structure it may be counted as a failure.

But I fear that is also true of country towns and farm districts.

On the whole the modern big city functions as economically and

with less destruction of human values than the small cities of

earlier times. Less than a hundred years ago death rates in cities

were double what they are now. Overcrowding was greater and

sanitation much more defective.

Then I believe that on the whole the big city of today functions

as well as the small town, the village and the rural district of today.

The things that are wrong have nothing to do with the type of
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community but with the absence of proper organization and plan-

ning of each type ranging from the great metropolitan center to

the country village.

I see no evidence of possible disintegration of the great indus-

trial city but only some change in its structure toward greater

spaciousness and more endurance. The American city is likely to

evolve in the next 50 years toward a more stable condition in

respect of features that make for human well being. There will be

less rapidity in growth in the future and therefore less opportunity

for injurious speculation. There will be fewer blighted districts,

first, because change will not be so rapid, and second, because oc-

cupation of unhealthful buildings will be prohibited. There will

be fewer slums because fewer people will be prepared to live in

slums. The skyscraper and the motor car will have become the

servants instead of the masters of the community. Public expen-

ditures and taxation, which increased enormously up to 1932, will

have descended to a reasonable level.

There will be more open space in the cities because it will have

been discovered that there is sufficient land in America to provide

room for light, air, recreation and traffic, and also that the more

open land there is in the city the less waste land there will be in

its rural environs. The people of 1980 will be astonished at the

blindness of their forefathers in this respect.

The ideals of the New York Regional Plan, such as that not more

than 40 per cent of any land shall be occupied by buildings in the

most central districts; that on the street line no building shall

exceed six stories in height; that all new buildings shall have an

angle of light of 45 degrees at front and rear, and that all buildings

used for habitation will not be more than two rooms deep such

ideals as these will be embodied in practical policies. Land values

will be adjusted to healthful uses of land instead of the uses being

adjusted to land values.

Let me devote the rest of what I have to say to indicating one of

the means by which these things will come about and to do this

I will refer back to a meeting of the National City Planning Con-
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ference at Chicago in 1913. On that occasion, Frederick L. Olm-

sted, Jr., gave an imaginary account of the status of city planning
in 1960. In regard to procedure, I believe it was a sound prophecy
or at least a reasonable hope. Let me recall and apply, with some

variation, the Olmsted vision to Pittsburgh. The chief variation is

that I conceive the Pittsburgh of thirty years ahead not as a city,

but as part of an extensive and organized city-region embracing
much land that is permanently set apart for agriculture.

In this region there will be a permanent regional plan office

with an adequate staff and funds. This office will be the custodian

of a regional plan and of more detailed plans for each community
in the region. The office will have in its possession all records of

past growth and development. Among its documents will be early

reports and plans although these will be only of historic interest

and sometimes a source of amusement. Many ideas put forward

by Morris Knowles and other Pittsburgh planners will have been

carried out, others will have proved to be impracticable owing to

unforeseen changes, and others will have been followed in principle

although not recognizable from the form they have taken in prac-

tice. Every project that is put forward will be judged from the

point of view of whether it fits in with the several plans.

The plans will be progressive living documents that have been

evolved over a period of 50 years, and gathered new strength as

each sane idea they contained was carried into effect. They will

form an aggregation of accepted ideas that have been checked and

cross checked by succeeding decades of the most intelligent citizens.

As Olmsted said, "the ideas will have been as diverse in their

origin as the elements of a vigorous democracy."

Long before 1980 Pittsburgh will have learned the triple lesson,

first, that a city, its suburban satellite communities and its rural

environs constitute a unit for both coordinated planning and cer-

tain administrative purposes; second, that sound judgment in

planning may go for little if there is not an active planning depart-

ment with expert leadership continually at work in revising and

applying the plan; and third, that economy in public expenditures
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on physical improvements is only possible if the expenditures are

based on a comprehensive plan a plan that determines the rela-

tive degree of desirability and necessity for every improvement,
and the order of importance in carrying out each improvement.

It will still be true in 1980 that men shall be striving to take

advantage of each other in civic as in other affairs, that some men
will find it to their private interest to put grit instead of oil in the

planning machinery, and that false economic doctrines will still

give wrong direction to thought and action. But although that

which is perfect is out of reach, this much can be said with cer-

tainty that the degree of perfection in community life and organi-

zation that will exist in any large American city in 1980 will depend
on how soon after 1932 it has made a beginning in giving reality to

its position as a part of a region, in collaborating with neighboring
communities in evolving their common problems, in establishing

and maintaining a permanent regional plan office, and in elabor-

ating its regional, city, village and neighborhood plans so that it

will have the best possible guidance in doing wisest things in the

wisest way.
In other words to return to Pittsburgh the community life

of 1980 will be molded by the citizens of this city in the next ten

or twenty years; and, moreover, the stability and prosperity of the

city in these coming twenty years themselves will depend more on

the wise judgment that is exercised by the citizens of that period
in planning for posterity, than in planning for the narrow world

of their immediate desires and interests. Failure in city develop-
ment in the past has been due to a large degree to the fallacy that

doing things for future generations imposes a burden on the present

generation; whereas the profound truth is that present problems
cannot be solved except on the basis of making wise provision for

the future. To make that provision we must be both practical

and visionary. In the preface to a recent book President Lowell of

Harvard said: "Many men have light enough to be visionary, but

only he who clearly sees can behold a vision." What matters from

the point of view of our influence on the future is not whether we
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are visionary or practical but whether we see clearly and without

a plan we cannot see clearly.

Louis BROWNLOW, Director, Public Administration Clearing House,
Chicago

No man would dare predict the effect on the community life of

1982 of factors not now known, but any one may be sure that

many such factors will enter into the equation. Nevertheless, I

venture to prophesy that the community living of fifty years hence

will in large part be determined by what is done in American com-

munities in the next decade.

Let us go back fifty years. In 1882 the railroad dominated the

American scene and seemed to be the controlling factor in our

political, social, economic and civic life. But standardization was

only beginning to be talked about. The railways had not yet all

agreed on a standard gauge. Each railroad had its own time

meridian and it would be a whole year before standard time was

evolved. Each railroad had its own scheme of rates and tariffs,

and it would be three years before the first feeble attempt at uni-

form regulation was to come in the establishment of the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Nobody would have dared predict a

federal governmental authority to standardize wood screw-threads.

Certainly no one would have believed that a real estate owner

would find society saying to him that he could build on only so

much of his own property, only to a limited height, and could

use the building for only those purposes as would best serve the in-

terest of the community as a whole.

In 1882 the telephone and electric light were less than ten years

old and were still regarded as scientific toys. The internal com-

bustion engine with the motor car and the airplane were but dreams

of the tiny work-shop laboratories of that day. Mass production

and automatic machinery were not yet even dreams.

Yet the community life of today is largely determined by the
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patterns that were laid down fifty years ago, street patterns,

traffic and transport patterns, patterns of governmental adminis-

tration, of industrial relations, of educational processes all of

which may have been developed and adjusted in part to meet the

changing scene but still the patterns of the 80's and 90's.

Let us learn the lesson here taught and devote our planning

thought and work to serve as well as possible the community of a

half century to come. We have some things to guide us. The

revolution brought about by mass production and automatic

machinery will produce more leisure. The inefficacy of the out-

moded ideas of community administration will be changed.
Whether by evolution, as I believe, or by revolution, as may happen,
there will be some adjustment to permit industry to function and

serve the whole people despite the reluctance with which we cling

to the long work day and the long work week. But whether we

be then Communist, or Fascist, or Socialist, or, as I believe we will

be, operating under some modified scheme of capitalism, the com-

munity arrangements must go on.

There will be need for provision for health, education, and rec-

reation. Health will then include mental as well as physical health.

Education will then include the adult as well as the children and'

the youth. Recreation will be more important than it ever has

been. All of these things will be integrated in government. For

that reason planning for public administration is a major part of the

present-day problem of the planner.

I see as the center of each community an open space with a

group of buildings. We would call it a school center today. What

they will call it in 1980 I dare not say. But it will follow something
of the plan that we now see in Radburn in New Jersey, and in

Sawston in Cambridgeshire. It will be a place for a school for all

the people from infancy to old age and for the organization and

planning of recreation. It will be a place at which the entire local

governmental service will be directed and administered. It will be

a place for the civic forum and the community art exposition, where

the life of the people will flower and come to fruition, technology
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having further separated the business of making a living from the

pursuit of living itself.

In Sawston, nine English villages find in one center the school

for the youth and for the adult, the meeting place of the forum and

the clubs, the administration of all local government, the library,

the art school and museum, the center of life. And yet these nine

villages today are agricultural, and for them technology has not

yet lifted the burden of drudgery nor yielded any great amount of

leisure. In Radburn, planned physically to meet the needs of the

motor age, there was community planning, too, from the first, and

the people there carry on under the administration of a com-

munity organization the varied activities that stretch from a uni-

versity course in international affairs to specialized training in

tap-dancing.

These things then we must plan for to adjust the patterns that

we will impose on the future so that they will be flexible enough to

permit a community under decentralized administration to pro-

vide for its health, its education, and its recreation. Thus we

may expect a healthier people, a better trained people, a better

humored people to develop better those cultural and spiritual re-

serves that will make living worth while.

Only by the union of community planning with community
administration can the local community of the future, urban, sub-

urban or rural, hope to take advantage to the full of that advance

in national and international economic and political planning that

we all of us hope will be realized within the next five decades, what-

ever label it may bear. To city planners and to citizens alike I

would say, remember 1882 and look forward to 1982. There will

be new things then, but there will be old things too, and we will

be responsible for the old. Let us try not to handicap our suc-

cessors.



HOW PLANNING AFFECTS TAXES AND TAXES
AFFECT PLANNING

HAROLD S. BUTTENHEIM, Editor, The American City

Being a report as published in the City Planning Quarterly for January,

1953, of a special committee appointed by the American City Planning In-

stitute to visit the then recently discovered continent of Pragmatia.

The astounding discovery of the great continent of Pragmatia,

and the significant outcome of its 1952 tax election, were so fully

reported in the December number of the Survey Graphic that a

mere reference to that dispatch will introduce adequately the

present discussion.

When the airplane carrying the President and the Secretary of

the National Municipal League was forced down on an unknown

land, those eminent travelers little suspected the important serv-

ice rendered to political science by the wind which had blown

them towards the Pragmatian shores. After landing there, how-

ever, it took them but a few hours to learn that they had arrived

on an epoch-making election day.

Two decades previously in 1932 the two great provinces of

Pragmatia had voted to try a twenty-year test of different methods

of taxation; the Province of the Right placing main reliance on

the sales tax, and the Province of the Left experimenting with a

combination of income, inheritance and land-value taxation.

When the experiment began, both provinces were in the throes

of a severe economic depression. During the next ten years, as

the new methods of taxation went gradually into effect, business

in the Left improved much more rapidly than in the Right. Dur-

ing the second ten years, when these experimental tax laws had

become fully operative, wide-spread and unabated prosperity con-

tinued for the citizens of the Left, while they of the Right experi-

enced another serious economic setback. As a natural result, the
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election of 1952 in both provinces gave an overwhelming endorse-

ment to the system of taxation which had worked so successfully

in the Province of the Left.

The National Municipal League dispatch did not discuss in any
detail the extent to which the two contrasting methods of taxation

had helped or hindered sane progress in city and regional planning,

zoning, housing, and public recreation. Your committee of the

American City Planning Institute was asked, therefore, to make a

first-hand study of what the Pragmatic tests had demonstrated

in these matters, both as to the effect of planning on taxes and of

taxes on planning.

DISASTROUS RESULTS OF SALES TAX IN THE PROVINCE OF

THE RIGHT

In the Province of the Right, the adoption of the sales tax in

1932 may be credited or discredited largely to the clamor of

certain powerful groups who alleged that prosperity and justice

would be advanced by transferring to the mass of the population,

through consumers' taxes, a large part of the so-called burden pre-

viously borne by real estate and by incomes in the upper brackets.

The fact that hardly a single outstanding economist could be

found to support this claim did not deter its advocates from ad-

vancing the specious arguments which persuaded to their sub-

sequent sorrow the voters of the Right to support the sales tax

idea. The complete reversal of this vote recorded at the recent

1952 election testifies to the soundness of the Pragmatic economists

who opposed the sales tax in 1932; for they had expressed opinions

similar to that of our leading American economists, as represented

by Professor Robert Murray Haig of Columbia University, when

he wrote:

"I deliberately submit that any politician who has the interests

of the small home owner and rent-payer at heart cannot sincerely
and consistently urge the substitution of general sales taxes for

real estate taxes. So far as I am aware, serious students of public
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finance are unanimous in the opinion that sales taxes are regressive
rather than progressive in their tendency and effect. If we are

to adopt sales taxes, let us do so after an intelligent appraisal of

their merits and defects. To propose the substitution of general
sales taxes on real estate as a measure of relief for the small man
is an insult to intelligence and an affront to common sense."*

In the Province of the Right the effect on city and regional plan-

ning of the rejection of advice such as this is a tale of frustration

and futility. To it we have no desire to devote space in this report

which can be used more profitably and cheerfully for recording the

much happier experiences of planners and builders in the Left.

Suffice it to say that in proportion as land in the Right was relieved

of taxation, land prices rose, land was held out of use for specula-

tive gain, the acquisition of sites for public buildings and public

recreation increased in difficulty, and the clearing of the slums be-

came well-nigh impossible.

INCOME AND INHERITANCE TAXES STIMULATE PLANNING

In the Province of the Left, however, the triple tax method

adopted in 1932 has proved to be the greatest boon to the making
and carrying out of city and regional plans that we have witnessed

anywhere in the world. Let us consider the beneficial effects of

the increased income and inheritance taxes in banishing unemploy-

ment; in stimulating the planning and building of public works

and large-scale, low-rent housing developments; and in helping

private industry by preventing excessive investment in manufac-

turing and merchandising facilities.

Pragmatic experience has amply demonstrated as was pre-

dicted in America back in the 1930's the great advantage of a tax

system which will divert excess savings into needed public works

and community services, and away from unneeded equipment for

competitive manufacture and trade. To quote briefly from two

American engineers and publicists of that day:

*From a paper presented at the National Municipal League Convention, Wash-
ington, D. C., September, 1932.
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In The American City for October, 1931, David Cushman Coyle,

consulting engineer, said:

"As nearly every industry in the country is now over-equipped,
it is obvious that almost any new factory or mine serves no other

purpose than to add to overhead and bring on depression. For
this reason it is coming to be realized that it is not alone necessary
to expand public construction to offset the temporary shortage of

industrial building. It is also desirable essential in fact that

for some years to come the growth of cultural plant should absorb

capital enough to prevent the further over-building of industrial

plant. Construction we must have, but more competition we must
avoid. It follows that 'what the country needs' is the construction

of plants to produce cultural advance, but not to produce goods
for sale. That sort of construction is public and semi-public; the

more of it, the more prosperous we shall be. The other kind of

construction is the over-building of industrial and commercial

plant; the less we have of that, the longer our prosperity will last.

This is a long way from Benjamin Franklin. We have come a

long way. . . .

"The legitimate source of funds for a large building program is

the great mass of capital which normally would be used in promot-
ing industrial over-expansion. This capital is tapped by the upper
brackets of the income and inheritance taxes. These taxes, as Mr.
Mellon says, discourage enterprise, that is, competition, and too

much competition is what ails American Business. It is therefore

apparent that national and state governments, which have the

power to levy income and inheritance taxes, should be the chief

agents in raising funds for a public works program.
"It is necessary to look at public work in its true perspective.

Construction in all its forms is one of the most powerful causes

of prosperity. During the up-swing of the business cycle new

building is active, and furnishes a market for industry of all sorts.

At the peak, the newly built industrial plants come into action

to intensify competition, increase overhead, and destroy profits.

Business is poisoned by the effects of over-building, and collapse
ensues. Public building, on the other hand, has the same nourish-

ing effect on business while it is in process, without any toxic action

after it is done. To transfer capital from industrial construction

to public works is therefore to give business a valuable food in

place of an indigestible one. It is not a panacea for all our ills,
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but it is good medicine, and the more we can get of it the better,

up to a limit which we are not likely to approach."

And Mr. Coyle in his 1932 monograph, "The Irrepressible Con-

flictBusiness vs. Finance," gave strong emphasis to the truth

that "Neither Business nor the State dare tolerate reckless saving by
those who have no need to save."

Colonel Willard T. Chevalier, Publishing Director of the Mc-
Graw-Hill Publishing Co., wrote in Engineering News-Record of

June 23, 1932:

"Some day, and it may be sooner than we think, we shall be
forced to restudy and reform our entire system of governmental
finance and taxation in order that our public-works programs may
assume a more important role in the stabilization of our industry.
There are those of high standing in economic thought who consider

such a reform vital to the continued stability of the capitalistic

system in this country. They tell us that, if we are to survive, we
must find a way to curb the excessive multiplication of our private

productive facilities and divert more and more of our surplus earn-

ings into the channels of consumption. They point to investment
in community facilities as the sound and profitable means to this

end. A system of taxation and public finance that would curb the

present untrammeled flow of our surplus earnings into private in-

vestment and divert more of them into our public works and com-

munity facilities would accomplish this.

"It would restrict the vast sums that in periods of prosperity can
find their only outlet in multiplying the facilities of production and
in wildcat speculation. Such excessive investment in capital facili-

ties leads to the excessive capacity that is found in so many of our
industries and has much to do with the advance of depression,
which in turn destroys the value of that capital, with shocking
loss to the business community and public welfare. . .

"So, while private enterprise must economize as a matter of sur-

vival, the spending can come only through community effort.

Those who favor an expanded program of public works tell us,

then, that as a community we should start the ball of investment

upon which our revival must depend."

Instead of merely discussing such ideas, as we have done mostly
in America, the Pragmatian Province of the Left adopted them
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twenty years ago, with the happy results then predicted. The

interval has brought more work to competent planning consultants,

engineers and architects than they could handle and remarkable

progress in the development of new communities planned for the

motor age and in the rebuilding of the older sections of their cities.

GRADUAL ADOPTION OF LAND VALUE TAX

But heavier income and inheritance taxes must not be given all

of the credit. The gradual removal of all taxes from personal

property and from improvements in or on the land, and the raising

of local revenues mainly from site value taxation, have been factors

of outstanding importance.* Taxes in the Province of the Left

by 1942 had been lifted entirely from buildings and all other prod-

ucts of labor, and had come to absorb about 80 per cent of the

annual rental value of land. Thus, as the Pragmatians point out,

it became possible to:

"
(1) Pay for governmental services out of the land values which

governmental services created;
"
(2) Pay the community's costs of population growth out of the

land values created by population growth;"
(3) Collect for the benefit of the public the economic rent re-

sulting from the bounties and beauties of nature, to which no man
has a natural right, and

"
(4) Conserve for the community increased land values resulting

from the social services and beneficences of public-spirited citi-

zens."

* When the readjustment of the incidence of taxation was under consideration,
back in 1932, some lobbyists advocated income taxes as a source of municipal rev-

enue. Wiser counsels prevailed, however, and both income and inheritance taxes

remained the perquisite of the provincial and national governments. So the munic-

ipalities turned to a super-tax of one per cent on land values as an immediate source

of funds for unemployment relief and for interest on governmental loans for the con-

struction of needed and well-planned local public works. Since most small homes
have a greater assessed value than the land on which they stand, this one per cent

land tax was easier on the poor man than would have been a tax of one-half of one

per cent on both land and buildings. And further to ease the burden, landowners
out of employment and unable to make immediate payment were allowed two years
of grace in which to settle this added tax bill.
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Our investigations have confirmed the findings of the National

Municipal League report that:

"It thus ceased to be profitable to hold land out of use, and va-

cant land was abundant at about 20 per cent of its former asking

price. This stimulated better housing on more spacious sites than

ever before; and it enabled the municipal governments to ac-

quire ample sites for parks, playgrounds and public buildings at

low cost."

The Pragmatians were not foolish enough to suppose, as do some

of our extreme American individualists, that an ideal system of

taxation would in itself cure all of the world's ills, including human

cupidity and stupidity. So immediately following the adoption

in 1932 of the new tax system in the Province of the Left, more

effective laws were enacted for site planning and for the zoning

of all of the land within the Province. By this means improper or

too intensive use of the land was prevented; for the local authori-

ties could determine for each district the kinds of structures to be

allowed, and the maximum coverage and cubage of buildings re-

garded as socially desirable. Assessments for taxation were then

based on the land rents derivable from such maximum use. Land

needed for public purposes could be readily purchased at low cost.

Open spaces, such as golf courses, which the community desired to

leave in private ownership, could be zoned as such, and would pay

only a nominal tax; but if more intensive use were subsequently

permitted, there would be an immediate reassessment for taxation

based on the higher sale or rental value thus given to the land.

PLANNING PREVENTS RECURRENT DEPRESSION

The Pragmatians are making increasing use of city and regional

planning, not only to guide the economic and esthetic development
of cities and regions, but also as an aid to preventing possible

future depressions. Failure to act in this rational manner when

the great depression of 1929-1932 was impending is now recog-

nized in Pragmatia as one of the greatest mistakes of that unfor-

tunate period. We have found in the files of the Pragmatian Land-

6
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planning Institute,* a 1932 report from which the following para-

graphs on this subject are quoted:

"It cannot be doubted that if our many governmental units,

national, provincial, and local, had been ready in the fall of 1929

with carefully prepared plans, physical and financial, for needed

public works, and had launched these projects in the early months
of the depression, there would have been much less severity of un-

employment and much greater ability to pay taxes during the last

two years than experience has shown.

"It may be that in many municipalities inability to increase

taxes or to float bond issues will prevent much progress for the

next year or two, in the carrying out of city plans; but is that a

valid reason for the extravagant 'economy* of failing to plan for

the future? It is a fact, of course, that the declining birth rate and
the suburban trend of recent years seem likely to result in a slack-

ening of urban growth in the years ahead. But that very fact is one
of the strongest of reasons for city planning. By and large, the

cities of tomorrow which will grow and prosper will be the ones so

planned and built as to offer to their citizens the most satisfying
and abundant community life.

"In most cities the only hope for a worthy destiny lies in the cor-

rection of many of the lacks of previous planning and in the far-

sighted vision of the city that might be. This will never come about

through 'taxpayers' strikes' or through unthinking opposition to

increased public expenditures. It is not the amount of the tax,

but what the citizen gets in return that really counts. If this were

not so, the present would be a good time to revert to the digging of

our own wells, the use of lanterns on the streets at night, and the

hiring of our own watchman to say nothing of the discharge of all

traffic officers and even the abolition of our public schools!"

In more ways than can be mentioned here the Pragmatian sys-

tem of taxation has had most beneficial effects on city planning.

And the benefits have been reciprocal: city planning has had

most beneficial effects on taxation. In the Province of the Left the

taxation system adopted twenty years ago has so encouraged the

*
Landplanning (written as one word) is the closest translation possible in English

of the distinctive Pragmatian name of the organization corresponding to our Amer-
ican City Planning Institute. Your committee believes that this word designates,
better than any other could, the Institute's field of city, county, regional, state and
national planning for the best use of the land in the public interest.
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making and carrying out of plans that there has been almost com-

plete avoidance of the costly makeshifts and mistakes in public im-

provements so characteristic of most of our American cities.

With fewer new errors committed since 1932, the municipalities

have been able steadily to reduce the proportion of their public

works appropriations devoted to the correction of old mistakes.

Their costs for traffic regulation, fire protection, public health and

other administrative expenditures resulting directly or indirectly

from defective planning have decreased also. Taxes as a whole

have not been reduced, however, because the Pragmatians realize

that, with their growing prosperity and leisure, the facilities and

services which can best be provided by community action are like-

wise increasing. But the notable fact is that systematic, compre-
hensive planning is enabling the taxpayers of Pragmatia to get

constantly more and more of real value for their tax dollar.

Another beneficial effect of land-value taxation has been the

banishing of the benefit assessment problem. This, as we in

America well know, is a clumsy device whereby, under our present
unscientific method of raising public revenues, we try to recapture
a part of the values added to land by public improvements. Under

the Pragmatian system, which automatically recaptures practically

all such benefits through the tax rate, special assessments are no

longer needed. Wherever and whenever added earning power of

land appears as a result of public expenditures, the increased values

go on the regular tax rolls.

A GARDEN CITY DEMONSTRATION

The most exciting day of our visit to this recently discovered

continent was that spent in the new garden city of Spacia a 50-

square-mile, urban and rural region developed within the last

twenty years, which has already passed the half-way mark towards

its ultimate total population of 250,000.

It seems that, following the election of 1932, the Province of

the Left, as part of its greatly enlarged public works program for

business stimulation and unemployment relief, had determined to
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build a new garden city on a scale not hitherto attempted. A pub-
lic Garden City Authority was set up. Tenders were asked from

landowners and realtors throughout the entire Province who had,

or could assemble and offer to the government at low acreage cost,

sites of about 50 square miles suitable for a new rural-urban com-

munity. The landowners of the site selected from these competi-

tive bids were paid in bonds of the Garden City Authority. As

these were protected by a first mortgage on the entire land of the

community, they sold readily on a 4% interest basis the current

rate of high-grade municipal securities. The Provincial Govern-

ment, which was able to borrow practically unlimited sums at 3%,
issued its own bonds for the development and construction costs,

and loaned the proceeds at 3^2% to the Garden City Authority.

This was with the stipulation that when the new community
which had been named Spacia began to function as a municipality,

the local government would acquire from the Garden City Author-

ity, and retain permanently, title to its entire 50 square miles of

land area. It was further stipulated that Spacia as a municipality

would pay the interest and amortization on the land bonds from

the ground rentals it would receive, and would apply the surplus of

such rentals (in excess of the current operating budget of the local

government) to the Garden City Authority. The latter would use

these funds, plus the large sums it would receive from the sale or

rental of houses and other buildings erected by it, to liquidate its

borrowings from the Provincial Government.

The whole scheme has worked admirably. The services of com-

petent engineers, architects, landscape architects, economists and

lawyers, were retained by the Garden City Authority, and they

planned a community so superior in design to any previous devel-

opment in the history of the world, that the humanitarian and

financial success of the project was assured from the start. As

Spacia owns all of its public utilities and its entire 50 square miles

of land area, the income from rates and rents will prove ample after

retiring the Garden City Authority's bonds and the Provincial

Government's loans, to run the local government and to provide
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exceptionally high standards of public education, recreation, health

and safety, without the levying of any local taxes.

A FUTURE FULL OF PROMISE

The planners and the construction industry of Pragmatia are

not worrying about the future. They know that many new garden
cities will be planned and built. They know that parks, parkways,
waterfront improvements and recreational facilities generally are

certain of continued development and expansion, to meet the ever-

growing demands resulting from the ever-shortening work day and

work week, and from the fact that Pragmatia has now become

civilized enough to assure every worker in office or factory or

farm a month's vacation each year with pay. And there is also

under way or definitely planned a notable and thoroughly rational

rebuilding of all of the older cities of the continent.

For these achievements chief credit belongs to the three-fold

blend, in the membership of the Pragmatian Landplanning In-

stitute, of ability in art and science and law; and to the three-

fold blend, in the Pragmatian tax system, of income, inheritance

and land-value taxes revenue-raising methods designed not for

private gain but for the promotion of the public welfare.



LONG TERM BUDGETING OF CAPITAL
EXPENDITURES

FREDERICK H. FAY, Chairman, Boston Planning Board

Long-term planning for the physical growth and development of

our American cities has come to be recognized as not only desirable

and feasible, but entirely necessary and essential. In this we are

but subscribing to the principles adopted by our European neigh-

bors who, centuries ago, recognized the fact that long-range plan-

ning was one of the most basic things upon which civilization rests.

Praiseworthy though planning in itself may be, admitting and

even insisting that the principle is sound and its application pro-

ductive of great benefit to the community, I think I can neverthe-

less say without fear of contradiction that, as practised in this

country, it has not been wholly and entirely efficient, particularly

from an economic point of view. To my mind, the reason is ap-

parent.

Long-term planning is but one of the rails upon which we are

endeavoring to run our municipal trains, laden as they necessarily

must be with
"
cases

"
of expenditures for streets, schools, hospitals,

libraries, parks, playgrounds and welfare relief. In order to achieve

efficiency and smoothness and economy in operation we must con-

struct the other rail in our track of progress that of long-term

budgeting, paralleling, supplementing, and in fact giving force

and direction to the entire structure.

I think I am perfectly safe in saying that in the wave of city

planning which has passed over this country during the last decade,

as witnessed by the setting up of nearly one thousand official

planning bodies, the long-term planning rail has been constructed

far in advance of the rail of long-term budgeting, and it may be that

the recent economic depression has made its own peculiar contri-

bution to city planning work in that it has emphasized the neces-

80
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sity for accompanying carefully prepared plans for future develop-

ment with equally carefully prepared plans for future budgeting.

From the activities of the earlier groups, directed mainly toward

enhancing the attractive features and improving the living condi-

tions in local communities, the scope of city planning work has

broadened so as to include counties, regions and large metropolitan
areas until it must now be recognized as embracing in many in-

stances the whole broad field of public expenditure.

Today as never before there is need of foresight in municipal

spending a long-range foresight capable of extending through
and beyond any period of sub-normal business conditions which

may prevail into the period of prosperity which will follow as in-

evitably as the dawn follows the darkness. This means that the

principles which have become so universally recognized in planning
for the physical growth and development of our cities and towns

should be applied with equal skill and equal opportunity to the

equally difficult problem of long-term budgeting of capital expen-
ditures.

The ideal arrangement is a long-term financial program or budget
based upon a long-term city or regional plan. Each city needs a

comprehensive plan to guide its physical development, and it also

needs a long-term budgeted program of capital expenditures based

on the relative urgency of the various projects contained in the

complete plan. This is essential to efficient municipal administra-

tion and to the financially sound and conservative development of

any city plan or general improvement program. Moreover, the

existence of such a long-term budgeted program will materially aid

in relieving the unemployment strain during recurring periods of

business depression.

A public works construction program, planned with foresight

for many years in advance, can be invoked to stabilize business

conditions by lowering the peak during days of prosperity and

raising the level as the tide turns in the opposite direction; thus

flattening the curve and tending to maintain more nearly normal

uniform conditions.
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Public works constitute a larger share in the nation's industrial

activity than many of us realize. The National Bureau of Eco-

nomic Research, in its report on "Planning and Control of Public

Works," published in 1930, shows that under pre-depression condi-

tions about three and one-half billion dollars is expended each

year on public works, furnishing employment to about nine hun-

dred thousand men. These public expenditures on permanent im-

provements represented for the years 1928 and 1929 about 35% of

the total volume of expenditures on all public and private con-

struction in the United States.

It is because of this large proportion of public works in the

normal construction program of the nation that long-term physical

and financial planning can become an important aid in the stabili-

zation of business and industry. The hastening, during periods

of sub-normal business conditions, of carefully planned and needed

public improvements listed in a long-term program will measurably
reduce the violence and shorten the period of such depressions;

or, as has been expressed by one well-known economist, public

works activity should be in some sort of inverse ratio to the

general business activity. Moreover, in periods of industrial de-

pression, labor and material prices are at low levels and the tax-

payer's dollar goes farther in securing needed public improvements
than in prosperous times when private business generally is active.

Under normal conditions the competition of an extensive public

works program with an expanded program of private construction

serves but to enhance the cost of both. There is much to be said,

therefore, in favor of retarding somewhat the program of public

improvements in times of greatest prosperity, when private enter-

prise is most active, for the sake of expanding the public works

program and thus relieving unemployment in times of depression.

This desirable result can be secured with wisdom and economy

only by a carefully prepared and well-budgeted program of needed

public improvements extending over a period of many years.

The mere scheduling of proposed projects does not constitute a

long-term plan, however. These projects must be considered with
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regard to their relative importance and urgency. They must also

be coordinated with each other and with a comprehensive plan for

the city as a whole.

In considering a long-term program of municipal improvements
we will find ourselves compelled to recognize the fact that no city

today can afford all that it desires and that this is a condition

which will unquestionably hold true for years to come. Some pro-

posed public improvements, desirable and meritorious though

they may be, are clearly in the luxury class and beyond the limits

of the municipal pocketbook. That others are necessities may be

equally clear in certain cases. Many, perhaps by far the largest

number, fall into a third group or a twilight zone between luxury

and necessity. It is this third group which must be studied most

carefully in the development of our long-term budget as a field in

which proposals must be weighed on their merits, and from which

projects may be selected within the city's capacity to pay.

The consideration of a city's needs in public improvements for

many years ahead, covering the whole broad field of municipal

activity; the rejection of luxuries and of the less necessary projects

which are beyond the limits which the city can reasonably afford;

in other words, the establishing of a long-term balanced budget of

capital expenditures, is a vitally important task now confronting

every municipality in the country. It cannot be done satisfac-

torily by a single agency or group. It can be brought about only

by the hearty cooperation of all municipal departments concerned.

Some coordinating agency is needed to work with these several de-

partments and groups if a comprehensive, properly balanced and

adequate program is to be produced. Such a coordinating agency
in any large city is logically the City Planning Commission, pro-

vided that body has the background of experience, the personnel,

and the courage to undertake the task.

The effect of the present depression on municipal taxation and

finance presents serious difficulties both as regards current financ-

ing and as regards long-term budgeting of capital expenditures.

The decline in municipal revenue and the enormous burdens for
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relief of the unemployed have made it necessary to cut down con-

struction programs. Property values have declined and this will

mean a decline in tax revenue. The adjustment of municipal
finances to lowered assessed values and decreased revenues will

take time, but there is no basic reason, with the pre-depression

productive capacity of the nation intact, why the pre-depression

standards of municipal services and construction should not within

a few years be again attained and even surpassed.

Take my own city of Boston, for example, where in 1931 the

City Planning Board, at the request of His Honor, Mayor James
M. Curley, prepared a tentative ten-year program of public im-

provements. In general Boston's present financial condition is ex-

ceptionally strong and sound. In this respect it is a noteworthy

example among the large cities of the country. Unlike most of

them, Boston closed the year 1931 without owing a dollar for

temporary loans made in anticipation of taxes. Its net funded

debt is low. On November 1, 1931, exclusive of the self-sustaining

rapid transit and water requirements, the net funded debt

amounted to only 3.32 per cent of the taxable value of property.

New York savings banks and similar institutions are limited in

their investments in municipal bonds to cities that have a net

debt not in excess of 7 per cent of the assessed valuation. This is

considered a conservative limit for municipal indebtedness. Bos-

ton is fortunate in its low percentage.

During the twelve-year period from 1920 to 1931, inclusive,

Boston spent for permanent public improvements, not including

rapid transit, a total of $152,947,912. This is an average annual

expenditure in excess of $12,500,000. Of this amount about

$8,500,000 was obtained -from bond issues, and $4,000,000 from

current revenue. Undoubtedly the needs of Boston will require an

expenditure for permanent improvements during the next ten

years at a rate equal to that required for the last twelve years. By
continuing to spend an average of $4,000,000 a year for capital

purposes from current revenue, it was believed that the city could

spend from current appropriations and bond issues an average of

$12,000,000 a year without increasing the present gross bonded
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debt of the city, as that debt is being paid off and cancelled at the

rate of about $8,000,000 a year.

It appeared, therefore, and the City Planning Board so recom-

mended to His Honor the Mayor, that without assuming any in-

crease in assessed valuations, and without increased burdens on

the taxpayer, Boston can carry forward a ten-year improvement

program amounting in the aggregate (exclusive of rapid transit

items) to $120,000,000.

Upon this basis a tentative long-term program was prepared

involving an aggregate expenditure of $150,000,000, which it was

proposed should be spread over a period of from ten to twelve

years, and upon this basis the legislative program for 1932 was

prepared. For the first time in the history of the city the legisla-

tive program was fortified by an actual survey and measurement

of the city's needs over a period of years. Even if not accepted in

its entirety, that fact would not detract from the soundness of the

recommendations nor the validity of the underlying principles

involved.

Prior to the preparation of this tentative improvement program,

the Boston City Planning Board had prepared a comprehensive

Zoning Plan which had been enacted by State legislation and a

Thoroughfare Plan which had been endorsed in principle and in

certain respects in detail by practically every business group in the

city. In addition, some of the city departments had developed

carefully considered long-term programs of major improvements.

Much still remains to be done, however, in the long-term planning

of many features of Boston's development, especially in the round-

ing out and correlation of department plans into a comprehensive

city plan.

One feature in particular of Boston's long-term program, that of

major highway improvements, has had careful study by the City

Planning Board during a period of nearly five years. As a result

of this study, which has been carried on with the assistance of

Robert Whitten of New York City, as consultant, a Thoroughfare

Plan has been prepared designed to cover major highway improve-

ments over a period of approximately a quarter of a century.
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Only the more urgent of these projects, however, were listed in

the long-term program for accomplishment during the next ten or

twelve years. These included naturally the approaches to the

portals at either end of the vehicular tunnel now under construc-

tion at an expense of $16,000,000 beneath the harbor between the

City proper and East Boston; expressways to the south and west;

grade separations and the development of arterial highways to the

north.

The Boston City Planning Board recognized, and so stated, that

the long-term budgeted program submitted must necessarily be

considered merely as a general guide to be adjusted, developed,
or reduced from year to year as conditions might dictate. It should

be reconsidered each year in connection with the making up of a

current annual budget of capital expenditures, and should be

periodically extended so as to always keep at least five years ahead

of current construction.

Such was Boston's experience in the development of a ten-year

program of public improvements and expenditures. There has

been no intention in the preparation of this paper, nor in the prin-

ciples which it enunciates, of stressing present conditions of unem-

ployment and general business depression. To do so would be to

violate the theory of city planning which is concerned with the

future of our municipalities rather than with the immediate present

except insofar as that immediate present may influence or control

the years to come. Rather it has sought to establish and sustain a

principle which will serve to strengthen and support the already

well-established principle and practice of planning for the physical

development of our municipalities.

Without planning we cannot budget. Without budgeting, our

plans are nearly futile. It is perhaps fortunate that out of the

ashes of almost countless buried plans a new technique is arising

and foresight in the planning of public improvements is being ac-

companied and must continue to be accompanied in the future to

a greater extent than ever before by the exercise of similar fore-

sight in the preparation of long-term budget expenditures.



ROANOKE'S LONG TERM BUDGET

JOHN NOLEN, City Planning Consultant, Cambridge, Mass.

Roanoke is a $100,000,000 corporation in business for the un-

divided purpose of serving the welfare of about 70,000 people.

Like every municipal corporation, its business is widely diversified:

the installation and operation of utilities, fire and police protection,

construction, legal and financial undertakings, recreation facilities,

public education just to mention a few of its activities. The

corporation is run at cost, and the stockholders, who are customers

as well, have as their profit the good service rendered to them.

The city plan is a comprehensive skeleton on which the city is

built. It coordinates the plans and ideas of the various established

governmental agencies of the city and makes recommendations

for physical improvements covering a period of from 25 to 50

years.

The purpose of the long term budget is to apply the principle

of the annual budget for operation and maintenance to a longer

period of years and to include capital improvements as well, taking
care that there is flexibility in the program to meet contingencies
that cannot be foreseen. A long term budget program should

cover the following items:

(a) Determination of the term of years to be included.

(b) Necessary operating expenses.

(c) Provision for public improvements.

(d) Estimate of the cost of such public improvements.

(e) Means of financing the public improvements.
The three great aspects to be considered in the achievement of

the planning goal are to know what to do, to know how it can be

done, to know when to do it. Knowing what to do is a matter of

technically analyzing the civic problem and arriving at a com-
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prehensive solution of the problem in the form of a master plan.

It is not a sifting and sorting job alone, but a creative task as well.

The second step, the how of the sequence, is the breaking up of the

comprehensive solution, master plan or comprehensive plan, as it

may be, into component parts and determining the details of con-

struction, and what it will cost to execute. This again is a spe-

cialized technical problem, requiring the same kind of trained

ability and skill. As fundamental as either the what and how is the

when. Time is the great governor of opportunity and economy,
and the great coordinator of hopes and accomplishments.

The Roanoke City Plan, adopted in 1929 by the City Council,

made recommendations for the ordered building of the city during

the next twenty-five to fifty years. The Long Term Budget makes

provision for the execution of recommendations for capital im-

provements which should be accomplished in the next ten years.

This Budget sets forth:

Proposed improvement projects

(a) Relative order of urgency

(b) Estimated cost

(c) Method of financing

Estimated expenditure for operating expenses

Municipal indebtedness

Miscellaneous costs

Estimated income

(a) Taxation

(b) Governmental revenue

(c) Bond issues

Estimated assessed valuation

Bonding capacity

The list of proposed improvements covers the entire range of

the city's activities. They will cost over a period of ten years

$5,781,119, plus $50,000 for additional engineering services. Of

this total $135,000 will be financed out of current revenues, and

the balance by bond issues.
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The Long Term Budget, to serve its best purpose, must be kept

flexible, so that the scheduled improvements and expenditures

may be increased or decreased annually as circumstances or con-

ditions warrant, but such changes should only be made in the

light of accomplishing the planned program as finally approved
for the entire Budget period.



ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF LAND SUBDIVISION

J. C. MURPHY, Architect, Louisville, Ky.

In the general study of the economy of cities little weight seems

to have been given to the effect of land subdivision. Over-sub-

division of land, far in excess of the possible needs of the city, adds

serious burdens to the city itself as well as increasing the load

placed on its citizens.

In the development of cities the utility companies must antici-

pate future needs. Branching out from the center, there must be

mains and feeders of sufficient capacity to serve the area planned
for. If those areas do not develop as anticipated, much of the cost

of the distributing system is lost. If an area develops to the extent

anticipated and after it has reached its ultimate development be-

gins to go backward, as some districts not properly planned do go

backward, there is loss in the unused equipment.

While it is true that the cost of extension of mains and the sys-

tem of distribution is borne by the utility companies and not by
the city, they are nevertheless a tax on the city. The cost of city

owned utilities is a direct burden on the tax payers. The cost of

privately owned utilities is an indirect burden. The rates of all

utilities are based on a return on the investment of the company,
a charge being made for amortization of the investment, due to

obsolescence and depreciation. When useless or only partially

used lines are laid, payment is made on the original cost of the in-

vestment plus depreciation on all of it, used and unused alike.

Expensive schools or other public buildings built in sparsely

settled neighborhoods, far in excess of present needs, with the ex-

pectancy that the neighborhood will grow up to them, are another

source of loss. A school building in which attendance has dwindled

due to the removal of residents to other localities is a case in point.

The building may be perfectly good but it is now too large. Here

we have a direct and absolute loss, as another school must be built
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in another locality to serve the pupils drawn from the partially

abandoned school. Other buildings of a semi-public nature, such

as churches and places of amusement, are a community waste when

abandoned or only partially used.

If the city is spread over twice the area necessary, there is the

tremendous loss in paved streets, sewers and unused utilities. It

means, too, that the citizen going to and from business or work

must travel, daily, twice the distance necessary. There is dead

mileage added to the traction and bus system, taxicabs, deliveries

of all kinds from store and shop to the consumer. Even the col-

lection of garbage must pay toll in the useless mileage traveled.

There follows the consequent wear and tear on the vehicle and the

unnecessary consumption of oil, gas or other motive power.
There is also a serious social side to over-development. The

purchasers of lots usually have no resources and have over-esti-

mated their ability to pay. Many mortgages are foreclosed even

in ordinary times. Often the property is sold for taxes. The result

is a discontented citizen who has started out in life with high hopes
of becoming a home owner.

When lots are sold under pressure or are sold to purchasers who

are unable to build a home of the class suitable to the neighborhood,
the purchaser builds a lower grade of house or he may fail to keep
his lot up to the general standard. The result is a distinct lowering
of the tone of the neighborhood and a loss to all the other property
owners.

Modern zoning laws do safeguard to some extent the develop-
ment of a district. In the case of dwellings the result is secured by

limiting it to one family houses, by set-back lines, by side and rear

yard requirements, and by limiting the area of lot to be built upon;
but zoning laws have no control over the character of the house to

be built on the lot, nor of the planting or upkeep of house or lot

after it is built. So even with zoning regulations, a neighborhood

may be degraded by careless or unsympathetic owners. These

regulations may keep out objectionable uses but they cannot keep
out or control objectionable users.
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The question of over-expansion is particularly pertinent today.

The process of filling up the many vacant lots will be slower and

more difficult in the future than it has been in the past. The

serious check caused by the stagnation of all business, augmented

by the fact that we can expect little or no increase in population,

gives little hope for early improvement. Immigration has been

stopped. This fact, coupled with the propaganda and dissemina-

tion of birth control methods, seems to have put an end to increase

of population in the United States. I recently read a statement

attributed to the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company that

population in the United States was now practically at a stand-

still and would shortly begin to decrease.

It has been suggested that legislation be adopted that will stop

all subdivision of land. That is not only practically impossible but

undesirable, for in any growing city there must be expansion.

Some of the subdivisions that have been made are so manifestly

bad they will die of themselves and the land will revert to farm

land or pasturage from whence it came.

I am, however, inclined to the opinion that the state can, under

some circumstances, stop useless land subdivision. There must be

an inherent qualification of the Bill of Rights which limits the

property owner to that use of his property which neither injures

his neighbor nor places an unnecessary burden on the state or city.

There is, too, an immediate remedy which I think is entirely

legal and practical. Prohibit the subdivision of land until the

necessary improvements, such as paved streets and alleys, and the

necessary utilities, such as sewers, water, gas and electric current,

have been provided, and until the subdivision shall be made ac-

cessible by paved street from the city.

If this be done, there will be no subdivision until there is some

assurance that the majority of the lots will be sold and built upon.

It will put a check on the brass band, free ride, high pressure sale

of lots that we have witnessed so often in the past, and will at least

retard the purchase of lots by the impressionable who have no
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assurance that they can meet the reserved payments or build upon
their purchases.

While this is a drastic exercise of public power, too drastic per-

haps to apply at once, it is not so unreasonable as at first blush it

seems. It is an end to which we may look. There is no sound rea-

son why a city cannot be comfortable, healthful and beautiful

without spreading itself over a wide territory. Residence sections

under modern zoning laws that provide for proper use of the land

with ample open spaces and adequate facilities for recreation can

be secured within reasonably restricted areas, and can be as whole-

some for the second generation as they are for the first. A more

beautiful and permanent type of building and a more stable citizen-

ship would result.

There will always be a certain portion of the community that is

attracted by large lots and the openness of the suburbs. Another

class prefers the wide-open spaces and real country life. There is

room for both, and the automobile has made possible the accomp-
lishment of their desires. But there are the larger groups who pre-

fer to live in decent and healthful surroundings within reasonable

distance of their place of business and not too far from the activities

of the city.

With sound zoning laws the unbuilt portions of the city should

be built up with permanent buildings of a kind suitable to the

neighborhood, and there would be an inducement to the residents

to keep all of the property up to a reasonable standard, thereby

safeguarding its value.

In the slum and near slum districts there would result a tendency
to remove run-down and unsanitary buildings and replace them

with others more sanitary surrounded by reasonable open spaces.

These neighborhoods would be revived and would become a source

of profit to their owners and a source of revenue rather than an

expense to the city.



A BANKER'S PHILOSOPHY OF CITY PLANNING

J. LIONBERGER DAVIS, Chairman of the Board of the Security National
Bank Savings and Trust Company, St. Louis, Mo.

It may interest you to know that before the two great traffic ways
were constructed above the banks of the two rivers which converge
at the point where Fort Pitt once stood, it was extremely difficult

and tedious to go from the east portion of Pittsburgh down to the

financial district. About two years ago I left the University of

Pittsburgh and drove in a taxicab to the Mellon National Bank in

less than ten minutes. I cite these changes as a revealing example
of what intelligent city planning may be in so far as traffic ways are

concerned.

But city planning is far wider in scope and of much more funda-

mental importance than the mere planning and execution of traffic

ways. It involves not only engineering but economics, finance,

architecture, landscaping and, above all, the ability to appeal

intelligently to public opinion.

In the approach to any great subject which involves technical

understanding, large financial transactions and community action,

we should keep in mind the following cardinal points:

1. Careful and accurate ascertainment and statement of facts.

2. Disinterested expert and technical advice based upon ascer-

tained fact.

3. An enlightened and unselfish approach to the whole subject

to be dealt with.

4. The drawing of sound and practical conclusions by a group

genuinely interested in the welfare of its community.
5. Intelligent, clear and simple exposition of the conclusions and

recommendations arrived at.

6. Aggressive, fearless and persistent action for the accomplish-

ment of the results desired.
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I am one of those who believe that there is no conflict between

sound economics and wise social engineering. I also hold to the

tenet that no part of a community can be rich, in the broad sense

of that word, if the rest of the community is poor; that no section

can be healthy, if around it are disease and epidemic. I do not be-

lieve that selfish people can profit at the expense of their com-

munity in the long run. I believe that in the approach to any

great question our philosophy should guide us, and it seems to me
that if we keep in mind the principle that our individual prosperity

is bound up with and dependent upon the prosperity of our com-

munities as a whole, we shall make greater progress individually

than if we tried to go it alone.

One of the greatest curses which has plagued American cities

has been the greed and stupidity of real estate promoters and sub-

division developers, aided and abetted by complacent and some-

times ignorant and selfish property owners. There are, of course,

notable exceptions, who have had the vision, ability and courage to

accomplish splendid results for themselves and their communities.

Most of our American cities have developed, not like Topsy
as so many superficially believe but through selfish efforts of

active minorities who have sought to profit personally whether or

not their supposed advantage was at the expense of their fellow

citizens. If we are to have sound cities, reasonable stability in

values and protection for areas, either residential, commercial or

industrial, we must sink our individual immediate interests not

only for the good of the whole but for our own ultimate advantage.
In St. Louis we have a great blighted area from Broadway to the

river extending for many city blocks and including in it one block

in which two of our largest banks were located until a few years ago.

We have, also, other areas in which population has been steadily

declining for years, and we have entirely too much area zoned for

commercial uses. Values have declined and rentals have fallen to

absurd levels. Some insurance companies will not lend on prop-
erties east of Eighth Street and others will not lend in a large area

in the very center of our city. New York has its east side blighted
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district in which the population has declined from over half a

million to less than a quarter of a million since the War. Savings

banks, insurance companies, trustees and property owners are

suffering frightful losses and the economics of the situation is a

grave question for all concerned. I know of no sounder way to

"make work" than so-called slum clearance, and if the funds of

the Reconstruction Finance Corporation can be used to shift

mortgage debts from private backs to the shoulders of all the tax

payers, it would seem that funds might be made available for

better housing which, if wisely planned and built, should be self-

liquidating in the long run.

It has been proposed in St. Louis, and this might be feasible in

New York and other cities, to create by law a reclamation corpora-

tion having powers of eminent domain and the power to tax, which

could acquire a blighted area and redeem it. If we can have drain-

age districts to reclaim farm lands from swamps, why not have a

similar semi-public body to reclaim parts of our cities from decay.

The question of the machinery for condemnation, including a

consideration of excess condemnation, should be carefully studied.

The abuses of the present system under which condemnation com-

missioners are appointed to serve in each proceeding are so great

that the Comptroller of St. Louis has suggested the creation of a

permanent expert commission with adequate compensation for its

members.

There is another element in sound city planning which is of vital

importance not only to the city as a whole but to owners of indi-

vidual properties, and that is Zoning. Zoning should be based not

only on questions of traffic but upon a sound economic foundation.

Stability, with proper growth or change, is essential to assure se-

curity for loans and adequate loan values. In St. Louis, with which

I have been familiar since my boyhood, a practice of so-called

"spot zoning" has grown up, and political pressure is frequently

brought to bear upon members of the Board of Aldermen and offi-

cials of the city.

Apparently the average property owner is not aware of the
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dangers to real estate properties, both residential and commercial,

which result from each unsound amendment to the zoning ordi-

nance.

The studies of the City Plan Commission show clearly that the

areas zoned for commercial use are far in excess of any present or

probable future needs for many years to come. Whenever, there-

fore, a building in a residential district is zoned for commercial use

we have the following adverse results:

1. The surrounding residential properties are diminished in value

because of the invasion of the neighborhood by a commercial

building.

2. Legitimate commercial areas, already ample in extent, are

deprived of occupancy and thereby reduced in value.

3. Even the occupant of the commercial building in a residential

district is handicapped by his location and by the resentment of

the owners of other property in the area affected.

The only person apparently benefited, and then only for a tem-

porary period, is the owner of the property spot zoned who profits

at the expense of other property owners for a time.

The greatest menace to property owners in St. Louis today is the

lack of continuous security in present and future values. Lenders

on real estate security are unwilling to lend on residences unless

assured that values will not be impaired by changes in the character

of the neighborhood in which they are located. Loans on com-

mercial properties are difficult to secure unless commercial areas,

already too large, are not diluted further by spot zoning in other

areas which draw away from such commercial districts business

which should be carried on therein.

Zoning ordinances should be strengthened and not impaired. An
Official City Plan should be adopted in every city, with proper

safeguards requiring at least a two-thirds vote of the legislative

branch of the city government for amendments thereof.



MAKING PLANNING MORE EFFECTIVE

GETTING OFFICIAL SUPPORT

WAYNE D. HEYDECKER, Consultant, Regional Plan Association,

New York City

Mr. George McAneny, the President of the Regional Plan Asso-

ciation, who was to have presented this paper, asked me to say that

he very much regrets not being with you today and that only his

illness prevents it.

It is axiomatic that city planning progress can only be attained

through official action, the adoption of an official map, the adop-

tion of a zoning ordinance and the amendments to the official

map by which are attained the improvements set forth in the

master plan. Consequently, getting official action may be con-

sidered the objective of each particular phase of city planning

activity, the process by which that activity finds its culmination

in law and in fact, or in ultimate construction where construction is

involved.

In the studies covering a period of ten years and leading up to

the Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs the very gather-

ing of the data necessitated visiting the officials in practically all

of the 500 municipalities that comprise the New York Region.

There was a perfectly natural and direct method of getting ac-

quainted with these men, and nothing could have been more nat-

ural than to go back to them from time to time, as the plan

evolved, to report personally the progress being made, with their

cooperation, and in their behalf.

When the final Plan was presented to the public in 1928, the

audience which was invited to that presentation consisted of two

groups the official group, whose information had been helpful in

the preparation of the plan, and the unofficial groups represented
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by those public opinion forming bodies such as the chambers of

commerce, the service clubs and the city planning groups infor-

mally organized in various communities.

In approaching the officials, we have found it to be of tremen-

dous value to have that approach made by men who have had

some experience in public office.

Whoever attempts to secure this official cooperation must, of

necessity, establish personal relationships of the pleasantest kind

with the officials. He must win their confidence and their trust.

He must win it by demonstrating knowledge of his subject. It is

seldom possible for an inexperienced man to win the support of

public officials whose duty it is to study every project carefully

before they venture to spend public money. Consequently, we
cannot emphasize too strongly the necessity of having the ap-

proach to the public official made by men who have demonstrated

their competence and knowledge of the field.

Out of our experience, I can say that 95% at least of the public

officials with whom we have had contact are sincerely desirous of

serving their public and are on the alert to become acquainted
with the things which the public desires. Consequently, while

they may be hesitant to embark on new undertakings, they are,

nevertheless, surprisingly attentive to suggestions. And we have

found that such willingness on the part of the public official to

study new proposals has been an invaluable factor in the spread
of planning activity in the New York region.

One phase of this subject of getting public cooperation may be

exemplified by the rather interesting developments that have taken

place in the New York Region, where the officials on several occa-

sions have banded themselves together for purposes of self in-

struction. Out of such a conference in Westchester County there

arose two committees: one was for the purpose of securing addi-

tional enabling legislation which would improve the administra-

tion of the planning laws and the zoning laws under which those

officials desired to function. Out of that committee, which natu-

rally, because of our past relations with them, turned to the Regional
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Plan Association for help, there evolved the planning laws for

cities, towns and villages in the State of New York and the zoning
law for towns. The other committee, emboldened by the success

of the conference, proceeded to make it permanent and brought
about the creation of the Westchester County Planning Federa-

tiona federation that represents officially the municipalities

themselves. Each municipality is a member and contributes out

of its public funds to the maintenance of the Federation, and the

representatives of each municipality are the officials who have to

do directly with planning and zoning. It is, therefore, a conference

of officials only. That Federation has been serving as a nucleus

for self education in Westchester County for over five years; even

in these times, it has had a remarkable record in that the support-

ing subscriptions of municipalities have been maintained at almost

100%, and it has had anywhere from five to ten educational

meetings each year at which prominent speakers in the city plan-

ning and zoning field have discussed with these officials practical

questions with which they are dealing in their daily work as mem-
bers of planning boards or zoning boards of appeals.

Much of this activity may be traced to innumerable private con-

ferences which these officials have had with each other and with

the planning consultants and promotional agents of the Regional

Plan Association throughout the New York area. Scarcely a day

goes by that does not see some planning board representative or

member of the board of appeals visit our office for the purpose of

consulting upon some knotty problem. Such a relationship could

not exist if it had not been developed in the first instance in the

manner which I indicated earlier.

Now let us turn for a moment to the indirect approach through

the organization of voluntary citizens' committees or planning

councils. In 1930 the new Planning Enabling Act in the State of

New Jersey provided for the appointment, in each city accepting

it, of an advisory committee of citizens. It was an excellent idea

and, I believe, the first instance of its kind where official provision

has been made for such an advisory group. The Regional Plan
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Association found that this provision fitted in admirably with some

studies which we had been making previously, and we therefore

began to recommend generally the development of local citizens'

groups to uphold the hands of the official planning boards. These

planning councils were charged with the responsibility of main-

taining a close personal contact with the official planning board,

of understanding its objectives and of undertaking to interpret to

their particular clienteles the purposes of the planning board, and

to be prepared, when the planning board asks for public support

on measures before the common council, to stand up in public hear-

ings and be counted in support of those measures.

Within the space of two short years there have been developed
in the New York region 252 such planning councils in 11 of the

17 counties outside the city of New York. I hardly need indicate

to you what a powerful force for the formation of public opinion

lies in the mere fact of the cohesiveness of these 252 planning coun-

cils, working toward a common program. For their guidance the

Regional Planning Association has prepared a Manual on Com-

munity Planning, setting forth in parallel columns the respective

opportunities for constructive work that lie on the one hand in the

province of the public official, and on the other hand within the

province of the supporting local planning council.

These county councils have been instrumental in developing a

public opinion throughout these counties, which has had the effect

in many of them of bringing about in turn the creation of official

county planning boards; and the local councils, working in their

own municipalities, have brought about in many instances the

creation of official local planning boards. The extent to which this

movement has spread and the speed with which it is now moving

may be indicated by the fact that in 1922, when we first began

working among these municipal officials in connection with plan-

ning and zoning, there were in the New York Region only 10

official planning boards and 59 zoned communities. Ten years

later, in 1932, the number of planning boards had increased to 108

local planning boards and 7 county planning boards; and, instead
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of the 59 zoned communities, 273 had adopted zoning ordinances,

while 30 at the present time have ordinances in process of prep-
aration. The increase in planning boards is nearly eleven-fold,

and the increase in zoning ordinances is approximately five-fold.

These things did not just happen; they were the direct result

of utilizing both methods the direct contact with the public

official through the members of the staff of the Regional Plan

Association and consultants and the activity of the local planning
councils.

In the matter of organizing public interest, it is not only the task

of the organization engaged in promoting planning to arouse in-

terest, but to maintain a constant contact with public officials in

order that we may know what is going on, in order that we may
carry from one to another of them news of progress. We endeavor

to hold frequent conferences into which they are brought so they

may exchange views and carry news of progress from one to an-

other.

In Essex County, upon the publication of the regional plan pro-

posals involving a great metropolitan highway loop, encircling the

regional area, the county engineer, whose friendship had been cul-

tivated and whose trust in the soundness of our approach to these

problems had been won, actually procured the right of way of ten

miles of the loop lying to the west of the Watchung Mountains

before any of us had any idea that Essex County had moved so

fast. In Dutchess County the county engineer revised his county

highway program. In Rockland County, the same thing occurred;

and today both of them, in pattern at least, coincide almost per-

fectly with the proposals of the regional plan. In a great many
cases elsewhere throughout the region local plans have been con-

sciously modified in order that they might prepare the way for

the ultimate realization on a large scale of those proposals which

appealed to them as a result of personal contacts with officials and

this educational work with citizen bodies.

Part of the task of education is to make it easy for both the

public official and for the citizen body to understand what the
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planning proposals that are offered to their particular territory

mean, in terms of their own life and activities. For that reason,

in presenting as gigantic a thing as a regional plan for a metropoli-

tan district of 5,000 square miles, it has become necessary to local-

ize it by counties. The Regional Plan Association, in cooperation

with the local county council, is publishing county by county a

series of booklets entitled, for example, "Bergen County and the

Regional Plan," "Essex County and the Regional Plan," "Rock-

land County and the Regional Plan." There is a growing ten-

dency to appreciate the value of these booklets, and local organiza-

tions in Rockland County, for example, have found the means of

financing the publication of these pamphlets. In the back of each

is a map, showing the exact proposals worked out in collaboration

with the public officials, checked over not once but several times

by the county engineer and the members of the county planning

board of that county, and then set forth in the booklet, the text

of which is again checked by the county engineer, before it is

published. It is this kind of cooperation on the part of the local

officials with the local group and with the promotional group that

is bringing nearer the realization of the ultimate objective.

Incidentally, the public school authorities in at least two of

these counties have seized upon these pamphlets as a means of

teaching planning in their local high schools; and they are ordering

these pamphlets by the hundreds for the use of senior students

in the high schools and are preparing to give the beginnings

of a course of county planning, using the Regional Plan pro-

posals and the county text as their textbook, supplemented by

special maps which the Association is preparing and which will

present in terms that the high school senior can understand some

of the problems that will confront him in relation to his future life

in his county. It is too soon yet to determine whether or not those

attempts will be successful; but the very existence of such a

pamphlet, with its dramatic possibilities and its clearly defined

map with all proposals identified by number and related to the

text, leads us to believe that here is a practical textbook which, if
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it does not yet meet the needs of the school children, may if neces-

sary be modified in order to do so more effectively.

One of the points that has seemed to us paramount in the proc-

ess of getting official support has been the growing recognition on

the part of these public opinion forming bodies chambers of com-

merce and others of the necessity for more constructive thinking
on the subject of capital expenditure. Everywhere throughout the

country these public opinion forming bodies are beginning to take

serious note of the cost of debt service in their respective munici-

palities. The public officials charged with the administration of

budgets have been emphasizing that only a small portion of each

budget is within their power to reduce. The expenditures which

have been made in the past have saddled upon the communities

charges for debt service which cannot be reduced. The public is

wakening to the fact that it is of vastly greater importance to con-

trol scientifically the budget for capital expenditures than it is to

devote a great deal of time to the control of a budget in which the

range of economy may be less than ten percent, and may in its

ultimate effect represent less than four or five percent of the total

tax burden. For this reason, there is a most impressive demand

from enlightened public opinion today for the development of a

soundly conceived program of capital expenditures, which in the

last analysis must rest upon a properly conceived, comprehensive

plan, scheduled in accordance with the community's ability, from

year to year, to pay.

One other point that may be worth mentioning in this respect,

insofar as the cooperation of public officials and promotional plan-

ning agencies is concerned, is the degree to which public officials

are ready and willing to cooperate, and have cooperated, in the

matter of securing new enabling legislation. I referred to the origin

of the planning laws in the State of New York. The Regional Plan

was successful in interesting the official group in Westchester, who

took the project up and made it their own and with their official

backing secured the passage of the acts in question through the

legislature. The same process was followed in the development of
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the new County Planning Law in the State of New York and of the

Municipal Planning Enabling Act in the State of New Jersey.

We who are close to the picture do not delude ourselves that the

creation of a planning board necessarily means the creation of a

local plan. It is, however, the necessary official first step, and for

that reason we have gone to the trouble to organize these 252

community bodies, throughout the region, to hold up the hands

of the official bodies and to give them the backing they need before

their common councils and other groups for moving further ahead

in the creation of a bona fide plan, and in securing at the right time

the necessary appropriations for carrying out that plan.

Working directly with the public officials is not enough. Work-

ing directly with the citizen bodies is not enough to secure the

realization of a comprehensive planning program. Each of the

two must be interested separately and then brought together to

work as a team; and then the combination of expert knowledge,
official receptivity and cordial interest, and an enlightened, inter-

ested, active and insistent citizenship, will bring results.

GETTING COMMUNITY SUPPORT

CAREY H. BROWN, Executive Director, Rochester Civic

Improvement Association

In the 1932 edition of the American Civic Annual, Mr. Charles

H. Cheney writes as follows: "The ballyhoo for city planning,
like the ballyhoo for many other products of our past decade, was

too far ahead of performance. When we take stock of ourselves

we find today nearly a thousand planning commissions in as many
cities large and small. Some of them have been going for fifteen

years, most less than half that time. All now find their budgets

seriously cut, and 90 per cent of them are still "plan-less." It is

unfortunate, but likely, that a large number will be abolished

during the next few difficult years, unless they can give up amateur
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methods and produce business-like and competent city plans,

worked out by trained city planning experts. The city plan is one

of the biggest and most difficult problems of all time and can be

competently attacked and solved only by the use of specially

trained men."

I agree with Mr. Cheney that "business-like and competent"

plans are necessary, because they are the only ones to which essen-

tial official and community support can be rallied. However, the

ballyhoo which he denounces has been ballyhoo for the generalities

of planning, for the appointment of a Planning Board or the mak-

ing of a Plan. There has been none too much ballyhoo for the

PERFORMANCE of business-like and competent plans already pre-

pared. From the standpoint of the technician, "business-like

and competent" plans are needed; from the standpoint of the

ballyhooer, we need a marketable article; there should be no

conflict in these requirements.

Government is scarcely the place for preliminary development
and experimentation. It is true that our federal government, and

to some extent the state governments, are engaged to a considerable

extent in research and experiment since they exercise certain more

or less advisory functions with reference to smaller units. How-

ever, the local governments of cities and counties with which we

are now mainly concerned as a matter of planning are generally

engrossed with immediate problems. Research and experiment

in many activities which are now recognized as proper functions

of local government have been conducted under private auspices

and assumed by public authorities only when proven useful and

successful. Activities which have been long established are

thoroughly organized and comparatively well understood a not

unmixed blessing, since many have outlived their usefulness. But

as a general rule the more new or novel a procedure, the greater

the necessity of citizen support, because of the lack of general

public understanding. The understanding of city planning is

still in its infancy.

Through the efforts of the National Conference on City Plan-
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ning, the U. S. Department of Commerce and others, the desir-

ability of permitting city planning as a function of local govern-

ment has been generally established by creation within the various

states of the necessary legal framework. Only in exceptional cases

of bi-state or tri-state regions, such as those of New York and

Philadelphia, do we lack legal sanction for placing the function

of planning in the hands of local government. As planning laws

generally provide only permissively for planning, and in units of

cities, towns or counties, the problem remains as to how to secure

action by those units, either in preparation of a plan or in its adop-
tion and execution when prepared. This is the field of community

support.

The objectives of community support depend upon the stage

of local planning activity. They may range from the creation of a

public demand for the appointment of a planning commission to

a campaign for carrying out the elements of a comprehensive plan

once it has been formulated. At other stages the citizens group

may be specifically interested in the budget, the membership, the

staff, or organization of the planning board, or of some other ques-

tion of detail which assumes importance for the moment.

Whether or not a private organization should undertake the

actual development of a plan depends upon local circumstances

and conditions. It may be urged that a plan is itself the best

sales argument and that therefore the community group should

proceed with actual planning work. Where there is legal author-

ity for an official agency and as yet no plan, it is desirable, in my
opinion, that the community support be directed toward securing

the creation of an aggressive and properly staffed planning board

and preparation of the plan under their leadership. It is most de-

sirable that in advance of the development of a plan there be es-

tablished a planning agency properly qualified to comprehend the

plan and to grow up with it as it is prepared. Such a board can

carry on intelligently with reference to adoption and execution of

the plan, and the modification therein which will be necessary from

time to time. A great weakness in planning today results from

8
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premature seeking of an outside consultant with inevitable loss of

effectiveness upon his departure. It is essential that the local

field be properly plowed before the consultant seed is sown. A
receptive-minded local staff should work with the consultant

throughout the period of his employment in order that this staff

may become thoroughly familiar with both the detail and the

theory of his plan. Mr. Cheney's lament of the lack of accom-

plishment is largely due to the fact that the gods of planning leave

behind too few disciples.

Community support should therefore begin early to assist in

getting the plan "off on the right foot." But whether it precedes,

coincides with, or follows the preparation of the plan, organized

promotion of public interest and stiffening of the planning board

backbone are of utmost importance to secure effective planning.

Such support must be directed primarily not toward aggrandise-

ment of the supporting agency, but toward building up the ability

and prestige of the planning board. The semi-private nature of

planning boards as usually constituted makes adequate provision

for representation of the citizen viewpoint, and encroachment of

supporting agencies upon the functions of the board itself is un-

called for. The effort of a supporting agency should be to work

itself out of a job through such firm establishment of the planning

board that the latter is thoroughly able to care for itself.

The procedure of arousing the interest of the community is

varied. Personal contacts, articles in newspapers and magazines,

reports of conventions of city planners, circulars spread abroad,

speeches before an audience or broadcast over the radio, exhibits

and pictures of plans either of the local community or other com-

munities, city planning education in schools and colleges as dis-

cussed by Prof. Zug all these and more are the means adopted.

Every expedient which is consistent with the far-reaching char-

acter and importance of the subject must be utilized. Alertness

to observe new opportunities will be a tremendous factor in se-

curing community support. Our planning boards have failed, with

some notable exceptions, to take advantage of the opportunity
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afforded during the past two years to assume the direction of work

relief programs and utilize them as a demonstration of the bene-

fits of planning. We were not prepared, either as to plans or as to

planning personnel, to carry out a task which to my mind was

obviously ours. This lack of preparation to meet the test of the

period is much to blame for the widespread loss of planning ap-

propriations. Community support has a right to expect output
not forecasts, but actual accomplishment in a time of stress.

This community support will not be forthcoming unless there is

output. Problems of continuing organized support generally co-

incide with those of financing the planning agency, and failure to

meet the tests of the times may result in the downfall of both.

I have referred to the matter of citizen membership on

planning boards, aggressively exercised, as an important element

in the success of planning. The desirability of such membership
is generally recognized by law and practice. However, one of the

greatest difficulties in the path of effective planning is the feeling,

sometimes justified, on the part of executive officials that their

prerogatives are being encroached upon by such agencies. Com-

munity support must recognize this feeling, and take care to over-

come rather than accentuate it. At the same time it is most im-

portant, from the standpoint of community support, that in the

present stage of planning the responsibility therefor be lodged in

such more or less segregated and semi-private agencies.

The policy followed by the Rochester Civic Improvement As-

sociation in its effort to build up support for the Rochester Plan-

ning Board and the Rochester Plan contemplates direction of the

main effort at any time toward a specific, limited, objective.
When one such objective is reached, a new one is adopted. This

does not mean that opportunity for other accomplishment or for

the fundamental task of building planning "background" is over-

looked or pushed aside. But adoption of definite objectives has

proven to be the best assurance of definite results, and it is upon
this basis that existence of an Association of this nature is justified
in the minds of many who are called upon to support it. The in-
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itial objective in our case, the comprehensive plan having already
been prepared, was adoption of the Major Street Plan. Until this

objective was reached, every speech, every bit of publicity, every

activity of the Association, was made, so far as practicable, to

point to the initial necessity of adopting the Major Street Plan.

As a further step to avoid dispersion of effort and duplication of

the work of other agencies the Association adopted at the very
outset a brief and concise statement of objective and policy. This

has served admirably to prevent digressions, and having been

generally circulated and reviewed before adoption, it settled once

and for all the general policies to be followed in dealing with various

interests, such as the City Government, the Planning Board, Real

Estate, Public Utilities, the newspapers, the Chamber of Commerce,
and others.

Newspapers are the most valuable agency of publicity. How-

ever, they want "spot news." Since our message does not always
have that character, we have followed the example of similar or-

ganizations in publishing a pamphlet called "The City Plan View-

point.
"

This is distributed by mail from time to time to members

of the organization and to a considerable additional mailing list.

The contents of this pamphlet relate, in the main, to local prob-

lems. General information on planning of a "background" char-

acter is good; but alone is not satisfying to the supporter who is

looking for local results and manifestations.

Though stress is laid upon definite objectives, and definite

results with reference thereto, there is sustained effort, through

recourse to every means which presents itself, to build up support,

not merely for the Plan, but for the Planning Board. Thorough
establishment in the public mind of the importance of the long-

term planning and programming of public improvements, and of

the propriety of allocating full responsibility for this task to the

legal planning agency, is what we seek. Only when that is ac-

complished may community support relax.
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NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR PLANNERS IN THE
ADVANCE PLANNING OF PUBLIC WORKS

D. H. SAWYER, Director, Federal Employment Stabilization Board,
Washington, D. C.

For more than half a century City Planning has been recog-

nized as an effective means of guiding and controlling the physical

change and development of our communities in the most econom-

ical manner, in order to make them healthy, safe and convenient

places to live. Of recent years some progress has been made

toward the more general adoption of the principle of long-term

capital budgeting for financing the major improvements advocated

in the city plan. While much has been accomplished, one general

criticism which might be made of planning and projected budgeting
as they have been practiced by these cities is that they have failed

to encompass the entire field of municipal improvements and do

not correlate contemplated expenditures for these with all other

needs for public funds.

For a decade serious attention has been given to advance plan-

ning of public works as a means of stabilizing employment and in-

dustry. While emphasis at first was placed on this feature as the

dominant gain, it has become increasingly evident that this pro-

cedure has many other advantages to justify its inauguration by

States, counties and cities. It is significant, however, that from

the start it was recognized that, to be successful, advance planning
must take into account disbursements for all forms of public

improvements, including maintenance and repairs.

The hard times of the past three years have demonstrated the

wisdom of this character of thinking. Had this new conception
of service been an integral function of government years ago, it is

not improbable that the perplexities which have faced officials

would have been strikingly less in their effect.

The subject has passed the stage of controversy. From the

largest to the smallest political unit there come demands for im-
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proved practices and no one in authority has raised his voice

against the long-range planning of public improvements as an

effective measure in that direction.

The Federal government accepted leadership in reasoning out

the value of public works in relieving unemployment and enacted a

law establishing our board about a year and a half ago. In myjudg-
ment this marked a new era in public administration. Our ex-

perience in this short time indicates that the legislation is fully

justified. Likewise, its counterpart in States and cities holds

promise of better business methods.

With a foundation such as this to build upon, it remains to as-

semble the forces that are essential to the study and establishment

of advance planning.

Some of the questions which immediately arise are: What is the

city planner's interest in advance planning of public works? What
forces of the community should be persuaded to collaborate ? What
character of board or commission existing or to be formed can ad-

minister this policy? What staff is essential to carry on the details

of the work? What helpful steps may be taken in inaugurating

the procedure? What methods of applying discretion can be de-

veloped ?

All of these call for an answer if immediate and satisfactory

results are sought.

WHAT is "ADVANCE PLANNING OF PUBLIC WORKS"?

Advance planning of public works is the process of formulating

and annually revising a balanced comprehensive program of all

physical improvements to be undertaken by the community for a

definite number of years in the future in accord with its financial

resources. Such a program should display each project of con-

struction, maintenance and repairs in terms of estimated cost al-

located to definite years in the order of their urgency and where

possible suggest sources from which funds should be secured.
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WHAT is THE CITY PLANNER'S INTEREST?

The City Planner has reached a high position of confidence by

professional attainment, a noble sense of public duty and persist-

ence. The problems of adapting communities to the shifting ne-

cessities of mass population opened a new field of study and experi-

mentation which has developed specialized knowledge and a de-

mand for broad vision and far-sighted planning.

While the city planner has generally devoted his talents to

traffic arteries, transit, recreational facilities, more adequate group-

ing of public buildings, and zoning, he has of necessity acquired a

knowledge of the importance of all other factors. He has studied

the forces which operate to influence urban growth and change,

and how they may be guided; he has learned to think comprehen-

sively of the community as a whole and the inter-relationships

between the various elements which make up the city; and he is

most ably qualified to estimate probable future physical require-

ments and to properly appraise their relative importance.

I think you will agree with me that if expenditures are to be kept

within financial resources, and if improvements are to be made

in order of their necessity, there must be a continuing program
which embraces all projects, including maintenance and repairs

as well as new construction, and which is based on sound financial

policies. You cannot leave out schools, sewers, fire stations, or

any other group and expect to produce a balanced program for

the expenditure of funds for public works. All must be integral

parts of the pattern.

And so, without in any way minimizing the importance of those

aspects of planning which you have been pursuing, my appeal is

that you expand your field of public usefulness, engage in the

scientific planning of all of the items of construction, maintenance

and repairs of the community and penetrate more energetically

into the realm of city finances.
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WHAT FORCES OF THE COMMUNITY SHOULD BE PERSUADED

TO COLLABORATE?

In all municipalities there are individuals and groups who are

willing to steadily devote themselves to improved administration.

Standing out prominently among these are the heads of city

bureaus and in addition the financial element, architects and en-

gineers, contractors, manufacturers and supply houses, research

and taxpayers' associations and others. While these forces are

undoubtedly sympathetic to the theory of advance planning, they
are specialists in their own zone of endeavor and some leadership

must exert itself which will harmonize viewpoints, indicate bene-

fits to be gained and the processes which must be set in motion

to translate an idea into action. And so it is fundamentally im-

portant to discover this leadership and give it the necessary support.

WHAT CHARACTER OF COMMISSION is TO ADMINISTER THIS POLICY?

I do not foresee that the administration of advance planning at

this stage can go far beyond advising and making recommenda-

tions to the governing body of the community generally the

City Council. The Council has delegated authority from the

State that it cannot easily surrender to others. While this may
prove to be a legal bar not quickly surmounted, it is my opinion

that a quasi-public group composed of public officials as well as

specially qualified citizens will probably accomplish more than

if it possessed legal authority. If such a body tenaciously main-

tains the confidence of the administration and the people, it is

altogether probable, as its processes become better understood

and more refined, that it will little by little acquire an assurance and

responsibility equivalent to wider powers.
In a large number of communities of the country there exist

today planning boards or commissions which may well form the

nucleus of an organization which can administer advance plan-

ning. Since in many cases these emphasize specialized activities,

they could with advantage expand their representation to include
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in the membership those officials and citizens who are particularly

informed on other important phases of planning, such as the city

finance officer, the banking group, and the construction industry.

Since these boards and commissions have won their place in public

esteem it would seem highly desirable to encourage their assuming

larger duties and avoid the creation of a new agency.

Since the city planner has been accustomed to working with

such groups, here lies an opportunity for increased public service

that offers promise of practical accomplishment.

WHAT STAFF is ESSENTIAL TO CARRY ON THE DETAILS?

While a qualified staff is essential to execute the details of ad-

vance planning, it need not be large and, except in the big cities,

the work will not occupy its entire time. The existing staff of

many of the planning commissions can perform the necessary

duties in conjunction with its regular activities. In other places

where there is a small staff or where no staff exists, recourse can

well be had to part-time employment of qualified talent from other

existing bureaus.

To aid the board in formulating its program for regulating and

timing the volume of construction to be undertaken in any given

period, the staff must study and keep to date data relating to

past and possible future trends of such fundamental factors as

population, industrial and business growth of the community,
assessed valuations, income and expenditures, bonded indebted-

ness, as well as local and national business, employment of labor,

construction activity, etc.

It will also be the duty of the staff to assemble, analyze and cor-

relate for the use of the board the necessary information from the

various agencies as to their future plans and to annually secure

the revision and extension of these. These agencies will require

the cooperation of the staff in determining the relative necessity

of projects and the priority relationship which shall prevail be-

tween them.
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WHAT HELPFUL STEPS MAY BE TAKEN IN INAUGURATING THE

PROCEDURE?

This question of getting started is one that probably can best

be answered by members of this Conference. Platitudes and per-

suasive language have a value in promoting long-range planning
of public work but to make a reality out of a conception calls for

practicalities. While it is not possible to lay down a standardized

course of action which will apply alike to every situation, I would

like to suggest in outline several steps which are essential in gath-

ering and utilizing the necessary data from which a balanced com-

posite program can be formulated each year.

Establish the number of years to schedule improvements ahead.

Prepare a standard form for reporting projects to facilitate

tabulation and analysis.

Require all departments having any construction, maintenance

and repairs to make annual reports covering for each project such

items as the following: Character of work; total estimated cost;

total cost for period of program; estimated expense in each year
of the program ;

whether or not project has been authorized; au-

thorized limit of cost; estimated annual expense of maintenance;

status and estimated cost of site, together with fiscal year of ac-

quisition; status of plans; and how soon work can be started after

money becomes available.

Issue instructions to bureaus annually for designating projects

of immediate importance, those which can be reserved, together

with other helpful suggestions.

Analyze each bureau's expenditures for construction, mainte-

nance, repairs and alterations for several years past.

Study the possibility of grouping improvements into categories

of similar character where like principles of discretion may be ap-

plied as to their priorities in planning programs.
Chart past growth trends of the city and their anticipated in-

crease or decrease.
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Analyze anticipated direction of movement of residential, busi-

ness and industrial population.

Give consideration to undeveloped portions of the city.

Give thought to the sequence of and time for acquiring sites.

Consider future physical requirements of privately owned util-

ities.

Consider the current economic condition of the city, region and

country.

Have available current financial data, such as assessed valuation;

past expenditures; tax rate; gross and net debt; sinking fund;

interest charges; special assessment debt, etc.

Report what prospective revenues, if any, can be expected from

each project.

Report if possible the sources of funds to defray cost of improve-

ment, such as bonds, special assessments, taxes and departmental

revenues.

Thoroughly study and coordinate improvement programs of all

of the departments with the comprehensive city plan.

Have information available in support of each project.

Annually revise advance planning program and extend one year.

Have each bureau make a progress report monthly on each proj-

ect of construction, maintenance, repairs and alterations in process,

giving such information as: Location and character; sites ac-

quired; condition of plans; date bids advertised; date contract

awarded; contract price or estimated cost of day labor work; date

work began; day labor work started; number of men employed;
time to complete; monthly expenditures; per cent completed;

date completed.

Projects held in reserve should have all legal proceedings cleared

in advance so as to avoid all unnecessary delays in beginning work.

Detail plans should be prepared in advance and revised when

changing conditions make such action necessary.

Have a compilation of the reports available for studies of the

budget officer or other city function considering appropriations.
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Keep continually informed as to the best practices of other

agencies fostering advance planning of public work.

Give publicity to the planning program in order to encourage

public support and confidence.

WHAT METHODS OF APPLYING DISCRETION CAN BE

DEVELOPED?

It is interesting to observe the impulses which finally prevail in

the inauguration of public works. It is equally interesting to ex-

amine the diversification of construction, maintenance and repairs

in which our cities engage today.

The planning board will probably discover that their first re-

quest from the bureaus for recommendations for money to be de-

voted to construction, maintenance and repairs will aggregate a

sum beyond the financial resources of the community. Should

the board accept these suggestions and pass them on to higher

authority, it will quickly be found that its usefulness is very ques-

tionable. Its function is to comb out public improvements that

fulfill the needs of the community. The various trends of com-

munity growth and a historical background of expenditures by the

various agencies will constitute tools in their workshop. Since the

program to be recommended each year must be based on sound

policies of public finance, the board must have intimate knowl-

edge of the fiscal affairs of the city.

Another tool will be the grouping of municipal improvements
into categories where they may be tested as to their preferential

position in the sequence of expenditures. This subject is too large

to develop further here, but the exercise of judgment and discre-

tion by the board is a factor that holds promise of establishing

processes which will eventuate into a balanced program in harmony
with fiscal resources.

CONCLUSIONS

These few problems that will arise in advance planning indicate

the need for hard thinking in developing a program which holds
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largest assurance of success. No group, I think, can attack the

problem with more self-reliance than the city planners. In working
with the construction agencies of the Federal government as well

as those of the City of Washington our board has gained an ac-

quaintance with advance planning and the many advantages of

its practical application in States, counties and cities. We believe

that there is a real opportunity for cooperation between our board

and the National Conference on City Planning to the end that the

planning and administration of public works may acquire greater

public confidence and fulfill a legitimate field of service.

CLASSROOM EDUCATION
GEORGE B. ZUG, Professor of Modern Art, Dartmouth College

Systematic study of city planning, if more generally adopted in

school, college, and university, would be a great help in making

planning more effective. For the grade and high school we might
well urge that more attention be paid to city planning in courses

in civics. For college and university we urge the more general

adoption of a survey course on comprehensive city planning in-

tended to prepare the student for citizenship. For city officials

and for members of clubs and planning commissions we urge more

serious study individually or in groups.

We believe in long-term planning and in the long-term financial

program; it would be well if we were to cultivate a long-range

policy for systematic education in city planning. As yet we have

no such policy. Before taking up specific recommendations, we
had best make note of the present status of instruction in city

planning in school, college, and university.

In the high school, according to the accepted curriculum, the

best chance of introducing the teaching of city planning is in the

civics course. There is no avoiding this. The question then is

how many hours a year may it be expected will be devoted to
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recitations on city planning in the grade and high school. Accord-

ing to a number of authorities including teachers and school prin-

cipals it appears that in American schools at present there can

never be more than five hours a year devoted to the discussion of

city planning. In many cases it is only an hour or two.

One of the most popular of the text books on community civics

which was written by an experienced and skillful teacher and is

now being used all over the United States contains a little more

than one hundred pages on topics related to city planning. When
I asked the author how many hours a year a class would devote to

the subject of city planning when using that book, he replied

"Never more than five hours, and frequently less."

Still another teacher, the principal of a high school in a certain

village, who teaches a class in civics, told me recently that in his

particular school he could afford only one hour a year. When I

asked him what he did during that hour, he replied that he first

talked for ten or fifteen minutes on the general subject of city

planning, applying his remarks to the street plan of the village.

Then he had the pupils go to the blackboard and spend ten or

fifteen minutes drawing plans of what they thought the village

ought to be in the future. After this he talked a few minutes

about his own ideas regarding the future of the village. When

being asked why he did not arrange to have more than one hour

available for the teaching of so important a subject as city planning,

he replied that there were so many required other topics that it

was impossible to find more than an hour for city planning.

From what has been said it seems apparent that we must look

elsewhere for an opportunity to build up public opinion through

instruction in the classroom; I wish therefore to say a few words

about the need and character of a course in college.

First, the need. In "City Planning" for January and July, 1929,

there were listed over eighty institutions of collegiate rank as giv-

ing courses in the curriculum on city planning. In his excellent

book, "The Principles of City Planning," Professor Lohman states

that "both general and technical courses in city planning are
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given in at least eighty-seven institutions of learning in the United

States."

Careful attention to the lists in "City Planning" shows that

among the courses mentioned are those in which only one or two

hours are devoted to city planning in a whole course on sociology

or government, or civic art. Surely, two or even ten meetings
are not enough to cover this great subject. That is impossible.

I have, moreover, made inquiries of professors in certain colleges

and have been told that in certain departments of political science

quite a point is made of city planning. On investigation I found,

however, that the ordinary thing in most of these departments is

to spend one or two hours a year on city planning which most pro-

fessors consider an unimportant phase of municipal administration.

In fact, I am convinced that there are only about a dozen, perhaps

fewer, colleges in which comprehensive courses on city planning
for undergraduates are given as a means for a liberal education.

What about graduate schools? Every year two thousand men
are graduated from institutions of collegiate rank with a degree

in civil engineering. From various authorities and from answers

to letters of inquiry I have been led to believe that just about one-

half of one per cent of these graduates of civil engineering schools

understand city planning. Furthermore, an authority on architec-

tural education recently told me that about ninety-nine per cent

of the men who study architecture professionally have very little

notion of what city planning is, and only two or three per cent

have ever had courses in city planning. He says that the men are

not trained to understand how buildings should be related to one

another in order to best serve the community.
I have been told that the training in an architectural school has

to do chiefly with designing single buildings and grouping monu-

mental buildings. Moreover, I asked a dean whether his profes-

sional students in architecture were required to study city plan-

ning. He replied that it was not necessary, since all the men had

to do exercises for which a knowledge of city planning was neces-

sary. It seems to me that a man might draw plazas all his life and
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know nothing about the social, economic, legal, and financial prob-

lems, as well as the technical problems, of planning. An authority

has said to me that most civil engineers, graduates of universities,

think that traffic studies are city planning.

I have not mentioned schools of landscape architecture because

they usually pay adequate attention to city planning. Moreover,

there are only a few in the United States whereas there are many

professional schools of architecture and civil engineering. Simply
because of their restricted number, therefore, departments of land-

scape architecture cannot spread abroad instruction in city plan-

ning as much as it is desirable, yet the diffusion of knowledge is

what is needed. The most serious consideration is that architects

and civil engineers are the men who construct our cities, whose

work determines the physical aspect of cities, towns, and villages,

and yet they are the very men who have not been trained in the

larger problems of city planning.

When many people speak of education, they often seem to be

thinking in terms of public schools or else of professional courses

in universities and technical institutes. They seem to give no

thought whatever to the desirability of courses on city planning

in college. An analogy may help us here. I should like to ask

what would be the attitude of an authority on English or Science

if his subject were treated in American schools and colleges in the

manner accorded to city planning? What would such an authority

think if in high school only three or four hours a year were given

to English or Physics or Chemistry and if adequate attention were

paid to such subjects in less than a dozen colleges, while literally

in hundreds of colleges his subjects were discussed only two or

three hours a year, or not at all? Yet that is the position of educa-

tion in city planning except for professional instruction in branches

related to city planning.

From what has been said I think you will understand when I say

that I consider that city planning is one of the most neglected of

subjects. What then can the members of this association do? At

the meeting of the National Conference on City Planning, held in
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St. Petersburg, Florida, in 1926, I spoke on this subject. A com-

mittee was formed but, alas! the only member of that committee

who has been active, who has really done anything, is our genial

secretary. Mr. Shurtleff has written to hundreds of colleges and

universities to try to persuade them to introduce city planning.

Over a hundred colleges failed to send any reply to his letter an

indication of their lack of interest. I think therefore that we may
agree that we cannot secure adequate treatment of city planning
in school, college or university by letter-writing or circularization.

What then can we do?

It is possible that the members of the National Conference on

City Planning might have a real influence in the general introduc-

tion of our subject if they would seek opportunity to talk the matter

over with principals of schools, presidents of colleges, deans and

professors men with the personality and the position which

secures attention. It is useless to write a letter and tell a college

president, however politely, what new courses he ought to intro-

duce. We all know the prejudices of committees on education.

They do not wish suggestions from mere outsiders. We are more

likely to have some effect if we secure an hour's talk, or better,

two friendly talks with an official and take the opportunity to

explain, as tactfully as may be, the importance, character, and

wide appeal of courses on city planning. We must remember,

however, that ours is a new subject, and that the conventional

subjects for instruction in school and college are strongly in-

trenched. We must remember also that while we as specialists

want more instruction in city planning for its own sake, we must

persuade school and college authorities of the desirability of instruc-

tion in city planning for the sake of its educational advantages.

Proper instruction in city planning treats of all branches re-

lating to the subject, and shows what is meant in fact and in life

by coordination and cooperation. I have been asked again and

again in what department a course on city planning should be

given and my favorite answer has been: "In any department in

which you can find a good man to take the trouble to teach it well."

9
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What do I mean in this case by good teaching? Perhaps I can tell

better by negatives. What I call poor teaching is illustrated by
the instructor who always insists on riding a hobby. A man is not

teaching city planning if he teaches it from the point of highway

engineering, or civic art, or housing. These are important subjects

but not so important for the average citizen as that subject which

includes them all and many others comprehensive city planning.

I once showed my list of subjects for a course of forty meetings
to a certain professor of government. He urged me to teach over

thirty hours of Sociology, Economics, Law and Finance, and said

that after such an introduction I might teach any other less im-

portant subjects, such as the planning of streets, transportation,

parks and playgrounds. His idea was that I could not treat city

planning adequately in a course of forty meetings unless I were

to devote over thirty hours to the social sciences essential to city

planning.

It is desirable to find a man who is a member of a department,
who knows the students, who understands the curriculum, and

who, when he has taken charge of the course, will not ride a hobby,

but will give a balanced course, properly proportioned, backed up

by substantial readings and useful exercises. Such a course on

comprehensive city planning adapted to the needs of average

citizens, if introduced generally into the curriculum of school,

college, and university, would prepare citizens to support various

movements in favor of urban improvement and in particular to be

useful members of planning commissions, in some cases leaders, in

their communities. Such courses would insure a better informed

public opinion and might thus be the means of securing both

official support and community support.



THE RANGE OF THE PLANNING FIELD

THE SMALLER CITY

WM. E. O'BRIEN, City Manager, Kenosha, Wisconsin

Carrying out the Kenosha City Plan has progressed rapidly due

to the efficient and sympathetic action of the Council of the City

and the intelligence and active interest of the City Plan Commis-

sion, as well as by the hearty cooperation of the majority of the

citizens of Kenosha.

Kenosha has been working on its City Plan every day since its

enactment, and striving to carry out the whole scheme in its en-

tirety, rather than devoting time, energy and money to this or that

particular phase of the plan.

MAJOR STREETS

Modern traffic demands ease, comfort, speed and safety of

travel on city streets. To achieve this result all heavy duty streets

must be coordinated, having common characteristics; namely,

continuity, directness, and proper width. The original survey for

the City Plan determined the major streets, their present width,

and the ultimate requirements.

To carry out these recommendations the men in charge of the

administration of the City Plan took action under four classifica-

tions:

1. Widening.

(a) Platting new subdivisions.

(b) Restricted building lines imposed either voluntarily or in

deeds of conveyance, or shown upon recorded plat.

(c) Actual widening of the present streets by condemnation

proceedings under the power of eminent domain.

(d) The establishment of setbacks by legislation under the

power of eminent domain.

125
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(e) The establishment of setbacks or building lines by legisla-

tion under the exercise of police power.
2. Openings or connections.

3. Elimination of jogs and sharp angles.

4. Extensions in unplatted territory.

PLATTING NEW SUBDIVISIONS

In accepting new plats, a major street plan is essential. In

Kenosha it has brought about dedications which provide for two

miles of widened major streets which would otherwise have been

platted in accordance with the old widths and would have re-

quired widening through condemnation or other means at a later

date. This one item alone justifies the establishment of a major
street plan.

The accomplishments of the City Planning Commission in ap-

plying land subdivision rules during the past five years are the

acquiring of 27.5 acres for use as parks and school sites; 1.29

miles 120 feet in width of the boulevard system; 2.16 miles-

full width 3.19 miles one-half width of major streets in new

developments; 4.74 miles of old streets widened to full width on one

side only of the major street system in the approval of twenty-

six subdivisions submitted.

RESTRICTED BUILDING LINES

On recorded plats outside of the corporate limits of the city

where the zoning law does not apply, the City Plan Commission

has adopted the policy of requiring building lines on the plats to

be recorded so as to get the same results as though the zoning ordi-

nance were in effect. These building lines should not be considered

as taking the place of or doing the work of the zoning law.

STREET WIDENING BY CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS

Kenosha's street widening problems are largely in the present

business districts. Under these conditions, street widening is
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carried on by condemnation proceedings through the Circuit

Court. The city's cost varies on different projects, being as fol-

lows on the three streets widened under this process: Sheridan

Road, 48>^%; 7th Avenue, 20%; 22nd Avenue, 6%.

SETBACKS UNDER THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN

In the exercise of the power of eminent domain to create building

lines, the city takes an easement or the right to keep a strip of land

from the new building line to the street line free from new struc-

tures. For this easement the city must pay the property owner.

This procedure is best suited to cities which have not as yet

adopted a major street plan.

The major streets established by Kenosha's City Plan were all

heavy duty streets with most of the abutting property zoned as

commercial or industrial. If after the adoption of the major street

plan new structures were allowed to be erected at the old street line

it would eliminate the possibility of ever increasing the width of

the street, due to prohibitive cost of widening. This would defeat

or nullify the purpose of the major street plan.

Due to the successful educational program conducted when the

zoning ordinance was under preparation, many property owners

set new structures back to provide adequate street width. There

were some citizens who were not willing to cooperate with the city.

In order to keep faith with those who had set back their new build-

ings, the city bought, leased and bargained, but always maintained

the setback lines.

After a great deal of research work the city attorney, Clifford

E. Randall, decided that the establishment of setback lines as part
of the zone ordinance was the legal solution of the problem. Mr.

Randall, in a paper on "Street Widening by Building Setback

Lines," which was published in Marquette Law Review, Volume

13, page 103, February, 1929, has cited all the principal legal de-

cisions which are the basis of his opinion. The zoning ordinance

was amended so that now there is established a definite line of

measurement for setbacks. Being a part of the zoning law the
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building inspector is held directly responsible for any infringements

on the setback lines.

How well the major street plan is protected from encroachments

is shown by the following survey of buildings set back since the

adoption of the comprehensive City Plan in 1925.

Total number of buildings set back from 7 to 17 feet ...... .83

Total frontage in feet ................................. 4,930.58
Total valuation (100%) of 83 buildings ................... $2,360,570.56

Taken from Assessor's Records.

GRADE SEPARATION

The greatest problem as far as the City Plan is concerned with

railroad transportation is that of elimination of grade crossings

throughout the city.

In 1928 an appalling series of grade crossing fatalities caused the

city to launch out on a vigorous campaign for grade separation.

The advantage of having a definite and comprehensive plan for the

widening of major streets was here exemplified. The new order of

the Wisconsin Public Service Commission called for full vehicular

and pedestrian subways at twelve of these streets and pedestrian

subways at three of the others. The distance between full vehic-

ular subways averages about one-fifth of a mile, not a serious handi-

cap to any motorist.

Separation of grades will be effected mainly by raising the grade

of the railroad, there being comparatively little depression of

streets in the subways. The subways in general comprise a 46-

foot roadway with ten-foot sidewalks on each side, columns in

center of the roadway and a vertical clearance of 13> feet.

PARKS, PLAYGROUNDS AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS

The City of Kenosha has always appreciated the value of a bal-

anced, all-year recreation program. This means that the city not

only buys parks and playgrounds and other 'recreational facilities

and maintains them, as a great many cities do, but in addition sup-

ports a recreation department to show the people of the city how to

make the most effective use of these facilities.
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The City Plan endeavors to combine the local playground units

with each elementary school site serving an area of about a half-

mile. This requires a parcel of land of from five to six acres in

size. Through the efforts of the Plan Commission four playground

sites have been obtained outside the corporate limits.

Neighborhood park sites of from 6-50 acres, located so as to serve

about a square mile of territory, are well placed and for most part

well along in providing adequate facilities for recreation. Kenosha

is supplied with seven such facilities.

The natural beauty of the creek ravines leading through the

wooded shores of Lake Michigan will be the marked feature of

Kenosha's large park and pleasure drive system. The city has

acquired 60% of the shore line within the corporate limits and an

additional mile and a half outside of the city limits.

The acquisition of this beautiful park land is due to the compre-

hensive plan, coupled with a budgeted program and generous sup-

port of influential citizens.

Civic CENTER

One of the fundamental objects of the Kenosha Plan is to create

an attractive city. This implies developing along practical lines

without losing sight of the aesthetic features. An outstanding

feature of the City Plan was the design of a civic center. This plan

called for a plaza, around which the future public buildings would

be grouped. Leading from the civic center west to the tracks of

the Chicago-Northwestern Railroad Company there is a 132-foot

avenue, at the head of which is to be located a new railroad ter-

minal.

By cooperation of the different parties interested; namely, the

County, the School Board, the United States Government, and

the City Council, a great deal of progress has been made towards

the completion of this part of the Plan. The plaza is completed.

At the north end of the plaza the County has erected a new court

house and jail building at a cost of approximately $1,125,000; the

School Board has erected a high school building at the south end
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of the plaza at a cost of $1,500,000; the City has acquired a site

for a future City Hall at the northeast corner of the civic center,

and the United States Government has obtained a site to the east

of the plaza and is now erecting a new building. By the end of

1933 the civic center will be 80% completed.

Our experience has proved that civic art need not mean extrav-

agance or even added expense, but it is required that a definite

plan and policy be applied to the work that affects the municipal

scene.

ZONING

The success of the zone ordinance since its adoption in 1924 is

attested to in its practical application. From January 7, 1924,

to August 23, 1932, Kenosha issued 10,914 building permits. Of

these 10,914, only 430 were taken before the Board of Zoning

Appeals. Stated in percentage, 96.06% of the total number of ap-

plications for building permits conformed to all provisions of the

zone ordinance.

A survey made in March, 1930, showed that there were 1,075

stores occupying a frontage of 31,268 feet and that the amount of

business frontage per 100 people was 62 feet. The area actually

zoned for business is 74,560 feet. If all this area were used for busi-

ness there would be served 119,800 people within the present city

limits. This comparison is sufficient to show that it is not neces-

sary or good practice to make provision for business along all of

the major streets.

TRANSIT

To secure a modern, unified system of transit facilities for a city

of 50,000 population is a very difficult problem, because as a rule

the city's function can only be advisory. The major street and

grade crossing elimination program has been helpful to the extent

that it is possible to coordinate these inseparable phases of the

City Plan. This was particularly true in Kenosha. The separa-

tion of grades by track elevation necessitated a considerable ex-

pense to the local utility company to rebuild its trolley system.
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It therefore became necessary for the city and transit company to

agree upon the ultimate form of service to be provided extension

of street car system, bus or motor car. The city decided upon the

trackless trolley as being the most efficient and stable. Following

this, a general re-routing plan was adopted so that all new exten-

sions will be in line with a systematic, comprehensive arrangement.

Revamping of an existing street railway system is notably costly

and very difficult of accomplishment. Our problem was met by

laying out an entirely new street transit system, designed to serve

the whole area of the city. The new system comprises 18.2 miles.

Kenosha is now provided with a rapid, comfortable, adequate
transit system, extending to every section of the city, with sched-

ules practically doubled and at no increase in fare.

The following is a tabulation of bonded indebtedness of the City
of Kenosha :

December 31, 1921 December 31, 1930

School Bonds $810,000.00 $2,891,000.00
Water Works Bonds 450,000.00 244,000.00
General City Bonds 723,000.00 200,000.00

Of the $200,000.00 bonded indebtedness of the general city as of

December 31, 1930, $150,000.00 was issued on December 12, 1930,

for the purpose of paying the city's cost of grade separation.

The success of Kenosha's program is not the result of nor limited

to times of prosperity. For example, in 1931 the city desiring to

provide work for its unemployed moved its program ahead two

years and voted bonds for the $250,000.00 which the program
called for spending during this period of time. Because this sum
had been planned for and the projects for which it was to be spent
were necessary parts of the comprehensive plan, no increase in the

tax rate or assessed valuation of property was required in 1931,

and material relief was given to the unemployed.

FINANCING THE CITY PLAN DEVELOPMENT

After the adopting of the City Plan, the Council set forth a

policy that as much as possible the work should be financed on a
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cash or pay-as-you-go basis. This is true of the acquisition of the

property for the civic center, the city's portion of the cost of street

widenings, the purchase of park properties, and also an appropria-

tion each year for setting back buildings on the major streets.

Realizing that no plan for municipal development, no matter

how carefully prepared, can be effectuated without being accom-

panied by a financial program, such a program based upon the

anticipated needs of the city over a period of ten years was also

developed. In August, 1928, the City Planning Engineer was ap-

pointed City Manager and thus there was the added beneficial

result of having as manager of the city one who was intimately

acquainted with its physical needs and the requirements of orderly

development.
In 1921 the tax rate was $3.10; next year it will be $2.80, and in

spite of this reduction in the tax rate there has been no general

increase in the assessed valuation of property.

The difficulties which various communities have had in carrying

out a city planning program were thereby met in Kenosha through

the procedure of (1) the securing of a city planning consultant,

(2) formation of a City Planning Department to carry forward

the detailed ideas of the consultant, (3) a financial plan relating

the needs of the community to the finances which were made

available, and (4) education of the citizenry.

SIGNIFICANT ITEMS IN COUNTY PLANNING
IN CALIFORNIA

HUGH R. POMEROY, Planning Consultant, Palo Alto, California

It is the earnest hope of the group who are concerned with the

success of county planning in California that the tale of many
cities will not need to be told of counties and that county planning

of integrity and effectiveness may "bore" back into city planning,

vitalizing with positive objectives and arming with effective pro-
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cedure many city planning commissions which are now wasting

their own time and the patience of the public.

There need be but a word as to the relation between county

planning and regional planning. The physical scope of regional

planning is well known: the physiographic unit which is charac-

terized by close functional relationships. Ordinarily, the county

is an administrative unit covering a part of a region. This is true

for all large population centers of the country, the county being

an inflexible area of jurisdiction retaining a form which was given

to it by accident or in an attempt to comprehend a regional entity

now long since outgrown.
The key to county planning, as, indeed, to city planning, can be

found only in true regional planning, transcending State bound-

aries where necessary, and reaching its final competence only in

nation planning nation-wide land use planning, including the

means of communication and transportation which are appurte-

nant thereto. County planning more readily than city planning feels

a need for regional orientation; for it can not lose itself in a maze

of street replanning or of "salvage
"

zoning: it must determine

fundamental land use relationships, design public service facilities

adequate thereto and entail a controlling pattern upon the terri-

tory under its jurisdiction. A regional viewpoint is essential to

this.

The story of extensive county planning (as a governmental

activity) in California begins with the present State Planning Act.

Adopted in 1929, this Act continued the authorization first given

in 1915 for the establishment of city planning commissions and

required each county in the state to establish a county planning
commission. The Act adequately provides procedure for the prep-

aration and adoption of master plans and authorizes the establish-

ment, largely under eminent domain, of precise lines of streets and

highways which are a part of the master plan.

The Act has served primarily as an incentive for the establish-

ment of county planning commissions in counties consciously in

need of such, although commissions have been established, as a
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matter of compliance with law, in a number of counties in which

there was no consciousness of necessity. In some of the latter the

commissions have grown into positions of worthy usefulness; in

others they have accomplished little. Under the Act commissions

have been established in 22 counties. Santa Barbara County
had previously established a commission under the permissive

Act of 1927, while Los Angeles County had initiated the work of

county planning in California with the establishment of its com-

mission under the County Charter in 1923.

The excellent work, largely metropolitan in character, of the Los

Angeles County Regional Planning Commission is well known,

being now in its tenth year and carrying forward an extensive pro-

gram of research, plan-making and planning administration, with

a large, well-financed organization.

The work of over four years in Santa Barbara County has pro-

duced notable results, having been characterized by the zoning

of certain unincorporated territory, various highway planning

projects, comprehensive basic studies and a rather wide-spread

and effective influence upon the physical development of the county

through subdivision control, advice on public improvement proj-

ects and advisory influence upon private developments.

Five other counties have been doing effective planning work,

with their programs of activities having covered shorter periods

of time. These are Kern, San Mateo, Monterey, San Diego and

Santa Clara Counties. There have been no spectacular results in

any of these counties but in each case thoroughly comprehensive

planning is under way on the basis of a defined program of work.

They are the only ones providing for this year any reasonably ade-

quate financing for planning commission activities.

In all California counties such work as has been done by the

planning commission has been carried on in close collaboration

with the Board of Supervisors and has consequently been building

itself securely into the normal functioning of the county govern-

ment. The work thus far accomplished is largely foundational,

and a true measure of its value cannot yet be taken: the next few
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years will determine whether county planning as practiced there

is measuring up to its responsibilities.

The counties which are doing effective planning are beginning

to attain a regional scope in their work and the ultimate result of

this will be state planning probably several years in the future,

but on the way more rapidly than the counties in general are pre-

paring to integrate their activities with it. It is coming not alone

from beneath, but quite definitely from above.

Little progress has been made thus far in financial planning by

California counties owing to the youth of county planning, but in

a number of counties as rapidly as county planning produces the

essential data, these tend to guide county financial administration.

In Los Angeles County the chaotic results of unsound street and

highway financing are requiring planning to find a way out, and

definite leadership to this end is being provided by the County

Planning Commission. There is a growing recognition of the

needs for planning control in the expenditure of state gasoline

tax funds which are distributed to the counties. The League of

California Municipalities, at its annual convention in San Diego

this year, initiated a move for direct allocation of a portion of such

funds to the cities of the State, and in this connection, upon recom-

mendation of its Planning Department, declared the principle that

it should be required that all such funds should be expended only

in accordance with financial plans based upon competent physical

plans. This principle, at least, may emerge successful from the

fight over gas tax funds which will inevitably take place between

the cities and the counties at the next session of the Legislature.

The foregoing are the principal direct involvements of county

planning in county financial administration. But in many cases

savings in expenditures are to be noted as a result of planning,

particularly in Los Angeles County, where the adequate highway

rights-of-way which have resulted from nine and a half years

of subdivision control are worth nearly nineteen million dollars

if evaluated by the cost of comparable rights-of-way purchased by
the county during the same period. The Chairman of the Board
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of Supervisors of Santa Barbara County declares that county

planning, particularly in the field of subdivision control, has had a

markedly favorable effect upon the integrity of land values there

and has appreciably kept down tax delinquencies.

The principal progress in subdivision control since we last met

has been in more effectively establishing procedure and require-

ments. While the subdividers have been tightening their belts,

the planners have been girding their loins. Another wave of

speculative subdividing will be met by a far better equipped sys-

tem of planning regulation. A state-wide group has prepared a

revised draft of the Subdivision Map Act for introduction at the

session of the Legislature next spring. This is designed to prevent

subdividing by metes and bounds, to authorize greater latitude

on the part of local subdivision regulations and to simplify various

items of procedure.

A gratifying characteristic of county planning in those counties

doing effective work and in the forecast of planning progress in

those counties offering hope of future effective work, is the extent

to which County Planning has been integrating itself with the

functioning of the County governments. It should be axiomatic

that if the planning function of a City or a County can be discon-

tinued without leaving bleeding wounds and raw edges where it

has been "pulled out," it has not been effective planning. An
essential of effective planning administration is its power to per-

meate the fabric of the entire governmental administration, to

correlate certain governmental activities, to exercise a conscious

direction of community growth and change. County planning

dominantly foundational and directional in character should

strike profoundly into county life, political, social and economic.

Some items of significance may be noted in some of the county

planning work being done.

One of these relates to highway planning, which has thus far

consisted largely of an attempt to expand antiquated street pat-

terns sufficiently to meet motor vehicle needs. There is no evi-

dence anywhere in the country that this can be done, whereas
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Westchester County gives evidence that something else will work.

The first attack on the problem by county planning in California

is being made in connection with the state highway system, cover-

ing the major trunk thoroughfares in the state. County planning

has proved its worth to the State Highway Commission and, uni-

formly in those counties doing effective planning, the State High-

way Department looks to the county planning commission for

assistance, and frequently for the determination of solutions in re-

routings and alignment correction. This has offered a basis for a

frank discussion with the Highway Commission of the basic prin-

ciples of highway system design and unit design. As an example,

the San Mateo and Santa Clara County Planning Commissions

made a joint statement to the Highway Commission referring to

the problem of a particular highway now under construction in

which it was said:

Of particular importance is the control of the use of property in

such a manner that an intensifying use of the land will provide the

traffic rights of way which are necessary to such intensifying use.

To this end the plan must be protected. The bare right of passage
does not cover what is involved: speed and convenience of move-
ment now inhere in this established right. If, then, an adjacent

property owner seeks to use his land in such a way as to impair
this right, he seeks to confiscate that which belongs to the entire

people as certainly as if he were to erect a private structure in

a right-of-way which had become dedicated by user. He accom-

plishes this purpose if the roadside commercial use which he estab-

lishes requires occupancy of the highway by auto standing and
local movements incidental to that use.

We are concerned with providing such direction for marginal
land uses as will protect both the through traffic facility and our

adjacent lands and communities.

Obviously, the foregoing does not strike through to the ultimate

solution, even though it is applicable in the case of the highway in

question. Marginal control through zoning may better an unde-

sirable result, but it can not change the fundamental character of

the right-of-way. Westchester County has pointed the way, with
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its "insulated arteries," with the effect of freeways. In county

planning we may determine our pattern in advance and the com-

munity takes its form according to the pattern.

The foregoing statement to the Highway Commission prefaced
a request for a thorough study by the Commission of the basic

principles of the nature of rights-of-way to be acquired by the

state and of system and unit design. This study is now under way,
in collaboration with certain county planning commissions. It is

interesting to note that the approach to an actual facing of this

important problem has come through county planning. As to the

results, we cannot say. But at least the problem is being studied,

and traditional principles of highway system design that have

never changed basically are being questioned.

In the field of highway planning, a valuable step has been taken

in Santa Clara County: the first use in California of the police

power for the establishment of official plan lines. The inspiration

derived from Mr. Bettman's paper, "Master Plan and Official

Maps," at last year's Conference, was largely responsible for get-

ting the matter actually under way. That conservative county

that will not issue bonds, that has developed its road system

without ever levying a special assessment has seen in the estab-

lishment of official plan lines under the police power the means for

maintaining its financial integrity and for avoiding the overload on

land of the cost of reconstructive planning. The beginning is small

but the principle is firmly established and will be extended in its

application.

Probably the most interesting movement in California county

planning is the work now under way in the determination of a

basic county zoning structure. Several of us have found ourselves

traveling a common road in our thinking in the matter. We are

convinced that to circumscribe ourselves within the now tradi-

tional limits of urban zoning will "wall ourselves in" within those

areas in which zoning must be largely of a "salvaging" character,

often doing no more than seeing to what extent it can hinder

gradual disintegration of neighborhoods. If we are thus confined,
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we are powerless to do effective regional land use planning, and,

having determined basic land use relationships, can only sit idly

by and watch them go to the devil, until conditions become bad

enough to warrant some action. In the view of regional planning,

such an attitude limits our activities to making interesting studies

and drawing hopeful plans, trusting that in some mysterious way

something will result from it all. I have no interest in such regional

planning. If regional land use planning is worth thinking about

and I see little hope for competent city and county planning except

as oriented with respect to the broader basic regional land use

plan there must be procedure and methods for directing the form-

ing or reforming of the physical form of our communities, counties

and regions in accordance with such a plan. We must frankly de-

sign classifications which derive from the determined fundamental

land use relationships even though we have no judicial precedent

for such classifications. If urban zoning had waited for legal pre-

cedent, there would have been no zoning. I speak positively be-

cause there has been some question raised as to our right to step

out into the field of regional zoning under other than the panoply
of urban zoning, and I am declaring the necessity of regarding that

our exploration of the field of land use direction has not reached

that edge of a flat world beyond which we will fall off.

Tying the broad conception of regional zoning down to its prac-

tical application does not present a very formidable picture. It

involves the use of the police power, insofar as it is applicable, for

the directing of major land uses that are socially and economically
soundest. As an example, Kern County has studies under way for

the formulation of a basic land use plan. These studies fall under

four general headings. The first is topography. The second is a

study of existing land uses, as a part of which all land uses and land

use characteristics for the 8,000 square miles of area of that county
have been charted. The third is a study of the distribution, density

and character of population. The fourth covers the movement of

people and goods, being indicated in part by a recently taken

traffic census.

10
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Those studies, evaluated in the light of tendencies and of the

broad principles of regional design, will lead to the formulation of a

major land use plan. This will serve as a guide to all zoning to be

done by the county. First of all, (a) it will give direction to the com-

munity or urban type of zoning; (b) it will give validity to means

of protection for the transitional uses of pre-urban rural areas

and to such regulations as may be necessary to prevent the impair-
ment of living or occupational conditions in permanently agricul-

tural areas; (c) it will regard the highways of the county not as

being successively appurtenant to the communities through which

they pass but as constituting a county-wide transportation system
wherein the effect of traffic upon marginal land uses constitutes a

distinct element of the regional land use structure, thus making
the margins of highways subject to zoning regulations which take

their character not primarily from adjacent communities but from

the regional land use plan; (d) it will provide a basis for such pro-

tective measures as may be established to prevent the despoliation

of the qualities of scenic areas. Throughout, it will establish sound

relationships between population and space. With 156,000 square

miles of area in California, there is no necessity for crowding our

houses until they cast shadows on each other or for making it im-

possible for those who desire to do so to have home sites retaining

seclusion from a too close crowding of population.

These applications of regional zoning suggest several types or

groups of zoning regulations, such as the community type, the

highway marginal type, the agricultural type and the scenic pro-

tective type, with overlapping districts establishing various mini-

mum building site areas.

An interesting application of county zoning is seen in Kern

County along the relocated portion of the Golden State Highway,
where it is expected that the zoning will be in effect before the con-

struction of the highway is completed. Since the highway is follow-

ing an entirely new location, the zoning will establish control "from

the ground up." The regulations will control the types of per-

mitted uses, will require ample building setbacks from the high-
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way right-of-way so that roadside commercial uses will provide

all space necessary for local traffic movements incidental to doing

business and will establish advisory architectural supervision.

In connection with the permitted roadside uses, the regulations

exclude such uses as automobile wrecking yards but permit ordi-

nary retail uses and customary roadside business. This does not

include outdoor advertising which, under the regulations, is per-

mitted only when there is sufficient concentration of business to

constitute a
"
business district" as defined in the California Ve-

hicle Act. The measure of such a business district is the occupancy

by business uses of a majority of the frontage for three hundred

feet on both sides of the highway or for six hundred feet on one

side of the highway. In such a district the state speed limit of 45

miles per hour is reduced to 20 miles per hour. The difference be-

tween occasional roadside uses and the general commercial uses

which constitute a concentrated business district and the further

difference in traffic conditions between 45 miles per hour and 20

miles per hour would seem to offer a dividing line on one side of

which outdoor advertising may reasonably be excluded.

One other item of interest in California county planning may
be called to attention. The County of San Mateo approved a

county charter at the general election Nov. 8 last. This contains

a statement of planning policy which is of interest, as follows:

The County Planning Commission shall prepare a master plan
which shall include all subject matter relating to the physical form
and development and to the appearance of the county. Upon the

adoption of the master plan or any part or section thereof by the

Board of Supervisors, the recommendations of said master plan or

part or section thereof shall be deemed to be the policy of the

county, and it shall thereupon be the duty of the Board of Super-
visors, upon recommendation of the Planning Commission, to

determine the means of effectuating said recommendations. The
manner and extent of land use shall, in so far as it is possible, be so

regulated that the master plan will serve as a pattern and guide
for the physical growth and development of the county. The
Board of Supervisors shall establish a land acquisition fund which
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shall be used solely for the purchase of land, rights of way, ease-

ments and rights in land, as recommended by the master plan.

The foregoing provides not only a statement of planning function

but ties this definitely to county administration and county financ-

ing. With this instrumentality, planning in San Mateo County
will be enabled to lay down a broad county-wide plan as a guide to

development and to have funds devoted to necessary acquisitions

as a part of current expenditures.

The foregoing recital of county planning activities in California

does not offer a record of extensive accomplishment, but it does

indicate hopeful beginnings. Two things give special promise:
the comprehensiveness of the planning work in various of the

counties and the degree to which this has been integrating itself

with the functioning of county government. In such counties

planning will not be a mere superimposed activity to be "taken

on or off at will" but will ultimately motivate all activities of

county government relating to the physical form and appearance
of the respective counties. Whether this objective will be ac-

complished will be told by the record of the next few years: the

evidence up to now is hopeful.

WHITHER STATE PLANNING?

JACOB L. CRANE, JR., City Planning Consultant, Chicago

Two of the strongest "drives" motivating the western world are,

first, the impulse to extend our imaginations and our activities

further and further outward in space and, second, the impulse to

exert conscious guidance over our future. State planning is in

direct line with the tendency to forecast and pre-design the cir-

cumstances of our living; and it represents the movement to deal

with the future in a larger and larger way. It is a far cry from the

layout of original town plats to comprehensive city planning and

to regional planning. It is a still farther cry to state planning, but
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the latter follows along in logical sequence as we broaden our out-

look. And now, of course, we begin talking quite boldly of na-

tional planning for highways, for sensible land utilization, even

for the general economic guidance of the future.

As planners, perhaps somewhat discouraged by the city dweller's

comparative indifference to the uses of city planning and by the

resulting meager success of that planning, we turn with new en-

thusiasm to state planning. We may be hoping that here the prin-

ciples of planning will become effective. But we are still bound to

face the fact that the city planning battle cannot be abandoned.

The reorganization of our cities remains an essential element of the

whole planning movement, not to be replaced, but rather to be

aided, by state planning. And, in fact, state planning will help us

enormously with our local planning work. It tends to establish

a larger conception of our physical environment and of the city in

that greater area; it gives us new methods of studying and fore-

casting and perhaps guiding population distribution and concen-

tration; it can determine the desirable utilization of major land

divisions, and the effect of that upon all elements of local planning;
it gives us a hand-hold on the great puzzle of industrial localization

in relation to urban development; it deals with wide problems of

water sources and power supply and transport, and with their

influence on city building. All told, state planning promises to be-

come a new and sounder background for city and regional planning.

Thus far the term "State Planning" has been used mainly to

mean the planning of land utilization, of physical development,
and of the conservation of resources. Under Governor Smith in

1925 New York had a state planning commission, whose work

gave impetus to projects now current for re-housing, sensible land

utilization and reforestation. Out of a study made by the Illinois

Chamber of Commerce, that state has created a state planning
commission with wide authority to investigate, but as yet with no

authority to direct the state's development. Wisconsin has a

state regional planning committee, made up of officers from several

state administrative departments. Michigan and Wisconsin are
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both well along with land utilization surveys and programs which,

in the former at least, seem to be leading into specific land plan-

ning. Virginia has set up its conservation and development com-

mission, and Governor Pinchot for a while fostered the Greater

Pennsylvania Council with a planning division. California has

made a state park and recreation plan and is working on a long-

term highway plan. Iowa will, within a few months, have a state

conservation plan to follow through a 25-year program. Texas and

New Jersey, Massachusetts and North Carolina, are tackling state-

wide planning projects of one sort or another. All this is aimed at

conscious guidance of public, and in some instances, of private

work, to replace the customary hit-or-miss, uncoordinated, un-

economic succession of development proposals.

The Illinois and Iowa undertakings are typical of two distinct

angles of approach, both of which promise concrete results for the

state planning idea. For ten years back the effectiveness of the

Chicago city plan has stimulated the thought that a state plan

along somewhat similar lines could be made for Illinois. In the

fall of 1930 the Illinois Chamber of Commerce, where these dis-

cussions centered,* set up a Civic Development Department and

authorized the committee of business and professional men making

up the directorate of that department to take as its main objective

a preliminary study of state planning. A fund was raised by sub-

scription and a survey made to determine first, whether state

planning would be feasible and useful, second, to establish the

purposes of such a project, and third, to recommend a permanent

organization and program. The survey discovered many startling

facts about what has happened and what is happening to the

Illinois land, to its population, and to its resources.

One hundred years ago the Illinois area of 56,000 square miles

was made up 60 per cent of open prairie and 40 per cent of wood-

land; only a few primitive settlements had been established, and

transport was carried on entirely over trails and by canoes and

rafts. During the intervening brief century nearly 8,000,000 people
* The Chicago plan was prepared under the auspices of the Chicago Commercial Club.
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have moved into this area and they have built 170 towns and cities,

12,000 miles of railroad, 100,000 miles of highway, and 12,000

manufacturing plants. Also, they cut off nearly all of the forests,

which in turn allowed destructive soil erosion to set in over one-

half or even two-thirds of the state's land. Besides getting a visual-

ization of the past sequence of events and of the present situation,

several extremely significant tendencies were unearthed. A major

change in land utilization is going on. Some millions of acres of

less desirable farm territory are in process of abandonment, thereby

freeing this land for other purposes, and it will plainly be needed

for reforestation, recreation areas, and water-sheds. The natural

resources of the state have been exploited haphazardly. For ex-

ample, underground water supplies are being exhausted and sur-

face supplies made unfit for use. The drift of population results in

nearly one-half of the state's total living on one per cent of the land

area in the Chicago district, and there paying the penalty of con-

gestion and high costs, both for purposes of commerce and for

living. Seventy-two out of the one hundred and two counties are

definitely decreasing in population, while the industrial towns

gather in more and more people from the rural districts. Great

changes are going on in farming, the result largely of the extension

of mechanical methods of agriculture. A new balance of farm

population seemed to be in sight when the survey was made, but

with the present tide of factory job hunters flowing back to the

country, where they can at least eat, a new factor is introduced.

A more sensible and economical redistribution of urban popula-
tion would depend upon the migration of industry and to guide
this looks, to judge from the survey, like a tough job. Forty years

ago the pattern of distribution of industry, the proportionate locali-

zation in the various centers, seems to have crystallized and, while

great expansion all told has gone on during that period, the pattern
of distribution has not materially changed. The forces working
for centralization and localization of manufacturing rail service

and rates, coal and electric power, markets, labor supply, water

supply, administrative and sales advantages, momentum of de-
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velopment, water transport, property ownership interests, and the

desire to live in the city were and remain sufficiently strong to, in

most cases, overcome the forces working for a redistribution or an

actual decentralization throughout the state, even though these

latter forces sound pretty powerful, congestion and high costs,

readjusted freight rates, widespread electric power, automobile,

truck and airplane transit and transport, improved water supplies,

new waterways, the radio and other features such as golf and

movies, which tend to put the smaller city more nearly on a par
with the big one in point of general preference.

The patently urgent need for a sensible land utilization policy

and program, the need for further study of possible industrial mi-

gration, for a deeper understanding of population drifts, and for

planning the physical facilities which should help to direct and

should serve the future development of Illinois, led to the passage
of a resolution in the last session of the legislature which authorized

the organization of the state planning commission. That com-

mission is now at work feeling its way through the maze of possi-

bilities in state planning.

The situation in Iowa is quite different from that in Illinois.

Here is a state largely agricultural, with only one city in the 150,000

class, comparatively rich, with a more uniform distribution of

wealth, where people know each other all over the state, and offi-

cials are known personalities and not myths, and where the state

government is correspondingly responsive to the public will. Even

during the period of settlement and reckless exploitation of natural

endowments the movement for conservation began and it has

increased in strength until there has emerged a widespread and in-

sistent demand that the state take charge of its own destiny in all

matters of conservation. The lowans have set out to recover or

replace, and to further develop the natural riches which have been

partially lost or at least unwisely used. Iowa's greatest resource is

its soil, and this is washing away through erosion, which in turn

silts up the streams and lakes, destroys fish life, aggravates floods

and renders the waters difficult or impossible to use. A thousand
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small saw-mills cut off nearly all of the original woodlands. At

least 50,000 acres of lakes were drained with no advantage to agri-

culture, in a state where people cry out for water areas during the

hot summers. The conservation plan divides itself into two main

phases, that dealing with policies and organization, and that deal-

ing with public acquisition of land and physical development.

Under the first classification the soil erosion, which the farmer is

economically unable to control himself, must be undertaken by the

state, but mainly by means of aiding the land owner. Likewise,

the cleansing of the streams, reforestation, game and wild-life

management, fish propagation and distribution, control of the use

of the state's waters, water power, farm taxation, conservation of

woodlands, and many research items, are all matters of policy and

administrative organization. Under the second classification lands

are to be acquired and development made for a series of great

state parks, state beaches, state historic and scientific preserves,

state parkways, and reforestation on state-owned lands. The last

item revolves around the most intangible and difficult conservation

possible in Iowa. Whereas such states as Michigan and Wiscon-

sin already know the principal areas which will revert from private

to public ownership, in Iowa this is still a mirage. Thousands of

farms are on the brink of ruin but no one yet can tell which ones,

if any, or how fast they will be abandoned. Plainly, during the

course of the next twenty-five years, the period of which the con-

servation plan is being drawn, the state will have a hand in the

disposal of some hundreds of thousands of acres of land which can-

not successfully compete with the best areas. Even in Iowa, where

there is a smaller proportion of poor land than perhaps in any sim-

ilar territory in the world, mortgage foreclosures and tax reversions

may possibly be the beginning of public farm land ownership or

management. During the early stages of the Iowa project the

advantages of coordination among the various elements of land use

and physical development remained pure hypothesis. As the work

progresses, however, this claim for the value of inter-related plan-

ning has clearly proven out. No single element in this vast field

11
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of the Iowa conservation plan can be determined soundly without

relating it to the others, and here lies great economy for the future.

With its traditions for liberal interest in the more basic problems
of the commonwealth we might expect Wisconsin to be among the

first to undertake state planning. And in fact no other state has

approached the field of state planning from so many angles. The

Wisconsin land economic survey is famous; it is providing the

background for a sensible state-wide plan of land utilization, with

particular emphasis upon the waste and semi-waste cut-over lands

in the north. Nearly four years ago a state regional planning com-

mittee was established by the legislature with its membership made

up of representatives of several state departments, and with au-

thority to study and plan and initiate zoning throughout the state,

using the main river valleys as the geographic units. Due to a

sequence of circumstances, this committee has not been very active.

However, it provides the machinery for a coordinative state plan-

ning project, and meanwhile a demonstration area is under inten-

sive study unofficially. The state conservation commission plans

the state park system, state forests and state reforestation units.

A governor's committee on the use of forest lands has recently

made a very interesting report establishing important policies and

principles, among them being a coordination of all land and water

surveys. Several special studies have been made on industrial

localization and population drift. We haven't space here to de-

scribe all the significant findings of these several Wisconsin ap-

proaches to state planning. Outstanding is the fact, however, that

the various undertakings need to be drawn together and all based

on one set of surveys and investigations, a function properly

lying in the state regional planning commission, once it is free to do

its work on broader and more fundamental lines than even those

outlined in the resolution creating it.

Michigan's great land economic survey under the state conser-

vation commission attacks state planning at a basic point, but at

one point only. Further, while this survey is now in a position to

allocate land areas to their various logical uses, county by county,
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there seems to be still a gap between this fascinating local land plan-

ning and the balancing of those plans into a state land utilization

plan, in which the distribution and the quantity of farm lands,

park lands, forest lands, watershed lands, etc., are determined on a

state-wide basis as an over-all control of the county planning. So

Michigan will be studying the other phases of state development
as well as land utilization, population trends, transport, power,
water supplying, etc. And she will be undertaking a state land

utilization plan.

These four state planning enterprises in adjoining but quite

different states bring out what appear to be the three main pur-

poses of the whole state planning movement if it continues and

proves successful. First of all we have the purpose of coordinating

the many projects of physical development, both public and pri-

vate, and of coordinating the work of the hundreds of agencies

engaged. This coordinate planning also sets up a long-time but

specific series of objectives, which can be programmed for purposes
of finances and toward which interest and energy can be directed.

Just now, a second main purpose becomes important and gains in

public support, namely: planning to synchronize the construction

of state projects with periods of unemployment and low prices.

It has become plain that certain construction jobs can very well

be held over and undertaken when they can be accomplished at

lower cost and when they will also give employment, and thus re-

stimulate business and industry generally. Third, while state eco-

nomic planning, apart from national planning, does not seem feas-

ible to the author, it is clear that national economic planning in

anything like a comprehensive way would be entirely impossible
without the kind of state planning survey and program which is

evolving out of such work as that in these mid-American states.

Hence, these state planning projects are, in a sense, getting us ready
for national economic planning and it will fit neatly into that job
if and when it is seriously undertaken.

In answer to the question, Whither State Planning?, we find a

quite various beginning in the several states where it is taking
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hold. Nevertheless, certain principles begin to emerge from this

work as a guide for all of us. State planning is first of all a coordi-

nating enterprise, drawing together the scores of projects, both

public and private, which need basing on broad knowledge of re-

sources and of needs and of trends. Second, the field to be covered

varies with the situation, but in all states it is necessarily a very
wide field, ranging from industrial localization and population

drift, through land utilization on a national basis, to the develop-

ment of scenic highways. Third, state planning is plainly a func-

tion of state government, probably the next great phase of gov-

ernmental activity in our states; and the machinery should be set

up within the state administration. Fourth, greater rather than

less public control over land use and industrial development seems

inevitable for the purposes of the larger common and individual

economies to be effected.

Nobody yet knows how good the planning idea is. Nobody
knows how serious the limitations of human imagination, tech-

nical skill, and good will may be discovered to be by the time these

big planning projects get to the point of applying them to the con-

trol of the future. Regardless of these uncertainties, we are in

the mood for state planning; the idea gains headway daily and we

are unquestionably going to try it out.



RESOLUTIONS OF THE CONFERENCE

APPRECIATION

In view of the contribution toward clearer thinking on vital

problems of community and regional life which has been made by
the twenty-fourth National Conference on City Planning, held at

a time when making the arrangements for the Conference has been

particularly difficult, be it

Resolved by the Conference that its gratitude be expressed to the

cooperating organizations who have contributed to the success of

the Conference, namely:

Citizens Committee on City Plan

Civic Club of Allegheny County
Pittsburgh Housing Association

Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce
Allied Boards of Trade

University of Pittsburgh

Carnegie Institute of Technology
Duquesne University

Pittsburgh Chapter, American Institute of Architects

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania

Pittsburgh Section, American Society of Civil Engineers
Federation of Social Agencies of Pittsburgh and Allegheny

County
Allied Architects of Pittsburgh
The Congress of Clubs and Club Women of Western Penn-

sylvania

Allegheny County League of Women Voters

Pittsburgh Real Estate Board

Long Range Plan Committee on Employment
Better Traffic Committee

Building Owners and Managers Association

League of Boroughs, Townships and Cities of the Third
Class of Allegheny County

Forest Hills Civic Club

The City Planning Department of the City of Pittsburgh, the

County Planning Commission of Allegheny County, and the other
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official agencies of the city and of the county, the press and radio

of Pittsburgh, and particularly to the Buhl Foundation for its

cooperation in the arrangements for the Conference and for the

inspiration and example of its significant development of Chatham

Village.

Be it Further Resolved, That the gratitude of the members of the

Conference be extended to our beloved associate, Frederick Bigger,
for his untiring work and excellent accomplishments in directing
the arrangements for and of the Conference, and to Mr. George P.

Baird, Secretary of the Pittsburgh Art Commission, and to Messrs.

C. V. Hill and C. R. Woods of the staff of the Pittsburgh Planning
Commission who installed the City Planning and Housing Exhibit

at Carnegie Fine Arts Galleries and who were prepared to install

the material shown at Hotel Schenley, had adequate preliminary
notice been given.

Be it Further Resolved, That the appreciation of the National

Conference on City Planning be expressed to Director Homer
Saint-Gaudens and the Fine Arts Committee for the use of the

Galleries of the Fine Arts Department of Carnegie Institute to

show the city planning and housing exhibits arranged for this

Conference.

LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLANNING

WHEREAS, Present attention to the necessity for long term

financial planning offers a valuable opportunity for a re-affirmation

of the fundamental principles of such planning; and

WHEREAS, Improving technique in city and regional planning
offers increasingly effective means for the attainment and mainten-

ance of economic stability so far as public administration is con-

cerned along with important influence on all phases of community
life; now, therefore,

Be it Resolved, That the twenty-fourth National Conference on

City Planning records a statement of the following basic essentials

to effective financial planning:

1. That the only competent basis for financial planning is com-

prehensive physical planning.
2. That city and regional planning as a function of government

must be comprehensive in recognition of all physical factors

entering into financial planning.
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MORRIS KNOWLES

Be it Resolved by the twenty-fourth National Conference on

City Planning that the Conference concur in the expression of

sorrow of the American City Planning Institute upon the passing
of Morris Knowles, our esteemed fellow worker in the cause of

better community life:

Morris Knowles died in Pittsburgh on November 8th, 1932, a

few days before this meeting. Many of us had looked forward to

this meeting because we expected him to be with us. His passing
has grieved us all. His place as a loyal and helpful citizen of Pitts-

burgh and as a member of the Institute cannot be filled.

Mr. Knowles became eminent as a designing and consulting en-

gineer in public utilities of cities. But to us he was a broad minded

and profound student of city planning who gave unstintingly of

his time and ability to nation, state and city without thought of

remuneration. No Pittsburgh citizen was more helpful in the prep-
aration and administration of better local laws regarding build-

ings and the use of land. He helped his state in the painstaking

framing of general laws to enact the unused powers of the state

legislature for the benefit of municipalities. He responded always
to the call of federal departments for aid in problems of city plan-

ning and housing. We all wondered how in the days of his great

strength he could carry on in so many places and make so great a

contribution in each.

We shall miss him in the deliberations of the Institute. His

work and influence will never be forgotten.
We formally record this memorial statement in our records and

direct that a copy be sent to his bereaved wife and family.
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